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ABSTRACT 
 
Presently, the aim of molecular/organic electronics is to incorporate organic 
materials into conventional silicon-based devices and complimentary metal-oxide 
semiconductor (CMOS) technology to expand the functionality of electronic devices, 
exploit bottom-up fabrication techniques, and to achieve nanoscopic dimensions. 
However, the success of molecular/organic electronics depends upon tailoring the 
function of devices by intentionally modifying the properties of the molecular 
components starting at the single molecule level and continuing to fabricate meaningful 
molecular structures.  
Here, porphyrins were used as a platform to study the structure/electronic 
property relationship because they are candidates for molecule-containing devices and 
have vast chemical tunability. The structure of these porphyrins consists of a macrocycle 
attached to an alkanethiol tether that bonds to Au surfaces and were assembled within a 
dodecanethiol (C12) self-assembled monolayer (SAM). The physical morphology of the 
mixed SAM was examined and manipulated by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). The 
molecular-level morphology and the electronic properties were examined by Scanning 
Tunneling Microscopy (STM). 
The porphyrin chemical structure was systematically perturbed and allowed to 
randomly self-assemble within a C12 SAM. Contrary to original expectations of 
molecular/organic electronics, chemical structure perturbations did not lead to variations 
in the electronic properties for single porphyrin molecules with consistent indications of 
 iii 
 
tunneling dominated by the alkanethiol tether. To recover the ability to tune the 
electronic properties, assemblies large enough to stabilize charge were formed with 
indications of Coulomb Blockade. However, increasing variations in the relative 
conductance were observed for increasing assembly size. To interrogate this, the 
electronic properties were examined as a function of assembly duration and a stark 
difference in the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics attributed to subtle changes in 
nearest neighbor interactions. 
To utilize the electronic properties of porphyrins found here in a pre-defined 
manner, a facile two-step method was developed to direct porphyrin assembly. First, the 
surface tether, pentanedithiol (C5DT), was controllably attached to the Au(111) surface 
in pre-defined geometries. Second, porphyrins were selectively attached to the C5DT by 
“click” chemistry. Employing this method, porphyrins built-up into a pi-stacked 
hierarchy on the C5DT domains and displayed the desired I-V characteristics. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
16MUA 16-Mercaptohexadecanoic Acid 
AFM Atomic Force Microcopy 
BJ Break Junction 
C Capacitance  
C12 Dodecanethiol 
C5DT 1, 5 Pentanedithiol 
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
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CS Current Sensing 
D1 One Day 
D3 Three Days 
D5 Five Days  
DFT Density Functional Theory 
DLTJ Double Layer Tunnel Junction 
DNA Deoxyribonucleic Acid 
DRAM Dynamic Random Access Memory  
DSC Dye Sensitized Solar Cell 
e Charge of an Electron 
EC Charging Energy 
FIB Focused Ion Beam 
 x 
 
F-Phenyl 5,10,15-Tri(4-Phenyl)-20-(4-(1’,5’-Dithiopentyl)-2,3,5,6-
 Tetraflourophenyl) Porphyrin 
 
F-Pyridyl 5,10,15-Tri(4-Pyridyl)-20-(4-(1’,5’-Dithiopentyl)-2,3,5,6-
 Tetraflourophenyl) Porphyrin  
 
FTIR Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
FWHM Full Width at Half the Maximum 
G Conductance  
G0 Conductance Quantum 
GEq Equilibrium Conductance 
h Plank’s Constant 
hC12 Dodecanethiol Physical Height with Respect to the Substrate 
HOMO Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital 
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H-Pyridyl 5,10,15-Tri(4-Pyridyl)-20-(4-(1’,5’-Dithiopentyl)-2,3,5,6-
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IETS Inelastic Tunneling Spectroscopy 
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kB Boltzmann’s Constant 
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NDR Negative Differential Resistance 
NEGF Nonequilibrium Green’s Function 
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NEXAFS Near-Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure 
nTP Nanotransfer Printing 
OFET Organic Field Effect Transistor 
OPE Oligo Phenylene Ethynylene  
Psp Current and Voltage Set-Point Ratio 
r Radius of Porphyrin Island 
RT Barrier Tunnel Resistance 
SAM Self Assembled Monolayer 
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy 
SPIP Scanning Probe Image Processor 
SPM Scanning Probe Microscopy 
STD Sampling Standard Deviation 
STS Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 
T Temperature 
T(E) Transmission Function 
TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy  
TPP Tetra Phenyl Porphyrin 
TPPF5 5,10,15-Tris(4'-Pyridyl)-20-2,3,4,5,6-Pentaflourophenyl) 
 Porphyrin  
 
UHV Ultra High Vacuum 
UV-vis Ultraviolet–visible 
V Voltage 
VN Negative Onset Bias 
 xii 
 
Vnoise Current Count Below the Noise Level  
VP Positive Onset Bias 
VP(N) Highest(Lowest) Bias Where the Conductance Exceeds Ten 
 Times the Equilibrium Conductance 
 
Vtunn Difference Between the Positive and Negative Onset Bias 
XPS X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
Zn F-Phenyl 5,10,15-Tri(4-Phenyl)-20-(4-[(5-Mercaptopentyl)Thio)]-2,3,5,6-
 Tetrafluorophenyl)Porphyrinato) Zinc(II) 
 
Zn F-Pyridyl (5,10,15-Tri(4-Pyridyl)-20-(4-[(5-Mercaptopentyl)Thio)]-2,3,5,6-
 Tetrafluorophenyl)Porphyrinato) Zinc(II) 
 
Zn H-Pyridyl 5,10,15-Tri(4-Pyridyl)-20-(4-(1’,5’-Dithiopentyl)-2,3,5,6-
 Tetrahydrophenyl)Porphyrinato) Zinc(II) 
 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 5,10,15-Tri(4-Phenyl)-20-(4-(1’,5’-Dithiopentyl)-2,3,5,6- 
 Tetrafluorophenyl)Porphyrinato) Zinc(II) 
 
ZnTPyP Zinc Tetra Pyridyl Porphyrin 
α Porphyrin Tilt Angle Along the Long Axis with Respect to  the 
 Surface Normal 
 
βP Porphyrin Tunneling Efficiency or Decay Constant 
βC12 Dodecanethiol Tunneling Efficiency or Decay Constant 
βvac Vacuum Tunneling Efficiency or Decay Constant 
δAFM Physical Height Difference Between Porphyrin and Dodecanethiol 
 as Extracted from Atomic Force Microscopy 
 
ΔδAFM, C12 Physical Height of Dodecanethiol Extracted from Atomic  
 Force Microscopy 
  
ΔδAFM, P Physical Height of Porphyrin Features Extracted from Atomic  
 Force Microscopy and Measured with Respect to Dodecanethiol 
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ΔδSTM, C12 Apparent Height of Dodecanethiol Extracted from Scanning
 Tunneling Microscopy  
 
ΔδSTM, P Apparent Height of Porphyrin Features Extracted from Scanning
 Tunneling Microscopy and Measured with Respect to  
 Dodecanethiol 
 
ΔhC12 Change in Dodecanethiol Height Measured Between Scanning  
 Tunneling Microscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy  
 
ΔhP Change in Porphyrin Height Measured Between Scanning  
 Tunneling Microscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy  
 
δSTM Apparent Height Difference Between Porphyrin and  
 Dodecanethiol as Extracted from Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 
 
δV Bias Interval  
ε Permittivity of the Dielectric Medium 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
1.1 Overview: Molecular/Organic Electronics 
In molecular/organic electronics molecules and organic materials are used as 
fundamental, electro-active units to modulate charge transport. To achieve this, there has 
been an appreciable amount of fundamental research on the electronic properties of 
molecules and the assembly of molecules on electrode surfaces. The idea of using 
molecules and organic materials for this purpose has been around since the 1950s,
1-3
 but 
the techniques for advancement were lacking. Molecular/organic electronics rapidly 
developed with the seminal work of Aviram and Ratner constructing a molecular 
rectifier
1
 and shortly thereafter, with the invention of the Scanning Tunneling 
Microscope (STM)
4
 and the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
5
 which allowed for 
visualization and manipulation of these molecules and organic materials. Currently 
STM, AFM, and other since developed scanning probe techniques are heavily relied 
upon in molecular/organic electronics to form nanoscopic junctions, examine local I-V 
characteristics, investigate charge transport mechanisms, and to pattern 
molecules/organics on surfaces to study the impact of structural design on their 
collective charge transport ability. 
Molecular/organic materials are considered as alternatives
6
 for traditional silicon-
based and complementary metal oxide semiconductors (CMOS) with several 
advantages. Molecules and organic materials have vast combinatorial freedom in which 
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they can be synthesized as individual molecules or collectively assembled on surfaces, 
enabling vast possibilities of electronic properties and functions, including functions that 
cannot be achieved with silicon-based/CMOS technology such as flexibility and perhaps 
functions yet unknown.
7
 Consequently, combining molecules/organics with silicon-
based/CMOS technology will expand the device function and enhance performance. 
Furthermore, the inherent nanometer scale of molecules and organic materials are the 
same scales of electronic devices that are desired presently and have the potential to 
increase the density of devices per chip. In fact, molecules and organic materials can be 
fabricated into device architectures from the bottom-up wherein molecular components 
are consecutively added one unit at a time, often through facile self-assembly and 
exploiting intermolecular interactions. Bottom-up techniques can easily produce 
nanoscopic architectures with minimal material waste, limits complex fabrication steps, 
as well as permits vast tunable capacity in the electronic properties and function by the 
choice of individual ligands, side groups, substituents, among others. This is contrary to 
the top-down fabrication technique used in CMOS technology wherein devices emerge 
by etching away material from the bulk. Top-down techniques involve many complex 
lithographic steps that can achieve nanoscopic architectures but usually through arduous 
processing development. Additionally, molecules and organic materials often use 
solution-based processing that are more cost effective than their lithographic counter-
parts and can be scaled for industrial applications.  
In particular, porphyrin molecules are arguably among the most important 
materials for molecular/organic electronic applications because of their rich redox 
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chemistry and synthetic modulatiry.
8-9
 The molecular structure of porphyrins is easily 
modified during synthesis for different surface attachments, intermolecular interactions 
benefiting from robust coordination chemistry, and for tuning the electronic properties; 
all of which can be used to design for diverse electronic functions and therefore 
application. (Further discussion of porphyrins is presented in Section 1.2). 
At present, the aim of molecular/organic electronic is to incorporate 
molecules/organics into current silicon-based and CMOS technology, but has been 
challenging in application.
6
 In the future, the aim is to fabricate devices composed solely 
of molecules/organics, but has only been achieved in some laboratory settings.
6
 To 
expand the use of these alterative electronic materials and the advancement of 
molecular/organic electronics largely depends upon tailoring device functions by 
designing the properties of the molecular components. Design starts at synthesis, 
considering the charge transport through a single molecule, and continues to considering 
the intermolecular interactions which dictates assembly organization and can untimely 
affect the charge transport of the assembly. Therefore, in this work three questions have 
been researched to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the relationship 
between molecular structure, assembly organization, and the emergent electronic 
properties. 1) How do systematic perturbations in the molecular structure of porphyrins 
affect the resulting electronic properties? 2) How does molecular assembly affect the 
cooperative electronic properties of porphyrins on surfaces? 3) How can the assembly of 
porphyrins be pre-designed and directed into specific architectures to produce a 
distinctive, targeted electronic property? By addressing these questions, the 
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advancement of molecular/organic electronics benefits by enabling devices to be 
engineered with pre-designed functions at the molecular level.  
Following, research conducted in areas related to the above questions is 
presented. First, much consideration is given to research on the electronic properties of 
porphyrins on surfaces highlighting single molecules, molecular assemblies, and 
porphyrins incorporated into devices. Second, discussion is expanded to consider other 
molecular/organic materials by specifically considering the effect of small chemical 
perturbations on the electronic properties as well as the electronic properties of single 
molecules as compared to molecular assemblies. Third and finally, methods to control 
the electronic properties of molecular/organic materials are considered by way of 
controlling the assembly organization with emphasis on self-assembly and nanografting.  
1.2 Porphyrins for Use in Electronics 
Porphyrins (Figure 1) are planer, macrocycle organic compounds based on 
porphin, four pyrrole rings connected by methane bridges, with some or all of the 
peripheral positions substituted with a variety of sides chains.
10
 Porphyrins are one of the 
most important functional pigments in nature owning to their remarkable properties; 
extraordinary stability and robustness, aromaticity and extensive conjugation with 18 
delocalized pi electrons, ample metal coordination chemistry with nearly all metal ions 
in the period table, and versatile as well as modular synthetic tailorability.
9, 11-12
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Figure 1. Basic porphyrin molecule structure. The Arabic numerals 3, 6, 9, and 12 
denote the meso positions and 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, and 11 denote the β positions. 
 
 
 
Commonly, nature takes advantage of porphyrins as heme for electron transport in cells 
and as chlorophyll in the crucial process for converting light to energy
13
 Inspired by their 
uses in nature, porphyrins also have applications in a wide scope of disciplines such as 
photovoltaics,
14
 dye sensitized solar cells,
15
 nonlinear optical materials,
16
 and 
nanotechnology.
17-18
 Additionally, porphyrins are important materials as electro-active 
components in molecular/organic electronics because of their advantageous properties 
allowing them to be highly conducting, small charge injection barriers, and the ability to 
be chemically tailored for electronic fine-tuning as well as for surfaced assembly fine-
tuning.
9
 Especially because of their electronic and surface assembly tunability, 
porphyrins have become a platform to study the chemical structure-function relationship 
to gain valuable and necessary knowledge for the rational design of molecular/organic 
electronics.
19-20
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1.2.1 Electronic Properties of Single Porphyrin Molecules 
 Examining single porphyrin molecules enables the examination of intrinsic 
electronics properties that are free from properties that may emerge from assembly or 
bulk effects. Even though assembly and bulk effects can lead to interesting electronic 
properties (Section 1.2.1), rationally designing assemblies with predictable electronic 
properties necessitates understanding of the individual units. Commonly, break junction 
(BJ)
21-22
 techniques are used to study the electronic properties of single molecular wires 
wherein a molecule spans two electrodes and the distance between the two electrodes is 
modulated by a push rod (in the mechanical controlled-BJ set-up)
21
 or a piezoelectric 
transducer (in the STM-BJ set-up)
23
 near the moment of junction formation and 
breaking. Other methods
24
 include isolating electro-active molecules within an inter 
matrix for examination by STM/AFM,
20
 electromigration techniques,
25
 and Au 
nanoparticle dumbbells with lithographically fabricated electrodes.
26
 Single molecules 
measurements are necessary but challenging because they can suffer from low junction 
yields and uncertain contact configurations. To compliment experimental work and 
further understand experimental results, computation methods are also employed such as 
density function theory (DFT)
27-28
 often in combination with nonequilibrium Green’s 
Function (NEGF)
29
 in which molecular properties within atomic-scale junctions are 
predicted, such as ground state energy, by using functionals to describe the spatially 
dependant electron density. DFT-NEGF methods can provide descriptions of contact 
configurations and electron-phonon coupling but since it is a mean field approach, it has 
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limitations in describing strongly correlated electron effects and the positions of energy 
levels.
3
 
With these experimental and computational methods, electronic investigations of 
single porphyrin molecules has provided insight into electron decay coefficients,
19-20, 30
 
transport mechanisms,
19, 31
 transport pathways,
32-33
 as well how to fine-tune these 
through studying the role of chemical perturbations, such as differing substituents
32-36
 
and chelated metal ions,
37
 as well as the role of the electrical contacts.
38
 Tunneling decay 
coefficients for porphyrins typically range from 0.034 Å
-1
 to 1.2 Å
-1
. On the low end and 
with efficient transport through a meso-meso, ethylene bridged Zn-porphyrin wire 
between two electrodes.
39
 On the high end with inefficient transport through a free base 
(no chelated metal ion), tetra phenyl porphyrin attached to an Au(111) surface by an 
alkanethiol tether, where the alkanethiol tether dominates the transport.
20
 In a single Zn-
porphyrin wire, that is a porphyrin macrocycles connected by butadiyne bridges for 
conjugation and with pyridine terminal groups for contact with Au electrodes were 
found to transport via phase coherent tunneling.
31
 In another porphyrin wire system, it 
was found that contrary to the conventional assumption, the transport pathway is not 
always the shortest, but can follow more than one path with the alternative suspected to 
be the through the most stable part of the molecules.
33
 To modulate charge within a 
junction the, electron-donating side chains have been found to extend the pi conjugation 
of the porphyrin macrocycle thereby lowering the HOMO and LUMO energy levels.
34
 
Additionally electron-donation and –withdrawing groups were found to alter the redox 
activity of the porphyrin macrocycle
35
 and furthermore, the position of the attachment to 
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the porphyrin can affect the level of influence; in particular the influence of the electron-
withdrawing groups at the β rather than the meso position was found to be more 
significant.
34
 Moreover, the position of the attachment of thiols to the porphyrin 
macrocycle for immobilization on electrode surfaces was also found to be significant.
36
 
Another way to modulate transport of porphyrins in a junction is to incorporate different 
metal ions at the center of the macrocycle. Different metal centers can tune the HOMO-
LUMO gap and enhance the conductance two-fold thought to be originating from subtle 
differences in electroneativity.
37
 Besides the chemistry of the porphyrin molecule within 
the junction, the electrical contacts also need to be considered. The electrodes can affect 
the measured electronic properties and sometimes completely dominate, hence 
overcoming any transport modulation by the porphyrin.
19, 38
 Modularity of the porphyrin, 
coming from the vast possibility of substitution and metallation, has resulted in 
thousands of porphyrins synthesized in the laboratory. The knowledge of the electronic 
properties of these many porphyrin compounds is growing but are seemly sporadic. Few 
systematic studies of how small chemical perturbations in porphyrins affect the 
electronic properties are appearing
34, 37
 but more is necessary to fully elucidate the 
chemical structure/ electronic function relationship. Understanding this relationship is 
even more essential when considering building structures and organized assemblies of 
porphyrins where bulk and assembly effects are significant. 
1.2.2 Assembly of Porphyrins on Surfaces and the Emergent Electronic Properties  
To integrate porphyrin molecules as building blocks into electronic devices with 
advanced functions, the development of methods to and the understanding of the 
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assembly of functional porphyrin architectures supported on surfaces are required. 
Fabricating architectures in which the porphyrins molecules are organized into well-
defined geometries with respect to the supporting substrate and their neighbors has been 
an area of research. This is achieved almost exclusively though self-assembly and 
solution processing with carful control of intermolecular interactions and porphyrin-
surface interactions. Further discussion on self-assembly as a method to pattern 
molecules on surfaces is given in Section 1.5.1. Careful control of these interactions 
involves perturbing the chemical structure of the individual porphyrin molecules during 
synthesis and perturbing the chemistry of the supporting surface. By doing this, it was 
found that porphyrins assemble into an abundance of molecular aggregates/islands, 
close-packed arrays, wires, and pours networks on surfaces and importantly different 
porphyrin organizations can lead to different emergent electronic properties.
19
 Assembly 
structures are examined by use of microscopy techniques such as AFM, TEM 
(Transmission Electron Microscopy), and most predominantly STM for the visualization 
of porphyrin assemblies, sometimes with molecular level resolution, and at low 
temperatures in ultra high vacuum to reveal the finer details like the interior of 
individual molecular units.
40
 The detailed chemical nature and bonding properties of 
porphyrin assemblies are examined by use of space-averaging techniques such as X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), 
and Near-Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS). Often times, DFT-based 
calculations compliment experimental data, and in combination a fuller understanding of 
porphyrin assemblies on surfaces is gained.  
 10 
 
- The organization of porphyrins is affected by the interactions with the supporting 
surface. Common supporting surfaces include noble metals,
19,41-43
 silicon-based 
materials
42, 44-48
 and most recently graphene-based materials.
49-50
 The choice of 
supporting surface material largely depends on the application and type of electronic 
information being sought. For example noble metal supports such as Au and Ag are used 
because of their facile preparation and SAM modification for fundamental electronic 
studies whereas Si and SiO2 are used for studies of porphyrins in possible device 
configurations for direct incorporation into pre-existing silicon-based technology.
51
 On 
many support surfaces porphyrins assemble with the macrocycle plane “face down” on 
the surface mainly via physisorption.
10, 52-53
 As a consequence, the molecular orbitals of 
the porphyrins mix with the electronic states of conducting surfaces and influences the 
electronic properties of the porphyrins.
10
 Strategies to separate the electronic states, 
thereby recovering the ability of the porphyrins to modulate electron charge alone, 
include depositing an ultrathin oxide spacer layer on the surface before porphyrin 
assembly
54
 or attaching spacer side-groups to the porphyrins during synthesis.
20
 In the 
case of oxide spacer layers, the porphyrins also tend to assemble “face down” where pi-
stacking parallel to the surface is possible. However, in the case of additional side-
groups, the porphyrins can assemble in a more edge-on organization on the surface 
where pi-stacking perpendicular to the surface is possible.
19, 44, 48
 Side-group substituents 
affect the interactions between the support surface and the porphyrin and serve as 
attachment tethers binding porphyrins to support surfaces forming strong chemical 
bonds for example forming covalent bonds between thiol groups and Au surfaces
20
 as 
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well as between diazonium and reduced graphene oxide surfaces.
55
 By such bonds, the 
orientation of the porphyrins with respect to the surface can be somewhat-controlled in 
that the porphyrins can orient standing-up instead of simple physisorption face-down on 
the surface. But the conformation of the porphyrins in the standing-up orientation may 
be dynamic with macrocycle twisting and bending. Additionally, the organization of the 
assembled porphyrin layer depends strongly on the atomic structure of the underlying 
support surface. It was found that a mixed self-assembled monolayer of Cu-
octaethylporphyrin and Co-phthalocyanine organized into a √3 x √22 phase on Au(111), 
well-ordered alternate packing phase on Au(100)-(hex), and disordered phase on 
Au(100)-(1 x 1) 
52, 56
 These results uncovered the possibility of templating the 
organization of porphyrins on surfaces by controlling the structure of the underlying 
support at the atomic level. Thought not strictly at the atomic level, surfaces have been 
modified to template porphyrin assemblies by using norbornene-based homopolymer 
driving J-aggregation
57
 and p-(hexadecyloxycarbonyl)phenylacetylene atop graphite 
driving “face-down” pi-stacking.58 
The organization of porphyrins on surface is also affected by intermolecular 
interactions. Since individual porphyrin molecules are modular and easy to chemically 
modify, intermolecular interactions can be perpetually tuned for self-assembly of a 
multitude of architectures on surfaces. By this, porphyrins have been assembled into 
arrays, molecular islands, two- and three-dimensional networks, nanorings, 
heterostructures, and one-dimensional block copolymers among others.
10
 Porphyrins are 
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chemically modified by the choice of chelated metal ion within the macrocycle and by 
substituent side groups at either the meso or β positions.  
Metal ions within the porphyrin macrocycle mainly drives aggregation and self-
assembly of porphyrins on surfaces via metal-side group substituent coordination. This 
has been done by using pyridyl
59-61
 and carbonitrile
60
 side groups and can offer 
conformational flexibility, adapting to the support surface or other environmental 
situations.
62
 With coordination, networks,
59, 63
 one dimensional chains,
62, 64
 and 
supramolecular arrangements
60, 64
 were produced. Typically, within these assemblies the 
individual porphyrins molecules do not arrange to pi-stack, but instead arrange edge-face 
or edge-edge with neighboring porphyrins. Porphyrin assemblies driven by interactions 
with metal ions can encompass a wide variety of metal ions, but often Zn,
19, 65
 Fe,
66
 Co,
66
 
Mg
65
, and Cu
67
 ions are incorporated. To tune porphyrin assemblies via metal ions, the 
metal ion is chosen for specific coordination number. For example high coordination 
numbers of the lanthanides allows coordination with many tetrapyrrole ligands providing 
multiple structural degrees of freedom; Ce- and Ce2-tetraphenyl porphyrins were 
assembled into three-dimensional, double-decker stacks.
68
 Sometimes, the choice of 
metal ion is not for assembly purposes but for the benefit of electronic properties
65, 69
 by 
way of modulating redox reactions
66
 for instance. 
Thoughtful arrangement of side group substituents on the porphyrin can have a 
large influence on the self-assembly on surfaces, dictating the geometry of individual 
porphyrins with respect to its neighbors. For example, unreactive meso substituents, such 
as phenyl groups, were found to produce dense, tetragonal networks
70
 and contrastingly 
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bulkier meso substituents, such as tert-butylphenyl, produce close-packed hexagonal
43, 71
 
or tetragonal units.
72
 Through side group substituents, porphyrin self-assembly often 
relies upon non-covalent interactions such as pi-stacking,
19
 hydrogen bonding 
interactions, solvophobic interactions, van der Waals interactions,
70
 and electrostatic in 
combination with hydrophobic interactions.
73-74
 It is opportune to rely on such 
interactions because thermodynamically stable structures are formed with the 
opportunity for self-repair.
43
 Yet, constructing a pre-designed assembly in this way 
requires the careful choice and arrangement of side substituents. Through side group 
substituents, porphyrin self-assembly can also rely upon stronger covalent interactions.
75-
76
 This is beneficial because stable structures are formed in which the organization is 
“locked” in place by pre-defined binding locations and the opportunity to use the 
covalently bound structure as a template for hierarchical construction of high functioning 
nanostructures via coordination of ions to modulate electron and photon transport.
75
 On 
the other hand, if covalently bound structures are not supremely selective, they may 
suffer from organizational defects that are challenging to eliminate.  
The many porphyrin architectures supported on surfaces found in the literature 
were fabricated with the purpose to carry-out certain functions relevant in electron 
mediated transport. Many porphyrin architectures have been fabricated, but less have 
been investigated for their electronic properties and even fewer pre-designed and 
constructed to obtain specific electronic functions. Investing the electronic properties of 
porphyrin assemblies have relied heavily on scanning probe techniques, like AFM and 
STM because of their ability to form metallic top-contacts while preserving the integrity 
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of the assembly and to probe certain localized features. Current sensing AFM (cs-
AFM)
77-78
 facilitates probing local I-V characteristics with the ability to simultaneously 
obtaining topography and as well as spatially resolved electronic response. Comparative 
STM imaging
19, 79
 provides information on the relative conductance and charge 
distribution or bias-dependant STM imaging reveals the charge distribution of occupied 
and unoccupied states.
80
 Likewise, scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) facilitates 
probing local I-V characteristics and furthermore spatially resolved STS is used to obtain 
information on occupied and unoccupied states but through a wide range of bias.
81
 
Besides scanning probe, other methods are employed to investigate the electronic 
properties of assemblies for example cross-wire junctions,
19
 nanopores,
82
 and forming 
junctions with polymer top-contacts,
83
 The complex nature of porphyrins assemblies on 
surfaces poses challenges in understand such experimental data, therefore, DFT-based 
calculations are often carried-out to compliment and further the understanding of the 
electronic properties of porphyrin assemblies. 
From these types of measurements, it was found that the electronic properties of 
porphyrin assemblies include rectification,
84
 charge hopping,
66, 85
 Coulomb blockade,
19, 
86
 and redox reactions
48
 Furthermore, it was found that porphyrin architectures have the 
ability to function as active components in electron donors and acceptors,
87-89
 switches,
90
 
rectifiers,
91
 memory storage,
48, 92
 and capacitors
19, 92-94
. The organization and therefore 
the “communication” between neighboring porphyrins influence the resulting electronic 
properties of the porphyrin structure and electronic functions.
69, 84-85, 95
 One exemplary 
study demonstrated the importance of the relationships between the chemical structure of 
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individual porphyrins, the assembly of such porphyrins on surfaces, and the resulting 
electronic properties. The choice of subsistent side groups (dodecyl vs. triethylene gycol) 
decorating a Cu-metalloporphyrin complex altered the charge transport from n-type to p-
type wherein the differing substituents did not affect the pi conjugated macrocycle, but 
rather affected the stacking organization of the macrocycles.
95
 Likewise, this relationship 
was reinforced not by examine different substituents, but by examining different 
conformations of individual porphyrin molecules through computational methods 
resulting in different porphyrin organizations affecting the electron transfer rates.
96
 
Another exemplary study demonstrated the importance between the organization of 
porphyrins and their resulting electronic properties. Porphyrins-based donor-spacer-
acceptor molecules were synthesized with alkenylated anline spacers with differing 
alkenyl chain lengths (chains containing 6 and 11 carbons) and the system containing the 
longer was more densely packed on the surface and exhibited a rectification ratio 10
5
 
greater than the system with the shorter spacer.
84
 
Two notable electronic functions to come out of porphyrin architectures are 
charge storage and switching which can be used in memory
51
, capacitors
19, 93
 and 
transistors.
97-98
 Charge is stored in porphyrins by oxidizing the neutral porphyrins 
forming a mono-pi-cation radical; termed “writing” for memory applications. The 
reverse reaction, converting a mono-pi-cation radical to a neutral porphyrin, discharges 
the porphyrin; termed “reading” for memory applications.51 Porphyrin complexes 
assembled on surfaces were found to be particularly suited for charge storage for a 
number of reasons. Triple-decker, lanthanide-containing porphyrin complexes were 
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demonstrated to simultaneously store more than one bit of information due to the 
availability of four cationic states at low potentials wherein these states can tuned by 
choice of center metal ion and side group substituents.
47, 99-101
 Porphyrins have exhibited 
charge storage for extended periods of time, on the order of minutes, without applied 
potentials.
102-105
 Pi-cation radicals formed from porphyrins were stable in possible 
operational device conditions.
47, 51
 However, the performance of porphyrin-containing 
memory seems to be limited by the rate of charge transport (rate at which charge can be 
stored and discharged), which is on the order of 10s of kHz compared to the much faster 
GHz rates in dynamic random access memory (DRAM).
51, 106
 Switching is another 
important function for electronics described by a change in electronic properties due to 
external stimuli, yet there are limited reports of switching in porphyrins assemblies on 
surfaces.
19, 107-109
 Switching is more often considered within single porphyrin 
molecules
110-113
 and in supramolecular architectures containing porphyrin, but without 
the consideration of an electrode surface.
114-115
 Porphyrin assemblies attached to 
electrode surfaces are becoming important components in transistors
97
 (see Section 
1.2.3) and since switching is one of the main functions carried out by transistors, the 
switching capabilities of porphyrin assemblies on surfaces must be explored further. 
1.2.3 Porphyrins for Use in Devices 
A far reaching goal of molecular/organic electronics is to develop devices from 
the bottom-up using single molecules where the associated components are included 
within the molecule during synthesis. The prospect of this goal is driven by realization of 
a device entirely integrated within a single molecule in which the components of the 
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device are included as ligands, side groups, and substituent species for instance during 
synthesis. In an effort to evaluate the possibility of this, a NEGF-DFT study examined 
the charge transport trough a Fe-porphyrin between carbon nanotube electrodes. The 
results show the electron transfer solely occurring through the chelated Fe ion, due to 
molecular orbital coupling of the carbon nanotubes with the Fe ion and lack of that with 
the tetra pyrroles of the porphyrin. Therefore transport can be controlled by the redox 
state as an internal gate with little to no current leakage lending this system to be a 
possible single molecule transistor.
32
 While these results seem promising, such systems 
require experimental exploration of which, many technical challenges arise such as 
control over contact geometry, molecular conformation, and low junction yields to 
mention a few. 
A goal attainable in the near future entails incorporating molecular components 
into silicon-based/CMOS technology, expanding and enhancing the function of current 
electronic devices resulting in next generation molecule/semiconductor hybrid devices. 
Hybrid devices will be fabricated with combinations of bottom-up and solution 
processing methods amenable to molecular/organic materials, the extensive 
semiconductor infrastructure, and advanced photolithographic methods. Although still in 
development, a few key devices have been enhanced by the incorporation of porphyrin 
assemblies; namely dye sensitized solar cells (DSC),
116-118
 memory devices,
51, 119
 and 
organic field effect transistors (OFET).
46, 97, 120
 Importantly, all of these devices are 
based on porphyrin assemblies and the advancement of which relies upon tuning the 
molecular structure of porphyrins for certain functions. In DSCs use of porphyrins has 
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advanced the understanding of the role of molecular sensitizer structure on device 
performance. Zn porphyrin sensitizers with iodide/triiodide redox electrolytes yielded 
power conversation efficiencies at approximately 11%
121
 while other porphyrin 
sensitizers at the time yielded efficiencies at approximately 8% or below.
122-124
 The 
increased efficiency is attributed to the porphyrin integrated within the light harvesting 
donor-pi-acceptor system where the Zn porphyrin itself serves as the pi-bridge. Through 
careful chemical modification of Zn porphyrin sensitizers, it was found that side group 
substituents consisting of phenyl rings at every meso position containing two octyloxy 
groups and in combination with a Co-redox based electrolyte as a co-sensitizer, the 
charge recombination rate was reduced by increasing the distance of the back reaction by 
which yielded benchmark power conversion efficiencies of over 12%.
116
 Furthermore 
the power conversion efficiencies have improved to 13% without a co-sensitizer 
achieved by further modifying the benchmark Zn porphyrin species reported before
116
 
but incorporating a proquinoidal benzothiadiazole acceptor group which allows for 
improved green (500-600 nm) and red (up to 800 nm) light harvesting.
15
 Currently, 
power conversion efficiencies have reached an impressive 20% with perovskite-type 
light harvesters
125-126
 and even though DSC with porphyrin sensitizers has not been as 
efficient, the ability to carefully modify porphyrins to improve device performance has 
been exemplified.  
Porphyrins in OFETs as part of charge transport layers has been less researched 
than for use in DSCs, but in both devices porphyrins have been useful to study the 
relationships between molecular structure, assembly organization, and device 
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performance.
97-98
 These relationships are particularly important for OFETs because 
enhanced charge carrier mobility is integral to enhance device performance and charge 
carrier mobility in OFETs was found to strongly depend on the intrinsic properties of 
molecules in the charge transport layer as well as on the molecular morphology; 
including factors such as grain size, layer thickness, interface modifications, and 
molecular structure modifications.
127-128
 For example, OFETs performance is superior 
when the transport layer is well-ordered rather than amorphous.
127
 Additionally, 
modifications of Zn-porphyrins by adding different conjugated peripheral arms of 
varying length affected OFET device performance. The origin lies in the molecular 
organization; wherein the carrier mobility increased from 0.32 to 3.1 cm
2
 V
-1
 s
-1
 when 
the distance between porphyrin macrocycles decreases due to the more compact pi-
stacked organization. The attribute of pi-stacking, common in porphyrins, and low 
dimensionality have been beneficial in OFETs specifically effecting charge carrier 
mobilities.
97, 120, 129
 In polymer-based OFETs, porphyrins are used as chemical dopants 
to tune and direct the polymer morphology and by this it was found that introducing only 
a small amount (approximately 0.1 mol. %) of pi-stacking porphyrins was required to 
significantly decrease domain boundaries size thereby increasing the carrier mobility by 
an order of magnitude to 2.4 x 10
-4 
cm
2
 V
-1
 s
-1
 and OFET performance.
129
 Beyond charge 
transport layer morphology, porphyrins offer the ability to control electron transport in 
OFETs by responding to external stimuli through light absorption.
130-131
 Research on 
porphyrin/metal and porphyrin/semiconductor systems have investigated the use of 
electron transport from photoexcited electrons from the porphyrins to inorganic support 
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matierlas.
46-47, 132-133
 By this, the functionality of conventional electronics has been 
enhanced to include hybrid memory/transistor devices
46, 107, 134
 in which information 
storage is induced by light illumination.  
1.3 The Effect of Small Chemical Variations on Charge Transport Through 
Organic Materials  
Early on, one reason why molecule/organic electronics was attractive because it 
seemingly offered almost limitless possibilities in which active molecular components 
could be fabricated and combined rendering an almost limitless possibilities of electronic 
functions that can be finely tuned through small chemical variations. To do this, a 
thorough understanding must be developed of what chemical group substituents affect 
certain electronic properties and the underlying mechanisms. It was found that altering 
chemical variations in molecules sometimes resulted in a meaningful change in the 
electronic properties, but other times it did not. Therefore, this notion of wide synthetic 
and chemical freedom in molecular/organic electronics is more limited than once 
thought and it is complex to find where these limits lie. Altering the molecular structure 
has resulted in meaningful changes in the electronic properties for cases involving single 
molecule junctions,
135-138
 molecular assemblies,
139-144
 and molecules incorporated into 
devices.
138-139, 145-146
 However, other times there was no meaningful change for cases 
involving molecular assemblies,
147-149
 molecules incorporated into devices
150
 and rarely 
for single molecules.
151
  
Molecular structure/ electronic properties relationship studied in single molecule 
junctions eliminates nearest neighbor and “bulk” effects whereupon the ability of the 
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molecule to modulate the electronic properties is solely examined. There are reports 
describing molecular perturbations impacting the electronic properties of the junctions, 
but such reports in which molecular perturbations do not impact the electronic properties 
are scant and the limits of electronic tunability based molecular perturbations is yet 
unclear. A particular report focused on the effect of Cu(I) metal coordination in 
molecular wires consisting of 1,10-phenanthroline for metal-binding and different 
substituent anchoring groups (acetylthiol, pyridine, and ethynyl).
135
 It was found that 
Cu(I) coordination decreased the HOMO-LUMO energy gaps compared to the un-
coordinated wire analogue. Nevertheless, exemplifying the complexity of understanding 
the molecular structure/ electronic properties relationship, the conductance did not 
follow a distinct trend and the conductance of the wires did not always increase upon 
Cu(I) coordination, opposite to other metal coordination studies. The delicate interplay 
between Cu(I) coordination and subsistent anchoring groups shifted the molecular levels 
involved in charge transport with respect to the electrodes’ Fermi level thereby altering 
the conductance and such shifts are expected to occur for different metals and different 
side group substituents. Conversely, adding a metal center does not always produce an 
observation change in the electronic properties compared to the non-metal analogue 
19-20
  
Molecular structure/ electronic properties relationship is studied most heavily in 
molecular assemblies seeing as they have the most imminent potential to be incorporated 
into devices. When small molecular structure perturbations affect the electronic 
properties of a molecular assembly, it is largely due to organizational nearest neighbor 
interactions. For example, SAMs with an odd verse even number of repeating units 
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terminated by CH3,
147
 phenyl,
143
 and ferrocene groups
146
 were found to have different 
tunneling rates because of differences in the geometrical conformation of the SAM. 
Additionally, the sublet exchange of the terminal C-H for N atom in oligophenylene 
SAMs resulted in an approximate 0.3 V difference in transition voltage.
152
 Beyond 
organizational effects, another strategy is to alter the molecular dipole moment to affect 
the barrier height of the assembly
142, 153-154
 or the transition voltage.
155
 On the contrary; 
the electronic properties of similar molecular assemblies are not affected by molecular 
structure perturbations. For example, the tunneling rates in SAMs terminated with 
commonplace aromatic,
147
 polar,
156
 and acidic
157
 groups are insensitive to such 
modifications. Similarly in another study of bi-layer SAMs found that when one layer 
includes either alkane, aromatic, and redox-active molecules, the current density and 
tunneling decay constants remained unaffected.
158
 
The complexity of the molecular structure/ electronic properties relationship 
continues in studies of devices with molecular components. Since the understanding of 
this relationship requires further development in the single molecule and molecular 
assembly stage, there are limited but meaningful reports. Pi-conjugated peptide 
molecules within the charge carrier layer in a bottom-gated OFET was shown to have 
varying charge carrier motilities by up to three orders of magnitude (from 0.02 to up to 
5x10
-5
 cm
2
 V
-1
 s
-1
) by simply altering the amino acid sequence adjacent to the pi-electron 
core.
139
 Small mobilities result from more bulky amino acids that seem to assembly in 
such a way hindering hole-transport where as large mobilities result from amino acids 
with the strongest intermolecular electronic couplings. An even more subtle change in 
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the molecular structures by just a few atoms has lead to a dramatic change in device 
performance. Within a SAM-based molecular diode, the addition of just one CH2 group 
resulted in a 10-fold increase in rectification efficiency and 10% increase in device 
yield.
146
 The improvements are due to the even-odd effects in alkanethiol SAMs and 
with chains with an odd number of repeating CH2 units, benefited from more favorable 
van der Waals interactions. Therefore, small modification can, but does not always have 
a large impact.  
1.4 Charge Transport Through Single Molecules vs. Molecular Assemblies  
Early on in molecular/organic electronics, it was perceived that electronic 
properties inherent to single molecules would carry-over to molecular assemblies. 
However, the properties of single molecules can differ from assemblies
159
 due to 
complex nearest neighbor interactions involving geometrical organization,
19, 160
 
collective electrostatic effects,
140, 161-164
 cooperative quantum-mechanical coupling,
165-166
 
and charge trapping.
19, 167
 Charge trapping is a particularly interesting electronic property 
to emerge from a collection of molecules on a surface. Typically charge trapping has 
been observed in quantum dots,
168-169
 but recently it has been observed in small 
assemblies of Zn porphyrin-thiols (ca. 5-10 nm in lateral dimension or approximately 6-
20 molecules) on Au(111)
19
 and in small assemblies ferrocene dicarboxylic acid (ca. 150 
nm
2
 or approximately 185 molecules) on calcite
167
. In the case of the Zn porphyrin-
thiols, the assembly forms a Coulomb island wherein charge is stabilized within the 
molecular states of the pi-stacked porphyrin macrocycles and then by applying a 
sufficiently large bias, the porphyrins are discharged through the thiol binding group to 
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the underlying Au surface. Remarkably the Coulomb island is a result of the Zn 
porphyrin assembly involving as little as 6 molecules; in single molecules charge is not 
stabilized and simply tunnels to the underlying Au surface. In the case of ferrocene 
dicarboxylic acid, charge is injected and stabilized on an assembly, but then is 
discharged in favor of occupying another near-by ferrocene dicarboxylic acid assembly. 
Again, this is an assembly affect where charge is only stabilized on ferrocene 
dicarboxylic acid assembly and not on single ferrocene moieties. In both porphyrin and 
ferrocene systems, the assemblies function as molecular capacitors that can be charged 
with one charge at a time and both lose this ability as single molecules.  
However, single molecules do not always have electronic properties that vary 
from their molecular assemblies, furthermore highlighting the complexity of the 
relationship between molecular structure, molecular assembly, and electronic properties. 
As an example, in a break-junction set-up, the tunneling decay constant for dithiol Zn 
porphyrin oligomers was found to be an impressive 0.0034 Å
-1
 which is among one of 
the lowest for thiol terminated single molecules.
39
 Assemblies of dithiol Zn porphyrin 
oligomers were fabricated by nanotransfer printing (nTP) onto Au surfaces and the 
tunneling decay constant remained relatively unchanged. These results indicate nTP as a 
possible method to fabricate assemblies on surfaces while maintaining the inherent 
electronic properties of single molecules. Additionally, these results do not agree with 
other studies of densely packed dithiol monolayers. Specifically in dithiol phenylnes, the 
tunneling decay coefficient severally suffers in molecular assemblies verses single 
molecule junctions.
170-171
 The change arises from intermolecular interactions wherein 
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molecular states and charge transport pathways become available upon assembling and 
are not necessarily relevant in single molecule charge transport. Contrastingly, it is 
supposed that the tunneling decay constant remains unchanged for single molecules and 
molecule assemblies of dithiol Zn porphyrin oligomers because the intermolecular 
interactions sterically hinder such transport pathways in densely packed assemblies.  
Molecular assemblies have a combinatorial capacity to a degree that single 
molecules do not. Molecular assemblies can be built with more than one type of 
molecule in which the individual properties of each constituent molecule contributes to 
the over-all property or function of the assembly.
172
 Mixed monolayers are often 
assembled by phase segregation
173
 and by this combinations of alkanethiols/ fluorinated 
alkanethiols were found to tune the surface workfunction in a predictable manner as a 
function of the combination ratio.
174
 In more complex systems, phthalocyanines and 
nanocarbon species, like as fullerenes and carbon nanotubes, have been a popular choice 
for combinatorial molecule assemblies because of the phthalocyanines with vast redox 
chemistry and energy level tunability in addition to nanocarbon species with ballistics 
charge transport and high mobilties
175
 In combination, intriguing function have been 
displayed like photoinduced charge separation for phthalocyanine/ carbon nanotube 
assemblies
176-177
 and photoinduced charge transfer for phthalocyanine/ fullerene 
assemblies.
178
 However, fabrication of complex combinatorial molecular assemblies is 
challenging because of the delicate balancing and control over intermolecular 
interactions from multiple components to produce pre-designed structures.  
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1.5 Pattering Organic Materials on Surfaces for Specific Electronic Properties 
Monolayers on the surface are known to alter the properties
179
 of surfaces but the 
properties can be finely controlled by controlling the absorbed monolayer. Therefore 
careful patterning of materials absorbed on the surface is required. The purpose of 
patterning is to control nearest neighbor interactions. As was discussed above, nearest 
neighbor interactions are important and certain electronic properties emerge from certain 
arrangements of organic materials. The ultimate goal is to use the knowledge acquired 
from studies on transport through molecular assemblies of molecules but achieving this 
necessitates execute a pre-designed array of organic components onto electrode surfaces.  
1.5.1 Pattering Methods 
Most patterning methods involving organic/molecular components arrive from 
building-up materials on a surface by selectively and continuously adding individual 
components to form a hierarchical structure. This approach is called bottom-up 
fabrication. Conversely, top-down fabrication involves cutting away a starting material 
and the desired pattern emerges from larger, “bulk” material and is the typical method 
used to pattern electronic devices from conventional silicon-based and CMOS materials. 
The advantage of using bottom-up fabrications lies in ability of organic/molecular 
materials to be broken down into smaller components from which in nano-sized 
structures can be produced, solution processing can be applied which is usually cost 
effective, and only the necessary quantities of materials are used. Controlled bottom-up 
fabrication can lead to applications in molecular/organic electronics,
180
 sensors,
181
 
nanolithography,
182
 and solar cells
183
 to note a few. Some bottom-up fabrication 
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strategies for organic/molecular are controlled self-assembly and AFM nanografting 
among others like dip pen lithography
182
 and Langmuir Blodgett films.
184
 
Self-assembled monolayers (SAM) are a single layer of well ordered, closely 
packed molecules that spontaneously form on a surface through surface-molecule and 
intermolecular interactions.
179, 185
 The phrase “monolayer films that assemble 
themselves” or more commonly, “self-assembling monolayer” was introduced in 1983186 
illustrating the work of Netzer and Sagiv involving fabrication of multi-layer films with 
chemical control.
187-188
 But this method for absorbate assembly on surfaces has been 
known since 1946 with the work of Zisman and coworkers involving assembled 
oleophobic (long-chained, polar hydrocarbons) monolayers on polar surfaces.
189-190
 
Since then, the versatility of SAMs has been realized and numerous absorbate/surface 
combinations have been explored.
191-192
 By thoughtfully controlling the surface-
molecule interaction as well as the intermolecular interactions one can control the self-
assembly of these monolayers into diverse architectures with ease and in parallel which 
is suitable for batch processing in industrial applications.
179
 In an outstanding case, 
Rothemund reported on folding DNA molecules to create shapes on mica beyond simple 
patterns.
193
 This was possible because the many available design combinations due to 
diverse and specific interactions provided by the specificity of Watson-Crick base 
pairing. However, these many design combinations seem to be unique to DNA and self-
assembling complex structures from other types of molecules is an on-going challenge. 
To create more complex patterns using bottom-up approaches, Scanning Probe 
Microcopy (SPM) techniques are often used.  
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 SPM, not only allows for the visualization of surfaces on the nanoscale, but also 
for manipulation of materials on the nanoscale, equipping the ability to place single 
atoms and molecules on the surface as well as to monitor the surface modifications in 
situ. One SPM patterning technique used for the manipulation of SAMs is nanografting, 
originating from the work of Gang-yu Liu and coworkers.
194-195
 Nanografting is a so-
called “film growth then patterning”196 method in which first, a SAM is formed on the 
surface and second, nanografting is used to manipulate the existing SAM structure. The 
nanografting method is carried out by Atomic Force Microcopy where the tip (~ 10 nm 
in radius) applies a sufficiently large load to the surface to break the bonds between the 
SAM end groups and the surface, selectively removing the SAM at specific locations 
and exposing the underlying surface. When this is done in an inert environment such as, 
ethanol, nitrogen, or air in some cases depending on the reactivity of the underlying 
surface, the SAM is simply selectively removed. This is referred to as nanoshaving.
194
 
Furthermore, when this is done in a reactive environment, commonly in a solution of 
target molecules that can bond with the underlying substrate, the pre-formed SAM is 
removed (via nanoshaving) but then the target molecules in the solution bind to the 
newly exposed surface forming a SAM of mixed domains. These domains can be 
controlled in terms of arrangements, shape, and size by controlling the AFM tip. There 
are technical challenges to create the desired; domain patterns; for instance the size and 
shape of the domains are limited by the size of the AFM tip and the large loads required 
that eventually wear away and blunt the tips. AFM tips are commercially available with 
10 nm nominal tip radius of curvature and ultrasharp tips with 2 nm nominal tip radius 
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of curvature, but these significantly suffer from wear and blunting under typical 
nanografting loads. Nanografted features have been as small as a reported 2 x 4 nm
2
 dot-
type pattern composed of approximately 32 alkanethiol molecules.
197
 Typically, square 
and line patterns are nanografted on the surface,
195, 198
 but more complex patterns are 
possible such as concentric rings,
198
 “mouse ears”,198 stars (Figure 51 in Appendix C), 
and an even an intricate university seal.
195
 Indeed, a wide variety of pattern designs can 
be nanografted by placing the tip and applying a sufficiently large load at the appropriate 
positions on the surface, perhaps with the automation of computer scripting.  
The patterns produced by nanografting alone have been limited to target 
molecules that are compatible with the method, i.e. soluble in mild, solvents with low 
vapor pressure; hence the plethora of nanografting reports that include mainly 
alkanethiol-type molecules.
195, 198-201
. However, to expand beyond this to use more 
complex molecules to fabricate patterned surfaces, hybrid approaches are needed where 
nanografting is used not as means to an end, but as the foundation of hierarchical 
patterns. This can be done by nanografting a reactive template then using self-assembly 
directed by the nanografted template. Although this is not “one-pot” fabrication, but 
rather a multistep fabrication in which each step is done with relative ease taking 
advantage of the strengths of nanografting and controlled self-assembly 
Even though nanografting has been and continues to be useful in expanding 
surface patterning in the laboratory, it is largely incongruent with industrial applications 
because patterns are fabricated in serial, one line at a time. It has been suggested to use 
many AFM tips simultaneously to parallelize patterning, but there are technical 
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considerations that need to be optimized and automated for industrial applications.
198
 
Therefore, nanografting remains a method for laboratory research. Alternative patterning 
methods are being considered to translate what has been researched in the laboratory to 
industry. One possibility is nanotransfer printing (nTP) which is a stamping process that 
can fabricate patterns on the nanoscale.
202
 A recent report tested the viability of nTP for 
transferring a laboratory set-up to scalable, bulk electronic devices.
30
 A monolayer of 
dithiol-porphyrins were absorbed onto a surface by nTP and produce very similar 
tunneling efficiencies as obtained for the same molecules as part of a break-junction 
showing that nTP can be a viable method. On the contrary, the monolayer consisted of 
one type of molecule and it is yet to be seen if a mixed monolayer or a specific 
molecular arrangement (comparable to those produced by nanografting) will be 
compatible with nTP. 
1.5.2 Patterning to Produce Specific Electronic Properties 
The organization of molecules/organic components on the surface can dictate the 
electronic properties and furthermore the performance of a device. Therefore, patterning 
surfaces is a means to organize molecule/organic components to achieve specific 
electronic properties and device functions. There have been many reports on patterning 
methods with the intention of controlling the emergent electronic properties, but with 
limited electronic property characterization.
182, 193, 203-206
 On the other hand, there are 
reports on molecular/organic structures produced through self assembly and the resulting 
electronic properties are explored as a function of the assembled molecular 
organization.
140, 207-209
 Although these two approaches are necessary and valuable in 
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providing intermediate steps towards the ultimate goal of molecular/organic electronics, 
designing these components into definitive architectures to achieve certain electronic 
functions,
210
 in comparison there is a deficit of work on patterning molecular/organic 
components into pre-designed structures with an aim to obtain an intended electronic 
function.
75, 211
 As an example, naphthalene-based molecules were pre-designed to 
assembly during synthesis into a square pattern for fast, hopping electron transport,
212
 
but this was made possible by intermediary assembly and electronic property 
exploration.
213-214
  
To realize the wide-spread incorporation of molecular/organic components into 
electronics, the deficiency in pre-designed assembly for a specific electronic property 
must be filled. A promising concept to realize the wide-spread use of molecular/organic 
components is that of a “nanobreadboad”.193 The “nanobreadboard” concept is focused 
on nanoscale surfaces patterning to create sites where organic electro-active components 
can modularly and selectively be attached through chemical interactions and by this, 
devices based on molecules/organics can be built-up in a hierarchical fashion. The 
“nanobreadboad” provides as a basis for the implementation and culmination of the 
knowledge gained during intermediate molecular/organic patterning studies and 
structure-electronic function studies. A similar idea has been applied to self-organizing 
surface-initiated polymerization
215
 in combination with template stack exchange
216
 in 
which triad photo-systems are synthesized directly on a surface. This is done first by 
self-organizing surface-initiated polymerization that provides a basis for the 
incorporation of secondary and tertiary species, such as fullerenes and phthalocyanines, 
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at specific orientations through template stack exchange.
211
 But similar to the molecule 
squares example above, this is a based upon the knowledge gained from other 
intermediary, exploratory work.  
1.6 Summary and Outlook 
Molecules and organic materials are the fundamental, electro-active materials in 
the field of molecular/organic electronics used to modulate charge transport in devices. 
The present goal is to fabricate next generation, hybrid electronic devices by combining 
molecules/organics with silicon-based and CMOS devices.
6
 Hybrid devices benefit from 
molecular/organic materials because the inherent nanometer scale of molecules, bottom-
up and solution-based processing, new functions unattainable with only typical silicon-
based/CMOS materials, and exploiting intermolecular interactions for self-assembly 
during device fabrication. But to achieve hybrid devices, the rational design of 
molecule/organic components into useful, pre-designed architectures requires extensive 
development and comprehensive understating of the emergent electronic properties. 
Porphyrins are among the most significant electro-active materials for 
molecular/organic electronics applications because of their distinguished properties.
9, 11-
12
 They have become a platform to study the chemical structure-function relationship 
because of their versatile and modular synthetic tailorability to affect surface assembly 
and electronic properties. For single porphyrin molecules, the electronic properties were 
found to be varied and dependant on variation in chemical structure based on the type 
and position (e.g. β or meso) of chemical substituents.20, 31, 33-36, 39 A vast number of 
porphyrin compounds have been synthesized and knowledge of their electronic 
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properties is growing. But to fully understand the chemical structure/ electronic function 
relationship, systematic studies on the influence of small chemical perturbations in 
porphyrins in tuning the electronic properties are necessary and even more so when with 
the additional complication of directing porphyrin assemblies where bulk and assembly 
effects must be considered as well. 
 Examining assemblies of porphyrin molecules on surfaces has been essential in 
the development of porphyrin-containing electronic devices because molecular 
assemblies on electrodes often serve as the operational basis. It was found that careful 
control of intermolecular interactions
59-61, 69-70, 84-85, 95
 as well as the chemistry of the 
supporting surface
19, 52, 56,41-50
 is critical to construct porphyrin assemblies into specific 
structures and the collective electronic properties is substantially impacted by local 
order. With these considerations, porphyrin assemblies have been fabricated almost 
entirely by self-assembly and solution processing to form diverse structures comprising 
aggregates/islands, close-packed arrays, wires, two- and three-dimensional networks, 
among many others.
10
 Due to the abounding types of individual porphyrin units, self-
assembly is facilitated through numerous types of intermolecular interactions such as 
robust coordination bonds, pi-stacking,
19
 hydrogen bonding, solvophobic van der 
Waals,
70
 as well as covalent bonds. Additionally, the atomic structure of the underlying 
surface supporting porphyrin assemblies was found to strongly influence the molecular 
structures that form atop, revealing the potential for controlling surface structure at the 
atomic level to template the organization porphyrin assemblies on surfaces. 
52, 56
 The 
collective electronic properties of porphyrin assemblies were found to include 
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rectification,
84
 charge hopping,
66, 85
 Coulomb blockade,
19, 86
 and redox reactions
48
 with 
notable functions such as charge storage
51, 102-105
 and switching.
107-109
 The plethora or 
electronic properties and functions originate from local order and thus the 
“communication” between neighboring porphyrins.69, 84-85, 95 When incorporated into 
devices, porphyrin assemblies have been a leading actor in DCSs
116-118, 121
 that recently 
reached an impressive 13% efficiency.
116
 Although less researched, porphyrins have 
been incorporated into charge transport layers in OFETs to study the relationships 
between molecular structure, assembly organization, and device performance. 
46, 97-98, 120
 
In new current directions, the unique photonic properties of porphyrins are providing 
enhance functionality to OFETs and memory/transistor devices by offer the potential to 
control charge transport by light absorption.
46, 107, 130-131, 134
 
 Likewise, relationships between molecular structure, assembly organization, and 
device performance have been the subject of investigation focused on molecular/organic 
materials beyond porphyrins. These investigations are common across many types of 
molecular and organics owning to one the original promises of molecular/organic 
electrons to provide a limitless potential for electronic functions, finely tuned through 
chemical variations, due to the almost limitless ways in which molecules and organics 
can be constructed during synthesis. After all, it was found that there are limits and small 
chemical variations do not always lead to meaningful changes in the electron properties. 
147-150, 156-158
 However, finding where these limits lie is complex and requires a 
comprehensive understanding of what chemical group substituents affect (and just as 
important do not affect) certain electronic properties with the underlying mechanisms. It 
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has been commonly conjectured that chemical variations most often affect the electronic 
properties of molecular assemblies when nearest neighbor interactions are strongly 
perturbed producing different assembly organizations.
19, 139, 143, 146-147
 For single 
molecules, it has been more challenging the find the limits of electronic tunability by 
chemical variations because reports describing chemical variations that do not affect the 
electronic properties are infrequent.  
 Even though electronic properties are inherent within certain molecules, these 
properties do not necessarily carry-over to assemblies of these molecules on surfaces.
159
 
Oftentimes, the electronic properties of single molecules and assemblies differ due to 
complex nearest neighbor interactions in which collective and cooperative effects are 
significant.
19, 140, 160-167
 Sometimes these collective and cooperative effects can arise from 
a difference of only a few molecules like in the case of forming Coulomb islands from 
porphryin-thiols on Au(111).
19
 On the contrary, single molecules do not always have 
electronic properties that differ from their molecular assemblies as in the case of dithiol 
Zn porphyrin oligomers where assemblies were fabricated by nTP.
30
 Beyond assemblies 
composed of one type of molecular units, mixed assemblies benefit from combinatorial 
freedom where the individual properties of each type of molecule cooperates to 
influence the collective property or function of the assembly.
172
 For example, 
workfunction tunability in mixed monolayers alkanethiols/ fluorinated alkanethiols
174
 
and in more complex systems, photoinduced charge separation/transfer in mixed 
assemblies of phthalocyanines/ nanocarbon species.
176-177
 Though the electronic 
properties and functions arising from complex mixed assemblies and the combinatorial 
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potential is intriguing, delicate control over intermolecular interactions from multiple 
components required to fabricate such assemblies remains a challenge. 
To employ the electronic properties that arise from certain, specific molecular 
organizations, it is necessary to fabricate pre-designed assemblies of molecular/organic 
units onto electrode surfaces with an aim to achieve intended electronic functions. Self-
assembly has proven to be a versatile method to fabricate molecular assemblies by 
controlling the surface-molecule and intermolecular interactions to direct the 
molecular/organic materials into diverse architectures.
179, 189-190, 193
 However, to fabricate 
complex assemblies there must be many available design combinations with diverse and 
specific interactions; such is the case with DNA
193
 but not so with other types of 
molecular/organic materials. To fabricate complex assemblies, SPM techniques are used; 
specifically nanografting by AFM where small numbers of molecules (≤ 32 thiol 
molecules) are controllably placed on the surface with the ability to monitor 
modifications in situ.
194-195
 But nanografting is limited to molecules that are soluble in 
mild solvents with low vapor pressure (e.g. alkanethiols)
195, 198-201
 and to go beyond this 
hybrid approaches are needed in which nanografting provides a template for a 
hierarchical assembly acting as a “nanobreadboard”193 for instance. There have been 
many reports on assembly methods with limited electronic property characterization.
182, 
193, 203-206
 and when the electronic properties are explored it is done as a function of the 
assembled molecular organization.
140, 207-209
 On the other hand, there is far less work on 
assembling molecular/organic components into pre-designed structures with an aim to 
obtain an intended electronic function.
75, 211
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From the discussions in this review, it is clear that there are many open questions 
in the study of molecular/organic materials for wide spread use in electronic devices. 
One of the most important questions involves the delicate relationships between 
chemical structure, assembly organization, and the emergent electronic properties. At 
each level, there are opportunities for design to produce specific properties, but to do so 
is complex. In the following chapters, three questions are address with the purpose to 
systematically understand these complex relationships enabling molecular/organic 
devices to be engineered at the molecular level with specific functions. 1) How do 
systematic perturbations in the molecular structure of porphyrins affect the resulting 
electronic properties? 2) How does molecular assembly affect the cooperative electronic 
properties of porphyrins on surfaces? 3) How can the assembly of porphyrins be pre-
designed and directed into specific architectures to produce a specific, targeted 
electronic property? 
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CHAPTER II 
TRANSPORT THROUGH SINGLE AND FEW MOLECULE 
ASSEMBLIES OF PORPHYRIN-THIOLS WITH VARYING 
CHEMICAL IDENTITY ON AU 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Incorporating active molecular components into current Complementary Metal 
Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) and silicon-based technology has the potential to expand 
the functionality of electronic devices in terms of biocompatibility, flexibility, and to 
produce functions yet unrealized by conventional materials.
6
 There are generalities 
known about the relation between molecular structure and electronics properties. For 
instance, saturated hydrocarbons were found to be insulating because all electrons are 
used in chemical bonding and therefore are localized; such as the case of alkanethiols 
with a low tunneling efficiency of 1.2 Å
-1
.
217-218
 When a pi-system is extended over the 
entire molecule, as is the case of highly conjugated aromatic molecules, the tunneling 
efficiency was found to be high (0.2 to 0.6 Å
-1
)
8, 137, 219
. Specifically, porphyrins are 
highly conjugated aromatic molecules and have attracted much interest in terms of 
molecular/organic electronics for memory or photo-devices.
9, 51, 105, 220-222
 However, the 
detailed relation between structure of porphyrin-based molecules and electronic 
properties is lacking and without first understanding this, porphyrin-containing devices 
cannot be intelligibly designed.  
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Recently, the finer details of the molecular structure/electronic properties relation 
have begun to be examined in specific molecular systems by making small perturbations 
to the molecular structure and studying the resulting electronic properties.
20, 137, 146-147, 223
 
Molecular/organic electronics is tantalizing in this respect because of the imaginably 
infinite amount of ways to construct a molecule and thus, it is perceived that the 
electronic properties of a molecule can be tuned by making small perturbations to the 
molecular structure. With this idea, it seems that there is molecule for every kind of 
function and functions yet unknown. In some cases, small molecular structure changes 
lead to meaningful changes in electron transport.
137, 224-226
 However, the notion of 
unlimited tune-ability is becoming more conservative because the work of Whitesides 
and coworkers have shown that small perturbations to the molecular structure of 
individual molecules that are incorporated into a molecular assembly does not 
necessarily lead to a change in the electronic properties.
147, 227-228
 Therefore, tuning the 
electronic properties of a molecular or a molecular-containing device must be designed 
more thoughtfully than previously perceived. From work on alkanethiol based 
junctions,
146-147, 152, 224, 229-230
 it seems that transport is affected only when redox reactions 
or hopping occurs. Because tunneling occurs exponentially, small perturbations in the 
molecular structure do not influence the tunneling through the barrier enough to be 
significant for the overall junction. It is thought that functional groups that can alter the 
transport to involve hopping may have a more noticeable effect.
224
  
The finer details of the molecular structure/electronic properties relation for 
porphyrins in particular have begun to be examined.
9, 20, 51, 220-222, 231
 Chen, Schuckmann 
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and coworkers, investigated two porphyrinoid molecules consisting of a porphyrin 
macrocycle, phenyl linker, and thiol tether where the porphyrin macrocycle included a 
chelated Zn ion (metalated)
19
 or did not (free base).
20
 As single molecules, it was found 
that charge transport takes place via tunneling and the metalated and free base 
porphyrin-thiols did not have any significant differences in the electronic properties in 
terms of tunneling efficiency and I-V characteristics. On the contrary, the charge 
transport for ensembles of these porphyrin-thiols was found to be different than that of 
single molecules because for ensembles, the transport was found to involve hopping. 
In this chapter, the molecular structure/electronic properties relation is further 
elucidated by reporting on four porphyrinoid molecules similar to that discussed above 
where perturbations to the molecular structures have been done to alter the extent of pi-
conjugation and nearest neighbor. To do this, a dodecanethiol (C12) self assembled 
monolayer (SAM) was used as template in which one or a few porphyrin-thiol molecules 
insert and incorporate into the SAM. The mixed SAM system was physically 
characterized by Atomic Force Microscopy and the electronic properties were examined 
by Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations, Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 
(STM), and Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS). The differences in electronic 
properties that results from the small structural changes in the porphyrin based 
molecules are discussed herein. 
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2.2 Experimental Methods 
2.2.1 Synthesis of Porphyrin-Thiol Derivatives of Varying Chemical Identity 
The 5,10,15-tri(4-pyridyl)-20-(4-(1’,5’-dithiopentyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrahydrophenyl) 
porphyrin (H-Pyridyl), 5,10,15-tri(4-pyridyl)-20-(4-(1’,5’-dithiopentyl)-2,3,5,6-
tetraflourophenyl) porphyrin (F-Pyridyl), 5,10,15-tri(4-phenyl)-20-(4-(1’,5’-
dithiopentyl)-2,3,5,6-tetraflourophenyl) porphyrin (F-Phenyl) was synthesized in two 
steps as detailed in previously published procedures.
19-20
 A chelated Zn(II) ion was 
incorporated into the macrocycle of the above porphyrins (Zn H-Pyridyl, Zn F-Pyridyl, 
and Zn F-Phenyl) as formally described
19
 to form the metaled analogue of the molecules  
2.2.2 Materials 
All the mixed SAMs were prepared on flame annealed, 200 nm thick Au(111) 
films on mica from Phasis (Geneva, Switzerland). Dodecainthiol (C12) used in SAM 
preparation was also used as received from Aldrich (98% purity). 
2.2.3 Density Functional Theory Calculations 
Electronic and geometric structure calculations were performed with the 
Gaussian Software Package, using the TPSS DFT functional with the 6-31+g(d’) basis 
set. Localized density of states analysis was performed using the AOMix software 
package. This is similar to a previously published method and further details can be 
found there.
19-20
 
2.2.4 Mixed Self-Assembled Monolayer (SAM) Preparation 
The Au(111) on mica substrates were cleaned by exposure to  in two cycles of 
UV/ozone for 10 minutes, rinsing the Au film with high purity water (18.2 MΩ•cm) 
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(NANOpure Diamond, Barnstead), further rinsing with ethanol, and drying under 
streaming nitrogen. The cycle was repeated again with just 5 minutes UV/ozone 
exposure. Then, to assembly the SAM, the substrate was immersed in a 1 mM C12 
solution for one day. Afterwards, the substrate was rinsed with ethanol and immersed in 
the porphyrin solution with the concentration of 0.5 mM or 0.05 mM for the free base or 
the Zn metalated porphyrin respectively for one, three, or five days. The concentration of 
the Zn metalated porphyrin-thiol was reduced because of excess aggregation in solution 
and in the mixed SAM.  
2.2.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images used to determine the physical 
structure of the mixed SAM were obtained using a Keysight 5500 AFM/SPM (Keysight, 
Santa Rosa, CA). All samples were imaged in an ethanol liquid cell with a force of 0.015 
to 0.050 nN using a Si3Ni2 tips (Bruker AFM Probes, MSCT, Sunnyvale, CA). Imaging 
a SrTiO3 standard surface was used to acquire the tip radii and it were typically 10 
nm.
232
 The Sader method was used to acquire the lever spring constants were typically 
0.03 N/m.
233
 
2.2.6 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) was used to study the relative 
conductance and Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) to study I-V characteristics. 
These were collected with an Omicron UHV-XA STM system and analyzed with 
Scanning Probe Image Processor (SPIP) software (version 6.0.2, Image Metrology, 
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Lyngby, Denmark). The images used to study the relative conductance were collected at 
1.4 V and 20 pA and the I-V spectra were obtained in the range of 2 to -2 V. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Porphyrin-Thiol Derivatives of Varying Chemical Identity 
The basic molecular structure of the porphyrin-thiol studied herein consists of a 
porphyrin macrocycle, phenyl linker, and a thiol tether that serves to bind the molecule 
to Au(111) surfaces (Figure 2). The molecular structure of the porphyrin-thiol has been 
systematically altered to control 1) molecular connectivity within a single molecule and 
2) intermolecular interactions between molecules in an ensemble. To control 1, the 
subsistent on the phenyl linker has been changed from –F to –H. To control 2, a chelated 
Zn ion incorporated in the porphyrin macrocycle had been changed to 2H
+
 and the 
pyridyl groups on the macrocycle have been changed to phenyl groups. These changes 
affect intermolecular interactions because the Zn ion and the pyridyl groups interact via 
coordination and the porphyrin-thiols organize via macrocycle edge-face. To eliminate 
edge-face organization and to drive pi-stacking, Zn has been changed to 2H+, pyridyl 
groups have been changed to phenyl groups, or both substitutions have been made. In 
total, six porphyrin-thiols have been investigated. The F-Pyridyl
20
 and Zn F-Pyridyl
19 
porphyrin-thiols have been reported before. Here the remaining four are reported to 
complete the extensive series of porphyrin-thiols. 
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Figure 2. A) The basic molecular structure of the porphyrin-thiols studied herein. The 
corresponding table shows the substituents for X, M, and R. The molecules in grey have 
been reported on previously.
19-20
 B) A model of the mixed SAM structure. The 
porphyrin-thiol randomly inserts into the background of dodecanethiol and is not 
standing up-right, but tilted with respect to the surface normal. 
 
 
 
2.3.2 Electronic and Geometric Structure Calculations 
In the optimized geometry of the molecule with R= -H, the linker phenyl ring 
was found to be rotated 67
o 
with respect to the macrocycle (Figure 3(A)). The optimized 
geometry of the free molecule with R= -F, the linker phenyl ring was found to be rotated 
81
o 
with respect to the macrocycle. Therefore, a small chemical change results in a 
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change in the geometry of the linker group. The electronic structure calculations 
revealed that the increase in the co-planarity of the macrocycle and the linker leads to an 
extension of the pi-system into the linker (Figure 3). From this, it is hypothesized that an 
electron will have a smaller potential barrier to tunnel through over a larger portion of 
the tunnel gap in the R= -H than the R= -F system. Besides this, the electronic structure 
analysis was found to be quite similar for both R=-H and R=-F substituents in terms of 
band gap and orbital energies (Table 1). These are unpublished results carried out by Dr. 
Bradley Ewers.    
 
 
 
Figure 3. A) Optimized geometry and the corresponding HOMO levels of the 
porphyrin-thiol with –F and –H substituent on the phenyl linker. The phenyl ring was 
found to be more co-planer for the –H than the –F substituents due to steric effects. 
Because the phenyl linker for the –H substituted porphyrin-thiol was found to be more 
co-planer, the delocalization extends more than that of the –F substituted. B) HOMO and 
LUMO levels of the –F and –H substituted porphyrin-thiols by DFT calculations. These 
calculations were carried out by Dr. Bradley Ewers. 
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Molecule HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) Band Gap (eV) 
F-Phenyl -5.27  -3.44  1.83  
Zn F-Phenyl -5.37  -3.38  1.99  
H-Pyridyl -4.94  -3.18  1.76  
Zn H-Pyridyl -4.92  -3.11  1.81  
Table 1. The location of the HOMO and LUMO levels and the band gap between them 
for the porphyrin-thiols, from DFT calculations, were found to be similar for all 
porphyrin-thiols derivatives. These calculations were carried out by Dr. Bradley Ewers. 
 
 
 
2.3.3 Physical Structure Determination 
AFM was used to determine the assembly structure of the mixed SAMs. In the 
AFM images, the porphyrins appeared as bright features and were mainly located near 
etch pits or defect sites in the C12 SAM. The existence of porphyrins in the SAM were 
confirmed X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) as reported previously.
20
 On 
average, the bright features protruded a few angstroms, 5±2 Å, from the background C12 
(Figure 4(A) and Figure 4(C)). The height difference between the background C12 and 
the maximum of the porphyrin feature is called the physical height. The physical height 
of many porphyrin features obtained from multiple samples and AFM tips, was recorded 
in a histogram shown in Figure 5(A). The histogram peak was taken to be the 
representative physical height of the porphyrin-thiol and the error was taken to be the 
full with at half the maximum (FWHM) of the histogram scaled with number of trails. 
For all porphyrin-thiol solution soak durations, the physical height did not change. The 
physical height for  
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Figure 4. A) Topographic AFM image of the mixed SAM in which the bright features 
are porphyrin-thiols inserted into the background of C12. B) Topographic STM image of 
the mixed SAM and likewise, the bright features are porphyrin-thiols inserted into the 
background of C12. C) Line trace of a porphyrin-thiol feature observed in AFM and 
another porphyrin-thiol feature observed in STM where both have similar widths. These 
were not the from the same porphyrin-thiol insertion because it is challenging relocate a 
randomly inserted porphyrin-thiol in STM that has imaged in AFM. Different porphyrin-
thiols of the same width were found to have similar properties and therefore, these two 
porphyrin-thiol features are compared here. The line trace shows that the porphyrin-thiol 
feature was found to have a larger height in STM than in AFM where this increase is due 
to the local electron density in a vicinity of the porphyrin-thiols. 
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all molecules studied herein as well as two similar molecules discussed previously in the 
literature, F-Pyridyl
20
 and Zn F-Pyridyl
19
, were tabulated in Table 4 in Appendix A. 
Because the porphyrin features protruded from the C12, the porphyrins were found not 
to insert face-down, but were held upright by the surrounding C12 SAM. Even though 
the porphyrins were upright, they were not parallel to the surface normal; they were 
tilted at an angle. This is because the length of the optimized structure of the porphyrin, 
24.5 Å,
20
 is larger than the physical height plus the height of the dodecanethiol,
234
 19 Å. 
A model of the mixed SAM is shown in Figure 2(B) where a single H-Pyridyl porphyrin 
is inserted into C12. The model as depicted in Figure 2(B) is most appropriate for the 
mixed SAM after one day porphyrin solution immersion duration since single molecule 
porphyrin-thiol insertions were likely. For longer immersion durations, the porphyrin-
thiols were found to insert as few molecule assemblies. Increasing the immersion 
duration effectively increased the assembly size. To understand this, the width of the 
porphyrin-thiol features were measured as the longest dimension of the feature as it 
appears in STM images. For this, STM images were used because the lateral resolution 
is superior to AFM. The width of many porphyrins across different samples and STM 
tips were recorded in a histogram according to porphyrin-thiol solution immersion 
duration and shown in Figure 5(C). The peaks of the histogram were taken to be the 
representative lateral dimension of the porphyrin-thiol features for certain immersion 
durations and the spread was taken to be the FWHM scaled with the number of trials. All 
of the lateral dimensions of all varieties of porphyrin-thiols studied herein were tabulated 
and is shown in Table 4 in Appendix A. The smallest porphyrin-thiol features observed 
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has a width of 20 Å. The footprint of a single porphyrin-thiol on the surface is estimated 
to be 11 Å from optimized structure calculations and STM images.
19
 But because of the 
broadening due to the tip, the observed lateral dimension of 20 Å was taken to be due to 
a single porphyrin-thiol in the mixed SAM. Features between 20 and 30 Å in lateral 
dimension, were considered to be small clusters of porphyrins-thiols. Larger features, 50 
Å in lateral dimension and above, were considered large assemblies of porphyrins-thiols. 
The lateral dimensions of the porphyrin-thiol features were found to become more 
spread towards larger values for increasing porphyrin-thiol solution immersion duration. 
This indicates that as the porphyrin-thiol immersion duration increased, the porphyrin-
thiol feature dimensions became more mixed and therefore there was the formation of 
some large assemblies alongside single and small clusters porphyrins-thiols. Although 
the lateral dimension increased, the physical height remained the same for single 
molecules and small clusters and large clusters. 
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Figure 5. Representative histograms of the A) physical height (from AFM), B) apparent 
height (from STM) and C) lateral dimension (from STM) of the porphryin-thiols within 
the C12 SAM for one (D1), three (D3), and five (D5) days immersion duration in the 
porphyrin solution. 
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2.3.4 Relative Conductance 
The crux of this study is to compare the molecular conductance, between all the 
porphyrin-thiol varieties using C12 as an internal reference. Previously, the Double-
Layer Tunnel Junction Model (DLTJ) had been used to obtain a value for tunneling 
efficiency (which indicates the rate at which the electronic wavefunction decays within a 
certain barrier) and that served a point of comparison.
19-20
 However, here, when the 
DLTJ model was applied, negative un-physical values were obtained for some 
porphyrin-thiol features; particularly for porphyrin-thiol features with large lateral 
dimensions suggesting that this model was not appropriate over the entirety of this 
extensive series of porphyrin-thiol derivatives. Instead an apparent height ratio between 
the porphryin-thiols and C12 SAM is used as a point of comparison. The apparent height 
ratio quantifies the change in height of the porphyrin-thiol features between AFM and 
STM images (Δhp) with respect to the change in height of the C12 SAM between STM 
and AFM images (ΔhC12). The apparent height ratio is defined as 
   
     
 
             
                 
                        (Equation 1) 
where        is the apparent porphyrin height extracted from STM measured with 
respect to the C12 SAM and        is the physical porphyrin height extracted from 
STM measured with respect to the C12 SAM. The denominator                     
is normalized to one since the porphyrins heights are always measured with respect to 
the C12 SAM with the aim to quantify the magnitude of porphyrin-thiol height increase 
with respect to the relatively insulation C12 SAM. 
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 The height difference between the porphyrin and the C12 imaged by STM 
(      ) is called the apparent height because in STM images, features are a 
convolution of topography and electron density. In the STM images of the mixed SAMs, 
the porphyrin-thiols appeared as bright features where the contrast between the features 
indicates relative degrees of conductance as well as topography (Figure 2(B)). The 
background C12 appeared dark and is less conductive than the porphyrin-thiols. The 
apparent height was measured in the same way as the physical height; over many 
samples and STM tips (Figure 2(C)). A representative histogram of the apparent height 
is shown in Figure 5(B). The error of the peak was taken to be the FWHM of the 
histogram scaled with the number of counts. The peak and the error of the apparent 
height histogram for all porphyrin-thiol varieties were tabulated in Table 4 in Appendix 
A. The apparent heights of the porphyrin-thiols were found to become more spread 
towards larger values for increasing porphyrin-thiol solution immersion durations. This 
indicates that as the porphyrin-thiol immersion duration increased, the apparent height of 
the porphyrin-thiols become more mixed and therefore there were an increasing number 
of porphyrin-thiol features with an apparent height larger than the peak histogram value. 
This same trend was observed for the lateral dimensions of the porphyrin-thiol features 
with increasing porphyrin-thiol solution immersion duration. However, as stated 
previously this trend was not observed for the physical height and stayed the same for all 
porphyrin-thiol regardless of lateral dimension. Comparing the apparent and physical 
height of a given porphyrin-thiol gives insight into the electron density. When the 
apparent height is found to be larger than the physical height, this difference can be 
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attributed to a large electron density in the vicinity of the molecule. Therefore, since the 
physical height was found to be the same but the apparent height and lateral dimension 
was found to increase for increasing porphyrin-thiol solution immersion duration, the 
increase in apparent height is related to the increase of the porphyrin-thiol lateral 
dimension (Figure 6). 
 
 
Figure 6. The apparent height and physical height of porphyrin-thiol molecules within a 
C12 SAM as a function of lateral porphyrin-thiol feature dimension. 
 
 
 
Using Equation 1, the apparent (      ) and physical (      ) height, the apparent 
height ratio was calculated for the porphyrin-thiols as a function of the lateral 
dimensions and solution immersion duration (Figure 7). The apparent height ratio is 
shown in two plots; for entire set of data in Figure 7(A) and for single and small clusters 
(lateral dimension ≤ 30 Å) in Figure 7(B). This is because the apparent height ratio for  
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Figure 7. Representative three-dimension plots of the apparent height ratio, as calculated 
from Equation 1 for porphryin-thiols as a function of assembly time (one, three, or five 
days) and lateral porphyrin-thiol dimensions. In A) the entire data set is shown and in B) 
only data for single molecules and small clusters (lateral dimension ≤ 30 Å) are shown at 
a different perspective for clarity. Similar plots for all varieties of porphyrin-thiols 
appear comparable and are located in Appendix A.  
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single molecules and small clusters was found to be different than for large aggregates of 
porphyrin-thiols. 
The apparent height ratio of single molecules and small clusters of porphyrin-
thiols of all varieties was found to be zero. It was hypothesized that when –F was 
replaced by –H in the phenyl linker, thereby increasing the extent of electron 
delocalization (Figure 3), the –H substituted variety would have a higher conductance. It 
was found that there is no measurable difference in the apparent height ratio for –F 
versus –H substituted varieties. Furthermore, there is no measurable difference in the 
apparent height ratio for the Zn
2+
 versus 2H
+
 or for the –N: versus –CH substituents. 
Accordingly, it was suspected there would be no major variation in the conductance for 
these because the electronic structure analysis showed no considerable difference 
between these varieties of porphyrin-thiols; all demonstrating similar band gaps and 
orbital energies. Therefore, it was found that there is no measurable difference in the 
apparent height ratio of single porphyrin-thiols of all varieties studied herein. This result 
is consistent with works by Whitesides and coworkers in which they found that there is 
no measurable difference in current density
147
 or charge transport rate
156
 for alkyl-based 
molecular SAMs of the same length that have been slightly altered to incorporate 
different functional groups.  
Furthermore, since the apparent height ratio is zero for single porphryin-thiols of 
all varieties, the conductance of the porphyrin-thiols and C12 are comparable. For other 
conjugated systems,
8, 137, 219
 the conductance is found to be greater than that of C12.
235-
239 
Therefore, it seems that the transport through the porphyrin-thiol is dominated by the 
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thiol and the variation in chemical identity within the porphyrin macrocycle and linker 
(Figure 2(A)) does little to modulate the charge transport resulting in the same 
conductance properties for all varieties of single porphyrin-thiol molecules of every 
variety studied herein.  
The apparent height ratio departs from zero when porphryin-thiols grow in lateral 
dimensions within the mixed SAM. In general, the apparent height ratio steadily 
increases with increasing porphyrin-thiol lateral dimension (Figure 7). At this point, the 
transport is no longer dominated by the thiol tether opening the opportunity for small 
chemical modifications to modulate charge transport in porphyrin-thiols. Although the 
apparent height ratio increases for increasing lateral dimension, the spread in the data is 
large and becomes larger for increasing lateral dimension. This increasing spread can be 
explained because larger porphyrin-thiol assemblies have more ways in which the 
individual porphyrin-thiols molecules can organize and therefore varying nearest 
neighbor interactions which can produce varying electronic properties. 
143, 146-147 
This is 
explored further in
 
Chapter III that discusses the effect of mixed SAM organization and 
porphyrin assembly time on the emergent electronic properties.  
2.3.5 I-V Characteristics 
To investigate the differences in charge transport of single molecules and small 
clusters of porphyrin-thiols versus large aggregates, STS was carried out to obtain I-V 
characteristics for these. It was found that there are two distinct I-V curves characteristic 
of the single molecule and small clusters and characteristic of large aggregates of 
porphyrin-thiols. A representative set of data displaying these two classes is shown in 
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Figure 8. Here all the I-V curves that were collected are shown where immediately 
before and after, I-V response representative of C12 as reported in the literature,
240-242
 
was obtained so as to minimize effects due to the tip. Further details on STS are 
described in Appendix D. The C12 I-V curves are also shown in Figure 8 to serve as a 
reference for the I-V of the porphyrin-thiols. For single molecules and small clusters of 
porphyrin-thiols, the I-V response was found to be very similar to C12. This 
corroborates with transport dominated by the thiol-tether and within the tunnelling 
regime. The I-V response for large aggregates of porphyrin-thiols was found to be 
different compared to C12 and single molecules and small clusters of porphyrin-thiols. 
The I-V response of large aggregates exhibited a gap opening near low bias where little 
current flows through the STM, porphyrin-thiol junction. When the bias was increased, 
to a larger onset voltage, more current was allowed to flow through the STM, porphyrin-
thiol junction. This I-V behavior is indicative of Coulomb blockade
243
 which has also 
been observed in other molecular systems
26, 244-245
 and in quantum dots.
246-247
 Here the I-
V characteristics of large aggregates suggest the porphyrin-thiol aggregates are Coulomb 
islands capable of stabilizing charge meaning that when the applied bias is large enough 
to overcome the charging energy of the porphyrins, electrons hop from the STM tip to 
the region of delocalization, formed by the aggregates of porphyrins, and then 
subsequently hops to the Au(111) surface.  
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Figure 8. Representative I-V curves for single molecules and small clusters of 
porphryin-thiols, large clusters of porphyrin-thiols, and the surrounding C12 for 
comparison. The curves shown are a geometric mean of, 191 curves for single molecules 
and small clusters, 209 curves for large clusters, and 186 curves for C12. The I-V curve 
for C12 lies behind that for single molecules and small clusters. 
 
 
To rationalize why Coulomb blockade is observed for aggregates and not for 
single molecules and small clusters of porphyrins, an estimate to first order is 
considered. For Coulomb blockage a single electron is added to the porphyrin island at a 
time where the change in the Coulomb energy is given by the capacitance (C) and the 
change in electrostatic energy is given by the charging energy (EC). There are three 
conditions for Coulomb blockage to be observed here. First, the tunnel resistances of the 
barriers (RT) must be larger than the resistance quantum or tunneling events due to 
quantum fluctuations must be minimal: 
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                                            (Equation 2) 
where h is plank’s constant and e is the charge of an electron. This condition is satisfied 
for weak electrode/ molecule coupling and is met in the case presented herein because of 
the alkanethiol tether that separates the porphyrin from the Au surface and the vacuum 
gap that separates the porphyrin from the STM tip. Second, the charging energy (Ec) 
must be sufficiently large: 
    
  
 
                                           (Equation 3) 
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature. At room temperature the relation 
becomes 
                                                (Equation 4) 
and to test the satisfaction of this condition, the charging energy must be larger than 
0.025 eV. This is sufficiently satisfied for the single molecules and small clusters as well 
as the large aggregates observed herein (Table 2). However, for porphyrin islands that 
are much larger (150 nm in lateral dimension), that is much larger than those observed 
here, Equation 4 may not be sufficiently met (Table 2) and perhaps this presents an 
upper bound to the Coulomb blockage behavior, but this is yet to explored. To estimate 
the charging energy in the case presented here, the porphyrin islands are simply assumed 
to be spheres with a radius equal to half the width of the porphyrin features as they 
appear in STM. The charging energy of a sphere is give by 
   
  
 
 
  
    
                                      (Equation 5) 
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where C is the capacitance, ε is the permittivity of the dialectic medium, and r is the 
radius of the porphyrin island. The charging energy is evaluated for the different 
porphyrin island sizes and presented in Table 2. Third and lastly, for the porphyrin 
islands to be capable of stabilizing charge and consequently displaying Coulomb 
blockade herein, the HOMO-LUMO gap plus the charging energy must be less than the 
potential available during STS (2 eV). The value for the HOMO-LUMO gap is 
approximately 1.8 eV according the results of DFT calculations shown in Table 1. 
According to this model, the third condition is met only for large aggregates of 
porphyrins with an island diameter of 10 nm and larger due to the sufficiently small 
energies required for charging the porphyrin islands and hence charge can be stabilized 
on these large islands exhibiting Coulomb blockade. Conversely, this third condition is 
not met for single molecules and small clusters of porphyrins with an island diameter 
between 2 nm to 5 nm because the charging energy is too large and hence, the electrons 
tunnel through the entire molecule. The results of this capacitor model qualitatively 
corroborates with the experimental data which is quite astounding considering the 
simplicity of the model. The differences between the experimental data and model arise 
in the porphyrin island sizes that show Coulomb blockade behavior. In experiment, 
Coulomb blockade has been observed for islands as small as approximately 5 nm while 
the model predicts that Coulomb blockage should not be apparent for this island size and 
only so at an island size above approximately 10 nm with a possible limitation below 
150 nm.  
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Observed Island 
Diameter (nm)  
2  3  5  10  
150, not actually 
observed here  
Estimated Number 
of Molecules 
1  3  6  9  200  
Projected Actual 
Island Diameter 
(nm)  
1  2  4  12 100 
E
c 
(eV)  3  1.5  0.7  0.15  0.029  
HOMO,LUMO 
Gap +E
c 
(eV)  4.8  3.3  2.5  1.95  1.83  
Coulomb Blockade 
Possible 
No  No  No  Yes  
Yes, but Equation 4 may 
not be sufficiently 
satisfied  
Table 2. Rationalizing Coulomb blockage behavior in porphyrin islands. A) By using 
the energy level alignment data presented in Table 1 and a simple spherical capacitor 
model, the possibility of Coulomb blockade is estimated. The estimated number of 
molecules and projected actual island diameter in a given observed island diameter is 
based upon previous reports
19-20
 where the approximate smallest porphyrin-thiol feature 
observed in STM images is 2 nm which is assumed to correspond to one porphyrin-thiol 
molecule with a projected diameter of approximately 1 nm. Furthermore, in a pi-stacked 
aggregate, the porphyrin-thiol molecules are separated by a distance of approximately 
0.6 nm. Ec is calculated from Equation 5 and to assess whether Coulomb blockage is 
possible the HOMO, LUMO Gap (Table 1) is added to Ec. 
 
 
 
From experimental data and qualitative agreement with a simple model, charge 
transport was found to be different for single molecules and small clusters than for large 
aggregates of porphyrin-thiols. It was suggested by Whitesides and coworkers that small 
changes the molecular structure may significantly affect the electronic properties when 
the transport mechanism is not simply tunneling.
156
 This is, in fact, the circumstance 
here. When the transport mechanism is altered from tunneling, in single and small 
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cluster of porphyrin-thiols, to hopping, in large clusters of porphyrin-thiols, it was found 
that there is indeed a difference in the electronic properties.  
 2.4 Conclusion 
When the idea of using molecules as electronics components first arose, it was 
thought that there exists an almost infinite amount of possibilities due to the numerous 
ways in which molecules can be chemically constructed and therefore produce unique 
electronic properties.
7
 However, in this study, it was shown that a small chemical 
perturbation does not necessarily produced unique electronic properties. The tunneling 
efficiency of all single porphyrins-thiols in this extensive series was shown to be the 
same. After the DFT calculations showed that the pi system extended well into the linker 
group for R= -H as opposed to only slightly for R= -F, it was suspected that the apparent 
height ratio would be greater the R= -H porphyrin-thiols. However, it seems that the 
extent of orbital overlap does not produce a significant difference only that there is, in 
fact, an overlap.  
The electronic properties of the single porphyrin molecules are altered when they 
are assembled in aggregates large enough to so that the aggregates can stabilize charge. 
This is evident in the differences in apparent height ratio and I-V characteristics of single 
porphryin-thiols versus aggregates of porphyrin-thiols. The opening of a low bias gap in 
the I-V response suggests that the charge transport mechanism is not in the tunneling 
regime as is the case for single porphyrin-thiols. Instead for aggregates, the I-V response 
indicates Coulomb blockade where the electrons tunnel from the STM tip, occupy the 
states on porphyrins, then subsequently tunnels to the Au substrate. 
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CHAPTER III  
THE INFLUENCE OF SELF-ASSEMBLY DURATION ON THE 
CHARGE TRANSPORT OF PORPHYRIN CLUSTERS 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The vision of molecular electronics considers molecules as the ultimate nano-
metric building blocks with batch synthesis of moles of identical copies. Since nuclear 
motion is easier in organic molecules, than in similar inorganic materials like quantum 
dots, electron-phonon coupling is far more important for molecular conductors than for 
inorganic (semi)conductors.
248
 Charge transport is therefore carried by polarons in 
organic systems rather than free carriers in inorganic materials.
249
 The strong electron-
phonon coupling regime of polaron-mediated transport is characterized by nuclear 
reorganization or electronic polarization in response to charge transfer. Nuclear 
reorganization stabilizes the charged states by shifting the electron density and molecular 
orbital energy levels. The polaron mechanism can explain the rich transport behavior of 
molecular systems, including negative differential resistance (NDR) and hysteresis
248, 250-
252
 yet experimental demonstration of strong vibronic effects is rare. In one instance, an 
isolated conjugated molecular wire of oligo phenylene ethynylene (OPE) with higher 
vibrational freedom enables the wire to become charged and conduct by hopping 
contrary to transport by inefficient tunneling with restricted vibrational motion across the 
dense OPE monolayer 
253
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Although polaron formation considers minor rearrangements within atoms, there 
are even larger conformational changes that have a drastic effect on transport. For 
example, upon heating single alkanedithiol conformers buckle, thereby shorting the 
tunneling length.
254
 Alternative binding configurations of tetra-phenyl porphyrin (TPP) 
derivatives within mechanical break junctions showed conductance fluctuations of up to 
four orders of magnitude.
255
 Within the semi-stable state very fast “noise” in the 
conductance of up to ×2-3 G/G0 is observed, which is attributed to vibronic states in the 
porphyrin.
255
 
Likewise, fast stochastic fluctuations in conductance can also be explained by 
vibronic coupling, which shifts the nearest molecular orbital energy away from the 
Fermi level, and “switches off” the molecular conductivity. Thermal fluctuations can 
release the charge to switch the conductance “on” or “off.”250 Stochastic switching is 
well known in the STM-measured apparent height (i.e., a combination of physical height 
and conductivity) of OPE,
256
 ferrocene, and viologen insertions into thiol monolayers.
257
 
Initially stochastic switching was observed by comparing consecutive STM images over 
a few-minutes time intervals
256
 and later, direct current-time recording indicated that  
“on/off” switching, observed as 4 Å changes in the apparent STM height, occurring 
within a millisecond or less.
258
 It was found through these studies that increasing the 
density of the host monolayer reduces the probability of stochastic switching, and 
supports the importance of local order on vibronic effects.
259
  
Bias-induced current switching is also important in organic molecular wires 
because it is a method to modulated charge transport without the addition of junction 
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components and simply done through the existing contacts. When the bias is controlled 
the electro-active unit can be switched between and high conductive or “on” state to a 
low conductive or “off” state. Bias-induced switching has been reported to primarily 
originate in conformational changes
260-262
 with suggestions to be associated with 
polaronic transport.
260, 263
 To a lesser extent bias-induced switching involves redox 
processes
264-265
 as well as redox processes that can possibly alter conformation.
266
 For 
example, in fast (0.64 ms) mechanical break-junction measurements of a bipyridyl-
dinitro derivative of OPE displayed bias-induced current switching that is intrinsic to the 
molecular component and conjectured to be due to conformational changes of the 
molecule.
260
 Furthermore, bias-induced current fluctuations between only two levels 
were observed for transport across mixed monolayers composted of approximately 85% 
surface coverage of dodecanethiol (C12) and approximately 15% surface coverage 
ferrocenyl hexanethiol and measured in junctions contacted by suspended wires. 
Contrastingly, no fluctuations in the redox center were observed and the mechanism 
attributed to bias both the electronic properties of the background C12 monolayer and 
the ferrocenyl hexanethiol itself.
265
  
The emergent understanding is that structural dynamics makes conductance 
switching in molecular wires less stable than in inorganic materials, and fast recording 
rates (cf. vibronic frequency) are required to reveal conductance switching rather than 
apparent fluctuations arising from molecular dynamics. Since molecular charging occurs 
while atoms are in motion, the local order is critical. Local order and structural effects is 
also critical in thin-film organic electronics, where the carrier mobility of molecularly 
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identical substance can vary by several orders of magnitudes for different processing 
conditions.
267
 Although local order and structural effects are not completely comparable 
between molecular and thin-film organic electronics, structural effects on the polaron 
formation should be in common. In thin-film organic electronics, polaron formation is 
often facilitated by aggregation, especially pi-stacking, as is the case of red shift of dye-
aggregates
268-269
 or enhanced field-effect mobility in denser packing of conductive 
oligomers.
270
 Efficient pi-stacking delocalizes molecular orbitals between non-
covalently bonded pi-systems, thereby reducing the polarization energy requiring less 
energy to charge the molecules.  
Recently, we have been working to elucidate the complex role of intermolecular 
interactions driven by specific design elements, especially those driving pi-stacking, in 
supramolecular systems of thiol-tethered porphyrins on molecular charge transport 
properties.
9
 We use porphyrin derivatives as a platform because they have great potential 
as molecular device components for studies of the role of supramolecular organization 
on transport properties.
9, 271
 Porphyrins are aromatic macrocycles that are chromophore 
cofactors involved in variety of biological process, such as energy and electron transfer 
in photosynthesis, redox catalysts, and respiration. The aromaticity implies high 
electrical conductivity across the dye,
272
 the frontier orbitals (HOMO-LUMO) are within  
approximately 2 eV from the Fermi level of common electrodes, and core metallic atom 
can be redox active.
273
 The chemical diversity of the peripheral sites and choice of 
chelated metallic cation afford means to engineer porphyrin derivatives with tuned 
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HOMO-LUMO gaps, large dipoles, diverse spin properties, and moieties that drive self-
assembly and self-organization.
274
  
Because of the strong affinity of the macrocycle toward Au(111)
255, 271, 275
 
porphyrin derivatives do not form a uniform monolayer in a standing-up orientation.
9, 276
 
Consequently, porphyrin derivatives were extensively studied by STM where the 
macrocycles are lying flat on the metallic substrate and therefore strongly coupled to the 
metallic states.
271
 Decoupling the molecular and metallic substrate states, longitudinal 
transport across the ca. 1 nm single porphyrin molecules is often studied by a break-
junction configuration,
255, 272, 275, 277-278
 but here we focus on revealing effects of many 
porphyrin molecules within a molecular cluster on transport using STM imaging. To 
achieve a standing-up orientation, allowing STM imaging for study of longitudinal 
transport, some surface templating methods have been developed to stabilize the 
porphyrins on Au(111).
279-280
 But here, the standing-up orientation was achieved by 
allowing the porphyrin derivatives to self-insert into a defects sites in a preformed 
monolayer of dodecanethiol (C12) on Au(111).
19-20, 256-259
 
Our previous studies on 5,10,15-tri(4-pyridyl)-20-(4-(1′,5′-dithiopentyl)-
2,3,5,6-tetra-fluorophenyl) porphyrin and its Zn(II) metaled analogue revealed pyridyl-
group coordination to the Zn(II) center of a neighboring metalloporphyrin, and this 
competes with pi-stacking. We found that small pi-stacked clusters are formed if the 
substrates are immersed for one day in the porphyrin solution, and the clusters grow up 
to 30 nm in lateral dimension, composed of approximately 20 molecules, after 
immersing the substrates for five days.
19-20
 The lateral dimension of the clusters changes 
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the electrical transport behavior from simple tunneling for small clusters to rich 
switching behavior for large clusters.
19-20
 The self-assembled clusters, driven by pyridyl 
coordination, exhibited greater conductance switching compared to those driven by pi-
stacking. 
Here we report new molecular engineering strategies for molecular charge 
transport in few-molecule clusters of porphyrins in a host monolayer through delicate 
self-organization over prolonged assembly time. The meso pyridyl groups, along with 
other chemical choices during synthesis such as to chelate metal ions and the pendant 
phenyl linker substituents, can drive self-assembly of the porphyrins in the clusters into 
diverse architectures. We controlled the chemical nature of the thiol-tethered tetra 
phenyl porphyrins to systematically investigate the effect of inter-molecular interactions, 
over prolonged self-assembly times, on the resulting electronic properties. For all of the 
molecules in the series, we observe that in general, there is a stark change in the 
conductance magnitude of a series of thiol-derived tetra phenyl porphyrins inserted 
within a preformed monolayer of dodecanethiol (C12) on Au(111). This conductance 
switching cannot be explained exclusively by cluster size as before
19
 but can be 
explained by further considering the internal organization of porphyrins within 
individual clusters and nearest neighbor interactions with the surrounding host 
monolayer. Cluster size, internal molecular organization, and nearest neighbor 
interactions with the host monolayer are driven by the assembly time. To untangle these, 
one particular thiol-tethered tetra phenyl porphyrin derivative in the series is examined, 
[(5,10,15-tri(4-phenyl)-20-(4-[(5-mercaptopentyl)thio)]-2,3,5,6-
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tetrafluorophenyl)porphyrinato) zinc(II) (ZnTPPF4-SC5SH), with a detailed investigation 
comparing clusters of approximate similar sizes formed over different assembly 
intervals. Reinforcing the trend observed for variation in only assembly time, the same 
rational is applied to a statistical data set regardless of lateral dimension and generally 
obtain the same trend.  
We have chosen to feature ZnTPPF4-SC5SH here because it is analogous to the 
molecule studied in Suchkmann et al.
19
 with one variation; the pyridyl groups are 
replaced with phenyl groups (Figure 9). The variation eliminates the axial coordination 
of the Zn(II) by pyridyl groups on neighboring porphyrins and favors pi-stacking of the 
porphyrin macrocycles. This subtle chemical change inhibits the lateral growth of the 
porphyrins clusters because one pathway is repressed, but eventually large clusters of the 
porphyrin are observed in the C12 monolayer after prolonged immersion in a solution of 
the porphyrin. The larger clusters exhibit enhanced transport and we suggest that the 
switching is due to delicate optimization of the mixed monolayer molecular packing that 
reduces the polaron reorganization energy.  
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Figure 9. ZnTPPF4-SC5SH within the C12 matrix, showing A) STM image with height 
contrast at set point of 20 pA at 1.4 V. and B) Schematic side view illustrates that the 
measured heights are relative to the surrounding matrix, with a height of 14 Å. 
 
 
3.2 Experimental Methods 
3.2.1 Synthesis of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
5,10,15-tri(4-phenyl)-20-(4-(1’,5’-dithiopentyl)-2,3,5,6-tetraflourophenyl) 
porphyrin was synthesized in two steps similar to a previously published procedure.
20
 
This was followed by chelation of Zn(II) ion in a procedure formally detailed
19
 to form 
[(5,10,15-tri(4-phenyl)-20-(4-[(5-mercaptopentyl)thio)]-2,3,5,6-
tetrafluorophenyl)porphyrinato)zinc(II) (ZnTPPF4-SC5SH). 
3.2.2 Mixed Self-Assembled Monolayer (SAM) Preparation 
The mixed monolayers were adsorbed onto 200 nm thick, flamed annealed 
Au(111) films on mica (Phasis, Geneva, Switzerland). Before mixed monolayer 
absorption, the Au(111) films were cleaned by UV/ozone for 10 minutes, rinsed with 
deionized (18.2 MΩ⋅cm) water (NANOpure Diamond, Barnstead), rinsed with ethanol, 
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and dried under streaming N2;  then UV/ozone for another 5 minutes and rinsed and 
dried with the same sequence described above. The substrates were subsequently 
immersed in a 1 mM dodecantihol (Aldrich, 98%, used as received) in ethanol solution 
for 24 hours. The substrates were rinsed with ethanol and immersed in 0.05 mM of 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH in dichloromethane for one, three, or five days. The concentration of 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH was smaller than what has been previously used
19-20
 to avoid 
monomers aggregation in solution, resulting in highly crowded clusters on the Au(111) 
surface. After one, three, or five days, the substrates were removed from the ZnTPPF4-
SC5SH solution, rinsed with dichloromethane, and dried under streaming N2. 
3.2.3 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 
STM images and I-V spectroscopy were collected with an Omicron UHV-XA 
STM system (< 3 x 10
-10
 Torr) using mechanically cut Pt/Ir (80/20) tips and analyzed 
with Scanning Probe Image Processor (SPIP) software (version 6.0.2, Image Metrology, 
Lyngby, Denmark). Images were collected at 1.4 V and 20 pA in which 100-350 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters were imaged for each immersion time (one, three, and five 
days) and their dimensions were extracted using grain analysis. I-V spectroscopy was 
collected over several clusters on different samples with different tips. 100 consecutive 
I-V spectra were collected above selected ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters, by scanning the 
bias from -2 to +2 V (300 data points, 0.1 ms per point, see Figure 58 in Appendix D for 
detailed bias-scan timing). The feedback loop was activated before each scan to maintain 
the tip height according to a set point of 20 pA at 1.4 V. To avoid spurious tip effects, 
100 scans were also collected on a near-by C12 matrix immediately before and after the 
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ZnTPPF4-SC5SH spectroscopy. If these reference spectra were of wide distribution or 
highly asymmetric, the results were discarded (Figure 59 in Appendix D). I-V data was 
also discarded in cases where re-imaging the insertion area was much distorted. Further 
data statistics was done using MatLab. 
3.2.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
AFM images were obtained with an Agilent 5500 AFM using, commercially 
available, Si3N4 tips (Bruker AFM Probes, MSCT, Sunnyvale, CA) with nominal 10 nm 
radii and 0.03 N/m spring constants.  Samples were imaged an ethanol liquid cell using 
contact mode with forces between 0.015 and 0.050 nN. Low imaging forces were used to 
minimize compression of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH into the mixed monolayer. Between 100 
and 350 ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters were imaged by AFM and for each immersion time 
(one, three, and five days) and their dimensions were extracted using grain analysis. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Subtle Change in Mixed Monolayer Morphology with Reorganization Time 
A typical STM topography image is shown in Figure 9(A) wherein the bright 
features are ZnTPPF4-SC5SH and the dark features are etch pits characteristics of 
alkanethiols on Au(111). Similar images were obtained by AFM though with poorer 
lateral resolution. A comparison between AFM and STM images is given in the 
Appendix. The height measured by either AFM or STM is the height difference relative 
to the surrounding C12 matrix, as schematically shown in Figure 9. The AFM height, 
     , is the difference in physical height. Generally, the height and lateral dimension 
of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters were widely distributed. Full histograms and statistical 
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analysis is provided in Appendix B. The mean and standard deviation are not adequate 
for asymmetric distributions thus Table 3 summarizes the location and spread of the 
distribution using the median and half of the interquartile range (IQR) of all imaged 
clusters. The time evolution of the clusters is statistical in nature and that the large 
spread in values implies that not all evolved in the same manner.  
We can further use       to estimate the orientation of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
clusters, expressed as tilt angle, α of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH long axis with respect to 
surface normal: 
                                                 
         
   
                            (Equation 6) 
Where 1.4 nm and 2.3 nm are the height of the C12
281
 and the nominal length of the 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH thiol derivative respectively. The tilt angles derived from Equation 6 
are given in Table 3. The ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters are at an angle of approximately 41-
45° with respect to the surface normal, which is reasonable compared to a tilt angle of 
approximately 30° for alkyl thiols on Au(111).  
The lateral dimension of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters was determined by STM 
due to superior lateral resolution. The distribution was rather broad but there is a trend of 
30-60% reduction in the lateral cluster dimension after prolonged immersion time 
(Figure 42 in Appendix B). A rough estimate for the number of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
molecules per cluster is made using the 1.6 nm diameter of a ZnTPPF4-SC5SH and 0.6 
nm as the distance between  pi-stacked porphyrins.
19
 Thus the minimal cluster size of 1-
2 nm is most likely a single ZnTPPF4-SC5SH and the large clusters, 10 nm in lateral  
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Immersion Time  (Days)  1  3  5  
AFM Height  (nm)  0.24 ± 0.04  0.30 ± 0.06  0.31 ± 0.05  
Tilt Angle
b
  (Degree)  44.6 ± 1.5  42.6 ± 1.9  41.9 ± 1.7  
Lateral Dimension  (nm)  5.2 ± 1.9  3.5 ± 1.6  3.3 ± 1. 7  
STM App. Height  (nm)  0.62 ± 0.3  1.04 ± 0.6  0.45 ± 0.2  
Apparent height ratio
c
  (Ratio)  0.38 0.74 0.14 
Table 3. Statistics on cluster morphology
a
. A) Values are the median of the distribution 
and error is half of the interquartile range (25 to 75% of the population); B) Relative to 
the surface normal; computed by Equation 1 C) Computed according to Equation 1, with 
median values of physical and apparent heights. 
 
 
 
dimension (approximately 100 nm
2
), can contain a range of 30 loosely packed to 120 
tightly packed ZnTPPF4-SC5SH molecules. The trend of reducing cluster size with 
immersion time is opposed to what we observed with the pyridyl Zn porphyrin 
derivative, where the size of the inserted clusters increased considerably from 
approximately 5 nm for one day to 3 nm on average for three and five days.
276
 The 
difference in the self-organization is attributed primarily to the lack of Zn 
metalloporphyrin coordination by the pyridyl groups on neighboring molecules in the 
cluster. Other differences between the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters presented herein and the 
previously reported pyridyl Zn porphyrin derivative include the 10x lower concentration 
of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH molecules in the immersion solution to limit aggregation in solution 
as well as the negation of pyridine additives in the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH immersion solution. 
Pyridine had been added previously in the pyridyl Zn porphyrin derivative solution and 
acted to stabilize the porphyrin clusters allowing for molecular resolved STM images.
19
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Considering the large amount of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH molecules in the immersion 
solution compared to the lack of C12, one would expect continued exchange between 
desorbed C12 and adsorbed porphyrin to cause a gradual increase in the cluster size with 
immersion time, as opposed to the observed size reduction. It is suggested that the size 
reduction observed from one to five days originates from reorganization of ZnTPPF4-
SC5SH molecules within individual clusters. Despite their strong surface binding, 
adsorbed thiols diffuse on Au surfaces quite easily and the Au surface atoms diffuse to 
relax lattice strain.
282
 Reducing the intermolecular distance might be driven by pi-
stacking between the aromatic macrocycles, which results in ≤ 0.5 nm distances between 
the mean planes. Considering that it takes approximately 24 hours for flexible alkyl-
thiols to achieve their optimal surface organization, it is probable that it would take three 
to times longer for rigid and more bulky ZnTPPF4-SC5SH to reach organizational 
equilibrium.  
Furthermore, subtle changes are also observed in the C12 SAM in the vicinity of 
the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters with immersion time. Any morphological change in the 
C12 is important because the C12 stabilizes the standing-up orientation of the ZnTPPF4-
SC5SH molecules and any change in the C12 is likely to affect the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
clusters through a change in nearest-neighbor interactions.
256
 The subtle changes 
observed here is that C12 desorbs from the sample surface and since the mixed 
monolayer is immersed in a solution with a lack of C12, there is no exchange as is 
typical in a solution with sufficient concentration,
283
 but a depletion of the C12 SAM 
from the surface. An indication of C12 depletion is shown in the STM image featuring a 
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particular ZnTPPF4-SC5SH cluster formed after immersion of five days (Figure 10). A 
lying-down, striped phase emerges in the C12 surrounding this ZnTPPF4-SC5SH cluster. 
The lying-down, striped phase is formed with a lower density of alkanethiols on the 
surface than the high density standing-up phase.
284
 Evidence of the C12 standing-up 
phase surrounding the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH cluster shown in the one day and three day 
image is not apparent and the emergence of the striped-phase is also not completely 
clear. This is because the STM tip used to obtain stable, repeatable I-V spectra is 
generally blunt and usually does not allow or only allows limited simultaneous 
molecular level resolution. To clarify the C12 organization in the vicinity of the 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters used in the I-V analyses presented herein, Figure 11 shows 
typical images, where both reasonable resolution and I-V spectra were achieved. After 
one day immersion, the C12 appears to be in the densely-packed, standing-up orientation 
while after three days immersion the development of some low-density, lying-down 
phase appears and is further developed after five days immersion.  
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Figure 10. STM topography, showing a 25x25 nm images (top), and corresponding line 
profiles (bottom) of selected ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters, showing from left to right, 
clusters from one, three, and five days in addition to the neat C12 matrix. Blue crosses 
indicate the approximate (due to drift) locations where I-V scans were recorded. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Typical STM topography images of the C12 SAM quality surrounding the 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters. STS on these particular ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters have been 
included in the intensity maps shown in Figure 12 as well as in the statistical data 
treatment. A) The C12 monolayer after one day immersion in the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
solution appears to be well-ordered in the vicinity of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters. 
However evidence of SAM degradation appears after B) three days immersion and even 
more so after C) five days immersion with the emergence of a striped or laying down 
phase. 
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3.3.2 Variation in Conductivity with Reorganization Time 
Overall, Table 3 indicates that increasing the immersion time has a little effect on 
the physical dimensions of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters. In contrast, the STM apparent 
height changes markedly by 0.4 nm upon increasing immersion time from one to three 
days, which is similar to values reported for stochastic switching of OPE molecular 
clusters.
258
 The scheme in Figure 9 illustrates that the apparent STM height,       , is 
the sum of the physical height difference,          , and a variation in the vacuum gap 
to compensate for changes in the conductivity of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters compared to 
that of the surrounding C12 matrix, to maintain the set point current. The range in 
apparent height values is the greatest for the clusters after three days immersion, and the 
range narrows after five days immersion. After five days, the apparent height is the 
smallest, indicating the conductance is “switched-off” in these clusters. The change in 
apparent height can be used to quantify the relative conductance the apparent height ratio 
of the of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters,    , to the surrounding matrix,      : 
   
     
 
             
                 
                        (Equation 1) 
where        is the apparent porphyrin height extracted from STM measured with 
respect to the C12 SAM and        is the physical porphyrin height extracted from 
STM measured with respect to the C12 SAM. The denominator                     
is normalized to one since the porphyrin height is always measured with respect to the 
C12 SAM (Table 3). The full data set of the apparent height ratio as a function of 
immersion time is shown in the Figure 40 in Appendix B. In general, the apparent height 
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ratio increase for increasing lateral cluster dimension as was described in Chapter II, but 
the spread in the apparent height ratio with lateral cluster dimensions is large and 
becomes larger as the lateral cluster dimension increases suggesting that lateral 
dimension is not the solitary factor impacting the electronic properties. As the lateral 
cluster dimension increases, the possibilities of internal porphyrin organization within a 
particular cluster increases as well which is likely to be the origin of the large spread 
with larger lateral cluster dimensions. To interrogate this possibility, the electronic 
properties of clusters formed over different immersion times with approximately similar 
lateral dimensions were investigated.  
3.3.3 Current–Voltage Intensity Maps 
We focus on three ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters, formed after one, three, and five 
days of approximately similar lateral dimension, and one on a neat C12 monolayer 
(Figure 10). As summarized in Table 3 the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters appear similar 
however, their current-voltage spectroscopy (I-V) differs markedly. The lateral 
dimensions of the clusters are not a priori representative of the general population, and 
the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters chosen for spectroscopy where amongst the wide-end of 
the population. To manage the large variance in the measured I-V, we show intensity 
maps in Figure 13 of 100 successive scans recorded over the specific ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
clusters shown in Figure 10. The intensity I-V map over a neat C12 monolayer is also 
shown for comparison. The pure C12 matrix also included a low density of apparent 
low-contrast C12 islands. I-V scans were taken both over background and C12 “islands” 
and were identical. Figure 12 reveals a prominent change in the transport characteristic 
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solely as a function of immersion time and consequently, reorganization of the mixed 
monolayer. 
 Transport across a ZnTPPF4-SC5SH cluster grown for one day is qualitatively 
similar to the neat C12. Both I-V intensity maps have a narrow data distribution and are 
continuous across zero bias. In contrast, transport across a ZnTPPF4-SC5SH cluster, 
grown for three and five days results in drastically different I-V intensity maps. The data 
has a wide distribution containing current variations of orders of magnitude (note the 
semi log-scale of Figure 12). There is a more understated, but meaningful, difference in 
the transport between the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH cluster grown for three and five days. For the 
three day cluster, the I-V intensity map has a conductance gap at low bias indicating 
bias-induced switching, while for the five day cluster the I-V intensity map has a 
narrower conductance gap and the widest data distribution indicating stochastic 
switching (Figure 12).  
There is a gradual increase in maximum current between the four samples. The 
maximum current does not exceed 100 pA for the neat C12 and the one day cluster, 
while there is a considerable increase in the maximum current reaching 1 nA for the 
three day cluster, and an even further increase for the five day cluster, often reaching the 
compliance limit of the current amplifier (3 nA). Rather than the current maximum 
simply increasing for the three and five day clusters, the number of current data counts 
becomes more intense in the low current range (< 1pA) suggesting conductivity 
switching. 
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Figure 12. Current intensity maps for neat C12 matrix (C12), ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters 
after one day (D1), three days (D3) and five days (D5) on a semi-log scale against the 
applied bias. The color scale represents the recorded counts out of 100 replicas (note the 
different color scale bars for top and bottom plots). 
 
 
 
3.3.4 Characteristic I-V Curves 
To illustrate the observed trend in Figure 12, typical I-V curves are shown in 
Figure 13 Because of the large variance within consecutively measured I-V curves, 
especially for the longer immersion times, it is challenging to select a single, 
“representative” curve. To do this the I-V curve nearest to the median was chosen to be 
the “representative” rather than the average. The median eliminates the effect of outliers 
and answers the need to average both over log-normal distribution at high bias
285
 and 
noisy, varying polarity near low bias. Different approaches to define a “representative” 
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curve are described in Appendix B. The single cubic polynomial fits of the clusters for 
the one day cluster and the neat C12 (continuous lines in Figure 13) indicates a generic, 
single tunneling mechanism
286
 over the entire ±2V bias range. In contrast, the I-V curves 
recorded over the three and five day clusters could not be generally fitted to a 
polynomial relation, except over a limited range near zero bias (see green and blue lines 
in Figure 13). Thus, what appears to be a conductance gap in the I-V intensity maps 
shown in Figure 12 is actually an onset of an additional transport channel.  
 
 
Figure 13. I-V curves for the different equilibration times and the C12 matrix that is 
nearest to the median. The symbols are the data and the solid lines are fits to a third 
order polynomial relation. Curves are shifted vertically (by 20 pA each) for clarity. 
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The additional, high-bias conductance channel behaves differently for the three 
and five day clusters. For the three day cluster, the second channel is characterized by a 
huge conductance onset, above approximately ±1V, or a bias-induced switching of 
conductivity. For the five day cluster, the onset occurs at lower bias (< 1V) but leads to a 
rather noisy conductance of moderate magnitude. This noisy I-V curve in Figure 13 
qualitatively agrees with the wide intensity spread in Figure 12. In particular, this noise 
is not simply between consecutive scans but also within each individual scan. Both 
observations point to stochastic switching of conductivity. Stochastic switching was also 
observed as a function of imaging time and STM set-point (Figure 44 in Appendix B). 
3.3.5 Statistics Quantifying Bias-Induced and Stochastic Switching 
Overall, Figure 12 and Figure 13 indicate that prolonged assembly of ZnTPPF4-
SC5SH clusters within the C12 matrix induces both bias-induced switching (conductance 
onset) and stochastic switching (noise). Ideally we would like to extend the qualitative 
observations of Figure 12 and Figure 13 over all measured clusters and this requires 
defining quantitative parameters to compare between data sets. Among a large variety of 
optional quantification approaches, three parameters were deemed appropriate since they 
contain the essence of the above qualitative observation. Two parameters are used to 
quantify bias-induced switching and one parameter is used to quantify stochastic 
switching. 
3.3.5.1 Quantifying Bias-Induced Switching 
The concept of bias-induced switching is represented by two possible 
parameters: 1) the fraction of noise-level current and 2) the onset of high-conductance. 
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The noise level is set to a value of 0.5 pA based on the observed noise in measured 
current (i.e. 2.5% of the set-point current and 0.02% of the amplifier saturation). For 
convenience, the current count below the noise level is expressed as an “effective bias 
gap” (Vnoise) by multiplying with the bias interval (δV = 13.3 mV): 
                     
                             (8) 
where the square brackets term is the sum of intervals. Equation 8 is approximated 
because it does not differentiate between a continuous low state and stochastic turn-offs, 
and cannot account for differences in tip-sample distance. The advantages of the Vnoise 
approach are directness and simplicity. We have extracted Vnoise for all measured I-V sets 
over all measured clusters (cf. specific clusters in Figure 10) and the distribution in this 
parameter for the different samples is shown in Figure 14(A). Figure 14 confirms the 
evolution of low-conductance region with assembly time. The mean effective noise-
region is 0.09 V for C12 and double for one day ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters. Further 
increasing the immersion time considerably increases the noise region up to 0.54 V on 
average for the five day clusters. The width of the distribution also increases 
considerably with immersion time. The extension of the low current region for five day 
clusters is in accordance with the trend of lower STM height for the longest immersion 
time (Table 3). 
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Figure 14. Histograms of the two parameters used to quantify bias-induced switching. 
A) Noise gap histograms for all measured I-V sets. The x-axis shows the effective gap 
width, computed by Equation 8 with an absolute threshold value of |I| ≤ 0.5 pA. The left 
y-axis is the net counts of I-V sets and the right y-axis is the percentage. B) Histograms 
of low-conductance range, determined as the difference between the positive and 
negative onset bias, where the numerical conductance exceeds 10 times its value near 
zero V (Equation 9). The left y-axis is the absolute counts of I-V sets and the right y-axis 
is the percentage. A range of 4 V (vertical line) is the full bias scan; any value larger 
than this indicates that at least over one polarity all conductance points are < 10⋅GEq and 
an arbitrary onset value of ±2.5 V is designated. 
 
 
 
To obtain a cleaner separation between the bias-induced and stochastic 
switching, a parameter that is more specific to the bias effect on the shape of the I-V 
curves, rather than the magnitude, is defined. The onset of a second transport channel is 
identified by a relative increase in conductance. The conductance was computed 
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numerically (
  
  
, after smoothing) and the onset bias (VP, VN) was set to a bias where the 
derivative exceeds an arbitrarily threshold of 10 folds of its ∼ 0 V value (GEq): 
       lowest (highest) bias where 
  
  
              ( Equation 9) 
The equilibrium conductance, GEq near 0 V is the mean of the numerical conductance for 
the four values nearest to 0 V (i.e., at V = ± 7 mV, ± 20 mV). Histograms of GEq are 
shown in Figure 43 in Appendix B. Within this view, the tunneling range (Vtunn) is the 
bias range where the conductance is smaller than tenfold its value near zero V (GEq ≈ 
minimum value) or the difference between the positive and negative onsets:  
                               (Equation 10) 
In cases where none of the 
  
  
 values exceed 10GEq, the value of VN(P) is set to ±2.5 V 
making it distinctly different than the measured range of ±2 V.  
As above, the values of Vtunn were extracted for all measured I-V sets and shown 
as histograms in Figure 14(B). It shows that 78% of the neat C12 I-V curves had no 
onset of high conductance at either positive or negative bias (i.e. Vtunn = 5 V) and only 
2% of the curves reached 10GEq on both polarities. Onset of high conductance was much 
more frequent for ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters and 2/3 of the curves showed a conductance 
onset on both bias polarities. Increasing the immersion time to three and five days 
reduces the gap to approximately 2 V or onsets at approximately ±1 V. The mean of the 
distribution was similar for both three and a five day clusters, however, the distribution 
of the five day clusters’ low-conductance range is flatter (less Gaussian) and wider than 
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that of the three day clusters’, due to enhanced stochastic switching for longer 
immersion times.  
Comparing Figure 14(A) and Figure 14(B), the neat C12 has the smallest noise 
range, Vnoise but the largest tunneling range, Vtunn This is because of the nature of the 
STM measurement. The conductivity of C12 has a moderate variation with bias and 
therefore setting the STM tip height at 1.4 V is sufficiently close to the substrate to 
measure a non-noise current over almost the full range. However, for the long-immersed 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters, the second transport channel induces a huge dynamic range of 
transport. The tip-sample distance in these samples is set at a bias where the second 
conductance channel is most often active, mandating a large vacuum gap. Therefore, 
sensitivity is lost toward the low end of the dynamic conductance range and the 
tunneling regime appears as a noise regime. This trend is apparent also from the lower 
GEq values obtained for longer immersion time (Figure 43 in Appendix B).  
Other methods were pursed to describe the bias effect on the shape of the I-V 
curves with inadequate results. Transition voltage spectroscopy
3, 286
 yielded widely 
spread values with weak correlation to immersion time. Figure 13 shows that the C12 
and the one day I-V curves can be fitted to a cubic polynomial, but no such single 
polynomial could be fitted for the I-V curves of the longer immersion times. Technically 
it is possible to fit the I-V curves to a sum of two polynomials, representing additional 
tunneling channels, but such an approach inflates the amount of free fitting parameters 
and is time consuming. 
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3.3.5.2 Quantifying Stochastic Switching 
Parameters 1) and 2) have been used to quantify bias-induced switching and now 
the concept of stochastic switching is quantified by parameter 3) describing the ratio 
between the measured current and nominal set-point current. Using a single parameter is 
challenging because the magnitude of the current depends on the height of the STM tip; 
which is set arbitrarily to yield a certain set-point value. For example, in our 
measurement procedure the height of the STM tip was re-adjusted before each I-V scan 
to yield a current of 20 pA at a bias of +1.4 V, and then the bias was swept from -2 V to 
+2 V over approximately 40 ms (Appendix D). The time between turning-off the 
feedback loop and scanning the bias back to 1.4 V is approximately 35 ms; if any 
stochastic switching occurred during this time interval the current re-measured at 1.4 V 
would differ from the set-point of 20 pA. Therefore we define the set-point ratio, Psp as: 
    
       
    
                              (Equation 11) 
Following the evolution in Psp for 100 consecutive sets reveals no trend (Figure 44 in 
Appendix B), namely the time evolution of this noise or stochastic switching is 
completely random. As above, we further apply this analysis over all measured I-V sets, 
and summarize the results as a histogram in Figure 15, where the x-axis is the log10(Psp). 
In all four cases the histograms are centered at zero which is the stable or non-switching 
case (Psp = 1). However, the distribution in Psp becomes much wider for three day 
clusters and reaches even three orders of magnitudes for five day clusters. The 
reasonable uniformity in Psp of the neat C12 and the one day clusters confirms that the 
noise is a true molecular feature and not a measurement artifact. The trend in Figure 15 
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agrees well with the qualitative observation of the large spread in the I-V intensity maps 
(Figure 12) for the three and five day clusters.  
 
 
Figure 15. Histograms of the parameter used to quantify stochastic switching; the ratio 
between measured current and nominal set-point current for all measured Psp data, see 
Equation 11. Log10 of this ratio is used as the bins axis. 
 
 
 
Finally, the observed distribution in the extracted parameters (Figure 14 and 
Figure 15) is not due to cluster to cluster variation, but occurs within each individual 
cluster or measurement set. This is demonstrated by averaging the 100 values Vtunn of 
extracted for a given cluster and plotting them against the lateral dimension of the cluster 
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(Figure 16(A)) extracted from STM topography images (Table 3 and Figure 11). Figure 
16(A) shows a clear difference in the tunneling gap between the one day clusters and the 
three-five day clusters. However, the standard variation within each cluster is similar or 
larger than the difference between clusters of the same immersion time. Figure 16(B) 
tests this concept for the variance in the stochastic current ratio, Psp within each location. 
Also here, there is a clear trend in increasing stochastic variance, but no trend with the 
lateral cluster dimension. The lateral cluster dimension used in Figure 10 is specifically 
determined for the clusters where the I-V spectroscopy was performed, in contrast to 
Table 3 which refers to a much larger set of imaged clusters. The fact that both 
parameters (Figure 16) show no dependence on lateral cluster dimension provides strong 
evidence that the change in transport mechanism cannot be induced by a geometrical 
effect, and must originate in a more subtle structural change. 
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Figure 16. Averaged parameters as a function of lateral cluster dimension, showing A) 
the low-conductance range, Vtunn (Equation 10 and Figure 14) and B) the standard 
deviation of stochastic switching, log10(Psp) (Equation 11 and Figure 15). The measured 
lateral cluster dimension is larger than the average (Table 3) because we measured 
tunneling spectroscopy on larger clusters to minimize the tip drifting away from the 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters. 
 
 
 
3.3.6 Discussion 
Our statistical analyses shows that allowing the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH/ C12 SAM 
mixed monolayer an extended period of time to re-arrange, the net electrical 
conductivity of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH molecules drastically changes (Table 3 and Figure 
12) with emergence of both bias-induced (D3) and stochastic switching (D5). Bias-
induced switching is clear after immersion for three days and then overruled by 
stochastic switching (Figure 12) for immersion after five days. On the other hand the 
structural changes in the mixed monolayer (Table 3 and Figure 11) are subtle and not 
easily discerned with room-temperature STM. The apparent trend is that the clusters 
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laterally squeeze to reduce in size and depletion of the C12 matrix with immersion time. 
A model to summarize our findings is presented in Figure 17. 
3.3.6.1 Lateral Cluster Reduction and the Effect on Net Conductance 
Increasing the immersion time from one day to three days squeezes the clusters 
by 1.7 nm on average (estimated 54% area reduction) and between three and five days 
there is less reduction in size; 0.2 nm on average (estimated 6% area reduction) further 
of the original (one day) cluster size. It seems improbable that the net amount of 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH molecules is reduced by desorption against the high ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
concentration in the immersion solution. A more probable explanation is slow surface 
diffusion reducing the net energy of the system. The two possible driving forces for slow 
surface diffusion are 1) improved pi-stacking of the aromatic macro-cycles and, 2) less 
likely strain relaxation of binding Au atoms. Improved pi-stacking is the most likely, but 
both possibilities are explored below. 
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Figure 17. Model of the reorganization of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters formed after 
one, three, and five days. After one day, the clusters are fairly isolated from their 
neighbors while the clusters formed after three represent strong to medium inter-
molecular interactions and finally after five days, due to the depletion of the surrounding 
C12, the clusters become more disordered and still interacting but not as uniformly as in 
the three day clusters. 
 
 
 
The most probable mechanism that can account for reduction in cluster size and 
increased conductivity is improved pi-stacking that stabilizes the molecular energy 
levels or reduces the polaron formation energy. Dye molecules in general, and porphyrin 
derivatives specifically, are known to form aggregates in solutions, with drastic effect on 
photo-physical properties like absorption shifts and fluorescence quenching. Two-
dimensional aggregation of porphyrins was specifically studied at the air-water interface 
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using Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) trough. For example, Miyake and coworkers compared 
LB films of Zn tetra pyridyl porphyrin (ZnTPyP) with or without Cd
2+
 ions in the 
trough’s water (sub-phase).194  The Cd2+ ions are coordinated between the pyridyl units 
and thus increase the area per monomer from 0.65 nm
2
 to 1.9 nm
2
 (i.e., a 66% area 
difference). Interestingly, the molecular tilt was approximately 30° from the surface 
normal, for both phases,
194
 in a qualitative agreement with the lack of orientation change 
observed here (Table 3 and Figure 41 in Appendix B). The closely packed ZnTPyP LB 
film (0.65 nm
2
) has a stronger red shift of the Soret band and very strong quenching of 
fluorescence compared to the loosely packed, ZnTPyPCd
2+
, which behaved similar to 
the dilute solution.
194
 A different LB experiment was done with free-base H2TPP 
(methyl-phenyl) where one phenyl is tethered to a carboxylic acid. The nature of the 
tether was used to control the area per TPP from 0.87 nm
2
 to 0.25 nm
2
 (i.e., a change of 
71% in area per porphyrin).
269
 The red-shift of the Soret band increased linearly with the 
reduction of area per molecule.
269
 In addition, the closer packing induced stronger 
quenching of fluorescence on an insulating substrate (quartz) and even further quenching 
on a semiconductor (SnO2), indicating more efficient injection of the excited electron 
into the substrate. The effect of packing was so dramatic, that the electron injection was 
more efficient with a propyl tether than for directly-bound carboxylic acid, despite the 
longer tunneling distance, because the packing of the first was much closer.
269
  
Based on these LB examples we deduce that the apparent reduction of ZnTPPF4-
SC5SH cluster size with extended immersion time (Table 3) is well within reported 
values for LB films of similar porphyrins. Moreover, the LB experiments showed that 
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the aggregation driving force can be cancelled by, and therefore is comparable in 
magnitude to, other self-assembly forces like alkyl-chains flexibility
269
 or metallic 
coordination.
194
 Considering the slower diffusion on Au than on water (as in LB), the 
slow organization times observed herein are reasonable. Optical effects differ from 
charge transport since they are electrically neutral excited states. Still, they involve 
similar energy levels and charge propagation mechanism. Thus, the aggregation-induced 
red-shift in the Soret band implies a smaller HOMO-LUMO gap or smaller barrier for 
charge transport. Similarly, the stronger fluorescence quenching is due to more efficient 
spatial delocalization of the optically excited state. In principle, wider exciton 
delocalization should be similar to polaron delocalization as in charge transport.   
In order to gain support for the pi-stacking explanation, it was attempted to 
induce stronger aggregation by increasing the concentration of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH in the 
immersion solution from 0.05 mM to 0.5 mM. The 10x higher concentration yielded 
over-crowding of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters, and physical deposition (molecular clusters 
which are weakly-bound to the substrate and easily adsorbed onto the STM tip). About 
30% of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters formed after one day in high-concentration 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH showed I-V behavior very similar to that of aged clusters formed after 
three days in the low-concentration ZnTPPF4-SC5SH solution (Appendix B.2). The fact 
that increased solution concentration induces behavior similar to that achieved by slow 
surface cluster growth, suggests that the driving force for this process originates in 
molecular interactions rather than other mechanisms such as rearrangement of surface 
adatoms, which should not be affected by the solution concentration.  
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Although Maksymovych et al., have stressed the role of Au adatoms in dictating 
the fine structure of thiol monolayers on gold
282
, strain relaxation of binding Au atoms 
seems to be a less likely mechanism to explain the one to five day evolution in 
morphology and net conductance. While the most stable conformer for alkyl thiols is a 
dimer of R-S-Au-S-R, where Au is a surface adatom, it is not clear if and how similar 
dimers are formed for bulkier molecules, as in our case.
282
 It is possible that the 
prolonged immersion times (three to five days) allows for such a slow diffusion to occur 
toward stabilization of the adsorbed ZnTPPF4-SC5SH. The position of Au adatoms with 
respect to lattice and binding S is also used to explain large changes in the conductance 
of alkyl dithiols in single molecule STM break-junction experiments.
287
 However, the 
three distinctly different conductance states of alkyl or biphenyl dithiols were attributed 
mostly to changes in the S-Au contact resistance without a marked difference in the 
barrier height for transport or the shape of the I-V curves,
288
 which is inconsistent with 
the marked change in the shape of the I-V observed here. Therefore, the richness of 
transport evolution with immersion time reported herein is beyond a single adatom 
arrangement. 
Thus we suggest that the one day clusters are composed of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
molecules that are fairly isolated from their neighbors while the three and five days 
clusters represent medium to strong inter-molecular interactions (Figure 17). Based on 
the change in lateral cluster dimensions (Table 3) and assuming that the ZnTPPF4-
SC5SH in the clusters formed after three days are pi-stacked with a separation of 0.6 
nm,
19
 the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH separation after one day immersion is estimated to be 0.9 nm 
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which is larger than the typical van der Waals interaction length, supporting that after 
one day the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH molecules are fairly isolated. After five days of immersion, 
the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH separation is estimated to be 0.5 nm which is within the typical van 
der Waals interaction length and slightly smaller than the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH separation 
after three days immersion supporting that after three and five days immersion, the 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters have medium to strong inter-molecular interactions. Closer pi-
stacking impacts the electronic properties by reducing the polarization energy, thereby 
opening a second conductance channel with an actual charging of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
clusters formed after three and five days.  
A phenomenon that has been related to polaron mediated transport is negative 
differential resistance (NDR).
289-290
 Intriguingly, NDR was reported to emerge by much 
weaker, side-by-side interaction between flat-laying Rose Bengal in dimers and trimers, 
an effect that is explained by the creation of new pseudo energy levels by much weaker, 
interactions between the neighboring monomers.
291
 While NDR or hysteresis was not 
specifically sought, Figure 13 shows that the three days sample is characterized by sharp 
conductance onsets, which is required for hysteresis. On the other hand, the five day I-V 
curve in Figure 13 shows multiple peaks, which can be viewed as ill-developed NDR. 
The absolute reproducibility of these noisy peaks in terms of bias (energy) and intensity 
was rather poor, but their abundance was a clear characteristic of the five day clusters; 
conductance noise was much weaker or none for the one to three day clusters.  
It was suggested that both NDR and hysteresis originate in a redox event of 
charging of the molecular wire. If the charged state is long lived, as for e.g., isolated 
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molecule, it will appear as a stable switching or hysteresis, while the presence of an 
electrolyte will reduce the reorganization energy and increase the fluctuations of the 
charged state, which appears as NDR.
292
 In analogy with this concept, and in view of the 
continues red-shift of the optical gap with aggregation,
269
 we can attribute the evolution 
of the sharp conductance onset (three days) into multiple small peaks (five days) as a 
further reduction in the polaron energy for the five days clusters (e.g., by closer pi-
stacking). The medium polaron energy of the three day is accessible by bias up to 2 V, 
but discharging is restricted. The even lower polaron energy of the five day clusters 
requires smaller onset bias (Figure 13 and Figure 14(A)) and is also less stable. The 
fluctuations in the charged state appear as multiple peaks in the I-V curves (Figure 13), 
large spreading of the intensity maps (Figure 12) and large distribution of the onset 
current (Figure 15). 
3.3.6.2 Depletion of C12 SAM and the Effect on Net Conductance 
Increasing the immersion time from one to five days influences the entire mixed 
monolayer and not simply the electro-active, guest molecule. Accordingly, the 
surrounding C12 monolayer depletes with immersion time and is consistent with other 
SAM morphology studies in organic solvents over an extended period of time.
283, 293
 
This depletion causes the C12 monolayer morphology to evolve from a densely-packed 
standing-up organization after one day, to the development of some less-dense lying 
down domains after three days, and to more prevalent lying down domains after five 
days (Figure 11). In this mixed monolayer system, the role of the C12 monolayer is to 
stabilize the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters and since the morphology is evolving with 
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immersion time, it is likely that the interaction between the surrounding C12 and 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters is also evolving; providing less stabilization with immersion 
time leading to more ZnTPPF4-SC5SH conformational variations
294
 within a particular 
cluster. Conformational variations in molecules
294-295
, nanoclusters
296
 and morphological 
changes of the background SAM in mixed monolayers
297-298
 are known to impact the 
electronic characteristics. In particular guest molecules within a host SAM
256
 similar to 
the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters presented herein, was found to switch stochastically when 
the host SAM was disordered. Therefore, it is conjectured that the stochastic switching, 
dominant in the five day clusters (Figure 12), can originate from further squeezing of the 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters as discussed above accompanied by the depletion of the 
surrounding C12 monolayer after five days immersion. 
3.4 Conclusion 
The STM measured charge transport characteristics across ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
clusters within a C12 monolayer changes drastically over an extended self-assembly 
time. The accompanying structural changes are rather minor and indicate for a surprising 
effect of an averaged 30% reduction in lateral cluster area with longer assembly times. 
Here, it is propose that slow aggregation of the adsorbed porphyrin derivatives explains 
the reduction in lateral cluster dimension and can account for the conductance evolution 
from tunneling (one day) to bias-switching (three days). In addition to in lateral cluster 
dimension, the morphology of the stabilizing C12 monolayer depletes and this becomes 
most apparent for the longest immersion time where the transport of the clusters are 
dominated by stochastic-switching (five days). Similar to the prominent effect of 
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aggregation on optical properties, it is highly probable that pi-stacking would affect 
transport across dye-molecules, even-though the charge transport direction is 
perpendicular to the stacking. The work presented herein suggests that few molecule 
clusters have drastically different conductance characteristics than single of identical 
chemistry and that it is not necessarily the size of the molecular cluster as was suggested 
before, but the organization and inter-molecular interactions within in the clusters. 
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CHAPTER IV  
STUDIES OF THE STRUCTURE AND PHASE TRANSITIONS OF 
NANO-CONFINED PENTANEDITHIOL AND ITS APPLICATION 
IN DIRECTING HIERARCHICAL MOLECULAR ASSEMBLIES 
ON AU(111)

 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The idea of using molecules in electronic devices has been studied since the 
1950s,
1-3, 299-300
 and more specifically, since the seminal work of Aviram and Ratner on a 
molecule rectifier.
1
 Molecular electronics is attractive because it offers low-cost, 
simultaneous production of numerous nanometer-sized “devices” that may be tuned in a 
facile manner through synthetic modification. Directing the assembly of such molecular 
devices into pre-designed integrated electronic circuits, while enforcing selectivity and 
hierarchy is an inherent challenge. It is perceived that organic synthesis could be used to 
tailor molecules for a host of electronic functions (switching, amplification, rectification, 
etc.). These expectations have since become more reserved as it has been shown that 
tuning chemical functionality in a molecular junction does not necessarily lead to a well-
defined change in the charge transport characteristics of the junction, especially when 
the transport is limited to the tunneling regime.
147, 227-228
 We have recently shown that 
                                                 

Part of this chapter is reprinted from Pawlicki, A.; Avery, E.; Jurow, M.; Ewers, B.; Vilan, A.; Drain, C. 
M.; Batteas, J., Studies of the Structure and Phase Transitions of Nano-Confined Pentanedithiol and Its 
Application in Directing Hierarchical Molecular Assemblies on Au(111). J. Phys.-Cond. Matt. 2016, 28 
(9), 094013 with permission from IOPscience. 
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through the controlled assembly of nanoscale islands of molecules, this can be 
overcome,
19, 147
 as nearest-neighbor interactions within assemblies of molecules can 
strongly affect transport across molecular junctions, making it possible to recover effects 
of chemical functionality in tuning charge transport.
19, 146
   
As part of our ongoing work on the relation between chemical structure and 
charge transport characteristics of molecules at interfaces, we have previously examined 
the transport properties of porphryin-thiols on Au.
19-20
 Charge transfer through the length 
of this molecule is achieved by bracing it upward with a dodecanethiol (C12) self-
assembled monolayer, producing a mixed monolayer. An interesting behavior was 
observed when the porphryin-thiols were driven to aggregate on the surface by pi-
stacking, whereby a seemingly size dependent change in the charge transport 
characteristics occurred, with single and few molecule clusters demonstrating tunneling 
dominated charge transport, while large clusters (>5 nm in diameter) transitioned to 
transport characteristic of a “hopping” mechanism.19 These results indicate that the 
structure-function relationship goes beyond consideration of the chemical structure of a 
molecule to include interactions with neighbors, the dimensions of aggregates that may 
form, and the internal architecture of these aggregates. Reliability in function and 
behavior therefore depends on control over the configuration of molecules on the 
electrode surface, and as molecular complexity increases, this becomes a greater 
challenge. To systematically study the influence of these variables, control over the 
formation of aggregates, their architectures, and their dimensions, is crucial. In this work 
we seek to address these challenges using our model porphyrin system.   
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To establish control of the insertion process, we initially sought to nanograft the 
porphyrin- thiol molecules directly into the alkanethiol film. Nanografting is one of 
several scanning probe lithography methods
301
 where an AFM tip is used to selectively 
displace a pre-formed SAM in the presence of another molecule which immediately 
binds to the newly exposed Au surface. This technique has successfully been applied in 
the attachment of a variety of molecular species, most commonly studied has been the 
replacement of one alkanethiol with another of different length or termination,
302
 but can 
be extended to patterned placement of proteins
303
 and other complex molecules on 
surfaces.
304-305
 Unfortunately, this approach was not successful, largely because our 
porphyrin molecule of interest was simply not soluble in solvent routinely compatible 
with the nanografting process, which generally requires low vapor pressure solvents that 
are equipment compatible (i.e. water and alcohols). This is not a problem unique to 
porphyrins, but rather molecules that might be of interest for charge storage and 
transport at interfaces very often bear functionalities that render them soluble in highly 
nonpolar organic solvents.
272, 306-307
   
To overcome this challenge, here we have sought to leverage the click-chemistry 
employed in the synthesis of our tethered porphyrin,
9, 20
 specifically the attachment of 
the dithiol tether to the porphyrin macrocycle (Figure 18).  The mild conditions and 
absence of any highly reactive reagents required to attach the dithiol suggest that such a 
reaction would be suitable for surface film modification, and dithiols are much more 
amenable to techniques like nanografting.
308
 More specifically, we have sought to 
determine if this click-chemical reaction would be a suitable alternative for direct 
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covalent attachment of the thiol-tethered porphyrin molecule to the surface, and 
subsequently if nanografting could be employed to direct, or template, the assembly of 
the porphyrins on the surface in predetermined geometries, thereby facilitating 
systematic evaluation of how nearest-neighbor interactions and aggregate formation 
influence charge transport through these molecules. 
 
 
Figure 18. A schematic of the functionalization approach used in this work for the 
porphyrin molecule (A) that has been used in prior studies.  Herein, we consider the 
molecule in its constituent parts, demarcated by the red ‘X’.  By first functionalizing the 
surface with the alkanedithiol, the attachment of the porphyrin to the surface can be 
directed to form aggregates of specific geometry and dimension. 
 
 
 
To evaluate the viability of the dithiol linkage reaction conducted at the surface, 
we have employed co-adsorption of dithiol, 1,5-pentanedithiol (C5DT) and 
dodecanethiol (C12) to create domains of C5DT.  Subsequent reaction of the C5DT with 
5,10,15-tris(4'-pyridyl)-20-2,3,4,5,6-pentaflourophenyl) porphyrin (TPPF5) would then 
effectively produce the same molecule that we have considered in previous studies.
19-20
 
We begin by first characterizing the C5DT domains formed by co-adsorption as well as 
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nanografting by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 
(STM) to verify their structural characteristics and molecular scale order. Interestingly, 
this allowed for characterization of the molecular structure of the C5DT domains in great 
detail showing that domain size is strongly influenced the local structure (phase) of the 
C5DT whose local packing density was dramatically impacted by the interactions 
between the C5DT and C12 at the domain boundaries. The results of which will be 
discussed in detail below. Following detailed characterization of the C5DT linker group, 
attachment of TPPF5 via a click-reaction was conducted and verified, to demonstrate the 
ability of this approach to create hierarchical assemblies of porphyrin-thiols on Au. This 
two-step assembly process, prepares the means for further studies of the transport 
properties of these assemblies, and demonstrates this as a general approach for attaching 
complex molecules to surfaces in a directed fashion. 
4.2 Experimental Methods 
4.2.1 Synthesis of the Porphyrin Compound 
5,10,15-tris(4'-pyridyl)-20-2,3,4,5,6-pentaflourophenyl) porphyrin (TPPF5) was 
synthesized using a previously published method
20
 but was limited to the first step; 
synthesizing the macrocycle. Here the second step, attachment to a thiol tether, was done 
on the surface as described below. 
4.2.2 Formation of Mixed Monolayers of Pentanedithiol and Dodecanethiol by Co-
absorption 
All monolayers were prepared on 200 nm thick, flame annealed, Au(111) films 
on mica (Phasis, Geneva, Switzerland). Before SAM formation, the Au(111) samples 
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were then placed under UV/Ozone for 10 minutes, followed by an ultrapure water rinse 
(18.2 Mcm) (NANOpure Diamond, Barnstead), an ethanol rinse, and immediate 
drying with streaming nitrogen. The process was then repeated with only 5 minutes of 
UV/Ozone.  To form islands of 1,5-pentanedithiol (C5DT) (Aldrich, 96%) in a matrix of 
dodecanethiol (C12) (Aldrich, 98%) by co-absorption, the Au(111) films were immersed 
in ethanol with 10:1 mM ratio of C5DT to C12 for 24 hours at room temperature. 
4.2.3 In Situ Attachment of TPPF5 to Surface Bound C5DT 
SAMs containing both C5DT and C12, prepared by either co-adsorption or 
nanografting, were then subjected to TPPF5 for attachment. The monolayers were 
immersed in a 1 mM solution of TPPF5 in dichloromethane, chloroform, methanol, and 
diethylamine (4:4:1:0.001 v/v) at room temperature. After immersion, all samples were 
rinsed with dichloromethane before examination by AFM and/or STM. The co-absorbed 
samples were immersed in the TPPF5 solution for three hours. The nanografted samples 
were immersed for three (3) to twenty-one (21) hours. Between each immersion interval, 
the same nanografted features were imaged by AFM to monitor the assembly of the 
TPPF5 islands. 
4.2.4 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 
High resolution STM images and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) data 
were acquired using an Omicron UHV-XA STM system with a base pressure of < 3×10
-
10
 mbar. The STM tips were mechanically cut using Pt/Ir (80/20) wire. Images were 
obtained at 20 pA and 1.4 V. For the purposes of investigating the effect of bias on 
reacted TPPF5 islands, STS was collected on the reacted TPPF5 islands as well as the 
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surrounding C12 matrix to use as an internal reference to avoid artifacts from the tip, 
similar to a previously published procedure.
19
 Briefly, STS was done by sweeping the 
voltage from -2 V to 2 V and measuring the resulting tunneling current (300 points at 0.1 
ms per point). Prior to recording spectra, the tip was position at the point of 
measurement with feedback loop parameters of 20 pA and 1.4 V, and during spectra 
collection the feedback loop was inactive. 
4.2.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Nanografting 
AFM imaging and nanografting were carried out with a Keysight 5500 
AFM/SPM (Keysight, Santa Rosa, CA).  Images were obtained of the mixed monolayer 
(co-absorbed and nanografted) before and after the TPPF5 reaction in an ethanol liquid 
cell using a Si3N4 tip (Bruker AFM Probes, MSCT, Sunnyvale, CA) with an applied load 
at or below 1 nN. The radii of the tips were obtained by imaging a SrTiO3 standard and 
were typically in the range of 10-20 nm.
232
 The lever spring constants were obtained 
using the Sader method and ranged between 0.05-0.7 N/m.
233
 The tips with lower spring 
constants were used for imaging and the tips with higher spring constants were used for 
nanografting.  
For the purposes of nanografting, the Au(111) films were cleaned as stated above 
and immersed in 1mM of C12 for 24 hours. Then the C12 monolayer was rinsed with 
ethanol and immersed in 1 mM C5DT in ethanol, which serves as the target molecule for 
nanografting. To nanograft, a large load was applied that varied between 8-11 nN and 
the line step varied between 0.25-0.5 nm. These line steps correspond to a contact-
radius-to-linestep ratio of 2-4,
309
 such that all points in the nanografted area experience 
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tip sliding 4-8 times to ensure a clean graft. The load and line step depend on variations 
in the specific experimental set-up; primarily arising from variations in tip geometry. To 
determine the minimum or threshold load as well as the maximum line step, load and 
line step were varied until the minimal load and maximal line step necessary to achieve a 
complete graft was determined, indicated by complete replacement of the C12 by C5DT 
in the grafted area. Excessively exceeding these optimal parameters could result in 
wearing of the underlying Au surface. These parameters were continuously monitored 
and adjusted to account for changes to the tip resulting from the grafting process. To 
access any tip changes during a grafting experiment, the tip radius was obtained by 
imaging a SrTiO3 standard before and after the experiment. 
4.2.6 Control: C5DT/C12 Monolayer Immersion in Blank Solution 
Some mixed C5DT/C12 monolayers were immersed in a blank solution for 3 
hours at room temperature. The conditions are the same as in the In Situ Attachment of 
TPPF5 to Surface Bound C5DT section with one exception. The blank solution is 
lacking TPPF5 and only consists of dichloromethane, chloroform, methanol, and 
diethylamine (4:4:1:0.001 v/v). After immersion, the samples were like-wise rinsed with 
dichloromethane before examination by AFM. 
4.2.7 Data Analysis of the AFM and STM Images 
The AFM and STM images as well as STS data were analyzed with the help of 
Scanning Probe Image Processor (SPIP) software (version 6.0.2, Image Metrology, 
Lyngby, Denmark) and OriginPro software (version 9.0.0, OriginLab Corporation, 
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Northampton, MA, USA). The grain analysis feature in SPIP was used for the statistics 
on the C5DT domains and TPPF5 islands. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
Previously it was found that when porphyrin were allowed to insert randomly 
into a matrix of C12, for short deposition times, they would insert predominately as 
single molecules, while for longer deposition times, they would organize into nanoscopic 
islands on the order of 5–10 nm in lateral dimension. Moreover, the electronic properties 
of the inserted porphyrin-thiols were found to depend on island size, with single 
molecules and small clusters showing simple tunneling behavior, while larger islands 
(5–10 nm) showed characteristics indicative of charge hopping.19-20 As these prior 
experiments relied on random self-organization, to utilize the size selective electronic 
properties of these islands in any prescribed fashion, it is paramount to develop 
approaches to control and direct the island formation. To this end, in this work, 
porphyrin-thiol islands were formed on Au(111) surfaces using a two-step process: first, 
a tether to the surface, C5DT, was controllably attached to the Au surface by co-
absorption
310
 or nanografting,
195, 311
  then the porphyrin head group (TPPF5) was reacted 
with the surface-bound C5DT domains to form the entire porphyrin-thiol complex 
attached to the substrate via reaction between the pendant pentafluorophenyl ring with 
surface thiols. Here we will first describe the assembly of the C5DT linker by co-
adsorption and nanografting to understand the organization of the C5DT template on the 
surface, then we will discuss the surface reaction of TPPF5 with the C5DT, and the 
structures formed from this process. 
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4.3.1 Formation of C5DT Domains via Co-Absorption with C12 
As noted above, in previous studies porphyrin-thiol assemblies were formed by 
allowing the molecules to randomly insert into a background of C12, where the 
immersion time and interactions of the porphyrin macrocycles dictated the sizes of the 
inserted islands.
19-20
 Here, we attempt to control the sizes of these islands by first co-
absorbing from solution C5DT and C12 onto Au(111) exploiting their spontaneous 
phase segregation to act as a template for the subsequent attachment of TPPF5. Prior 
studies of self-assembled monolayers of mixed thiols on Au have shown that phase 
segregation can occur for two alkanethiols with differences in chain length of ca. eight 
methylene units,
312
 with different head groups,
310
 and with symmetric versus asymmetric 
disulfides,
313
 allowing for domains to be formed. The sizes of the phase segregated 
domains could be controlled by solution immersion time, temperature, relative 
concentrations of the two components, and by annealing after formation of the mixed 
SAMs.
311-312
 Here we have found that domains of C5DT inside a matrix of C12 could be 
readily formed by co-absorption in a solution with 10:1 molar ratio of C12 to C5DT for 
24 hours at room temperature. AFM and STM images of the domains are shown in 
Figure 19.  
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Figure 19. AFM topography image (A) and corresponding cross-sections (B) of a C5DT 
domain and etch pit for comparison. STM image (D) and corresponding cross-sections 
(E) of a C5DT domain and etch pit for comparison. 
 
 
 
At a glance, the C5DT domains may be confused with etch pits that are 
characteristic of alkanethiol monolayers assembled on Au(111).
314
 However, by 
examining the cross-sections, the C5DT domains are seen to be deeper and larger than 
the typical size of etch pits, which have a depth of one interlayer atomic spacing of the 
Au(111) surface (0.23 nm). On average the C5DT domains were determined to be 
0.4±0.1 nm deep from both AFM and STM images. Assuming that both C5DT and C12 
are in a standing-up orientation and tilted at 30° from the surface normal (as is typical 
for an alkanethiol SAM),
185
 the theoretical depth of the island should be 0.6 nm. As the 
average depth is smaller, it could possibly suggest that the C5DT is standing more 
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upright. However, this may also be due to the inability of the tip to completely probe the 
domain since the tip and domain are of comparable size (especially in the case of the 
AFM tip). There was no evidence of multilayer formation in STM or AFM at the C5DT 
domains, as has been occasionally observed in some cases for dithiolate SAMs.
315-316
  
This may be due to intra-layer binding being inhibited by spatial confinement of the 
dithiol,
317
 given that the terminal thiols of C5DT would be directed normal to the 
surface,
318
 yielding additional steric hindrance for assembly.   
On average, the widths of the C5DT domains were determined to be on the order 
of 11 nm from AFM images and nearly half of that at (~5 nm) from STM images (Figure 
19(B) and Figure 19(D)). It is likely that the domains appear smaller in STM due to an 
increase in lateral resolution and some small domains in AFM appear clustered as a large 
one. This is supported by the fact that on average, only 26 domains per 100 nm
2
 were 
routinely counted in AFM images, while on average more than triple that (82 domains 
per 100 nm
2
) were observed in STM images. From the images, the C5DT domains were 
found to cover approximately 5-10% of the total area of the surface. This will be used in 
the following section to consider the extent of the reaction with TPPF5. 
The molecular organization of the co-absorbed samples was examined using 
STM. In Figure 20 both the internal structure of a C5DT phase separated domain as well 
as the surrounding C12 is shown. In both the C5DT domain and the surrounding C12, 
the characteristic (√3×√3)R30° structure of thiols on Au(111) was observed.319 Using 
band-pass filtering to remove the topographic variation of the domain, (Figure 20C) it 
can be seen that C5DT molecules appear ordered at the center of the island. Lattice 
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agreement between the C5DT domain and surrounding C12 was observed, both in terms 
of dimension and orientation, clearly indicating that the C12 is driving the organization 
of the C5DT. The images are blurry at the boundaries, which may be a reflection of the 
greater freedom of motion of the less confined C12 at the boundary (Figure 20). For 
comparison, a homogenous C5DT monolayer was also imaged. The homogenous 
monolayer of C5DT produces a striped lying-down phase (Figure 21) as is typical for 
short chain thiols
284
 and similar to 1,6-hexanedithiol
320-321
 due to competition between 
van der Waals interactions and the relatively strong S-Au interaction. 
Based on this data, it is clear that when the C5DT is confined in regions of C12, 
the C5DT organizes in a standing-up phase via a “lateral epitaxy,” as evidenced by 
atomic resolution STM images (Figure 20(C)). It seems that in the confined regions, 
C5DT takes on the molecular organization of the surrounding C12. The longer chain 
lengths and spatial confinement provided by the C12 however, introduces sufficient van 
der Waals interactions to stabilize a standing-up phase through-out the ~5 nm C5DT 
domain. These results are consistent with prior studies of co-adsorption
312
 and indicate 
that the C5DT domains provide well-ordered structures suitable for attachment of 
TPPF5. 
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Figure 20. STM image (A) of a co-absorbed C5DT domain and surrounding C12 matrix. 
(B) High resolution STM image of the same co-absorbed C5DT domain, outlined in 
blue. Band-pass filtering (C) shows identical lattice dimensions as well as lattice 
alignment of the C5DT domain to the surrounding C12. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21. Reference STM images. (A) Atomic resolution of the C12 near a C5DT graft. 
The unit cell is drawn in white (0.49×0.49±0.01 nm). (B) Molecular organization of a 
homogenous C5DT monolayer. When C5DT is un-confined, the molecules arrange in 
the lying-down, striped phase. 
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4.3.2 Nanografting of Pentanedithiol (C5DT) into Dodecanethiol (C12) 
 While phase separation provides one route to fabricate assembled templates of 
C5DT in C12, the island size depends upon the deposition conditions and there is no 
ability to spatially control the positions of the islands. To achieve control of the island 
sizes of C5DT in C12, with the intention to later direct the assembly of TPPF5 islands, 
patterning the template is necessary. To accomplish this, C5DT was nanografted
195
 into 
a C12 monolayer. Using this method, the size shape, and location of the C5DT domains 
could be controlled. Square features of the C5DT ranging from approximately 10 nm to 
100 nm in lateral dimension were nanografted into C12. Figure 22 shows topographic 
and lateral force images of the grafted structures, indicating that the grafted features 
appear as depressions with stark friction contrast owing to the greater interactions 
between the thiol headgroup and the AFM tip.
322-323
   
Similarly to the co-adsorbed structures, the C5DT nanografts were found to 
exhibit a depth between 0.4 nm to 0.6 nm below that of the surrounding C12 monolayer 
(Figure 22(C)).  
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Figure 22. AFM topography (A) and friction contrast image (B) of C5DT grafts, which 
appear as topographic depressions with increased friction owing to the thiol termination. 
Features are 100, 50, 25, and 10 nm boxes. Surrounding grafted lines are part of the 
pattern used for relocation.  A closer view of a 50 nm box (C) indicates a depression 
depth of 0.4 nm. 
 
 
 
The smaller patterned features (<50 nm) tended to have a shallower depth, nearer 0.4 
nm, while the larger patterned features structures (>50 nm) exhibited depths nearer 0.6 
nm. This subtle variation with graft size suggested that the size of the C5DT graft could 
affect its internal molecular arrangement. These height differences can be attributed to a 
combination of changes in molecular tilt and mechanical rigidity as the packing density 
within the grafted structures changes, indicating that, in the smaller grafts, the molecules 
are more tightly packed, potentially into a more upright and rigid configuration, 
compared to the larger grafts. 
To further explore this supposition, we examined the molecular structure of the 
grafts in detail by STM. Similar to the co-absorbed samples, it appears that the matrix of 
C12 surrounding the C5DT grafts also influences their molecular organization, with the 
C12 matrix helping to stabilize the C5DT in a standing-up arrangement. Evidence of this 
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is shown in STM images of a 40 nm square of C5DT grafted into C12 (Figure 23). In 
this graft, it was observed that the C5DT was more ordered near the boundaries of the 
grafted region than towards the center, where image blurriness is an indicator of greater 
disorder, and/or freedom of motion. This suggests that the stabilizing effect of the C12 is 
limited to a range of ~10 nm from the sidewalls of the graft.   
 
 
Figure 23. A C5DT graft (A) imaged by STM, with molecular resolution images (B-D) 
at the positions indicated. At positions B and D, near the edge of the graft, ordered 
domains were very clearly visible, while towards the center of the graft, a blurred image 
indicative of disorder was observed. 
 
 
 
To fully investigate the extent of C12’s influence on the internal structure of 
different size C5DT grafts, STM images were obtained and compared for ca. 40 nm, 50 
nm, and 120 nm in lateral dimension grafted C5DT squares (Figure 24). Across all 
structures, generally the same behavior was observed, with ordered C5DT near the 
boundaries of the grafts, regardless of size, and disorder in the center. However, the 
extent of disorder was generally found to be greater for larger grafts, for which images 
near the center contained few discernible features, reflective of greater disorder. The 
disorder in the larger graft also had an intriguing effect on the lattice dimensions near its 
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border, where, rather than the (√3×√3)R30° structure typical of alkanethiols (0.5x0.5 
nm), dimensions consistent with a (2x2) expanded adlattice were observed (0.6x0.6 nm). 
 
 
Figure 24. STM images comparing the structural organization of 40 nm (A-C), 50 nm 
(D-F) and 120 nm (G-I) grafts.  Images collected near the center of the graft showed 
increasing disorder with increasing graft size, reflecting the fact that these points receive 
less stabilization from the surrounding matrix. Ordering is readily apparent near the 
edges of the grafts, though the dimension of the C5DT lattice near the edge of the 100 
nm graft (I) are consistent with a (2x2) expanded phase. The stark change in appearance 
observed in (H) was observed through repeated imaging and is therefore not attributable 
to a tip change. 
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While the differences are small, the measurements were conducted side-by-side and 
taken across the entire lattice, so it is a distinct difference in boundary lattice structure 
amongst the different sized grafts, with larger grafts exhibiting reduced density near the 
boundary. We surmise that the reduced density at the boundary of the larger grafts 
results from a surface concentration gradient away from the graft boundary. Because 
larger grafts exhibit a smaller perimeter-to-area ratio and corresponding greater mean 
distance from points within the graft to the boundary, we would expect the density at the 
center of larger grafts to be lower for larger grafts, a point supported by their greater 
depth observed by AFM.  This greater depletion at the center of the graft can facilitate 
depletion from the boundaries, resulting in a boundary (2x2) phase for larger grafts. In 
the interest of homogeneity, this implies there is a clear upper limit for graft size, which 
for C5DT is on the order of a few 10’s of nm, and is presumably greater for longer, more 
self-stabilizing grafted molecules. 
4.3.3 Assembly of TPPF5 on Co-Absorbed and Nanografted C5DT 
 Placement of the C5DT on the surface affords us reaction sites to which we can 
link the TPPF5 to the substrate via a click reaction between the pendant 
pentafluorophenyl group on the porphyrin macrocycle with the surface bound thiol.  
While the solution based protocol for this is reasonably straight forward,
20
 carrying out 
attachment to the surface bound C5DT using in situ adsorption is not necessarily 
transferable and there are technical considerations. The surface of the C5DT domains 
represents a more sterically hindered reaction substrate than the dissolved thiol, and this 
is exacerbated as more TPPF5 molecules bind to the domain. Additionally, depletion of 
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the SAM in the reaction solution is a possibility and necessitates optimizing reaction 
times and conditions.  
To form islands of attached TPPF5, the two-component film was immersed in 1 
mM TPPF5 solution for three hours. AFM and STM images of a co-adsorption substrate 
after three hours of immersion in 1 mM TPPF5 is shown in Figure 25 as compared to the 
images of the co-absorbed template before immersion shown early in Figure 19(A) and 
Figure 19(C). After immersion in the TPPF5 solution, bright features appear in the 
images due to the attachment of the TPPF5 to the domains of C5DT. Grain analysis of 
the AFM images before the reaction yielded 16 and 9 counts per 100 nm
2
 in AFM and 
STM images, respectively. After the reaction, 96 and 23 counts per 100 nm
2
 in AFM and 
STM images respectively were detected, clearly indicating that reaction on the C5DT 
has occurred.  On average, the physical height of the TPPF5 islands was found to be 
0.4±0.1 nm above the C12 background, as extracted from AFM measurements. This is 
similar, but slightly smaller, than the physical height expected from prior studies of these 
molecules with the thiol tether already attached, when they were allowed to randomly 
insert into a surrounding matrix of C12.
20
 From STM, the apparent height of the TPPF5 
was on average 0.3±0.2 nm.  Again, this was similar, but slightly smaller than the 
apparent height of these molecules when they were allowed to randomly insert into the 
surrounding C12.
20
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Figure 25. AFM topography image (A) showing the reacted TPPF5 islands which 
appear as bright protrusions and corresponding AFM cross-sections (B) of a TPPF5 
island as well as an unreacted C5DT domain. Similarly an STM image (C) is shown with 
corresponding cross-sections (D) of a TPPF5 island and unreacted C5DT domain. 
 
 
 
Though several islands were observed, unreacted domains of C5DT were still present 
after the three hour immersion time. To increase the amount of TPPF5 that reacted with 
C5DT, the immersion time in the TPPF5 could be increased or the TPPF5 solution 
concentration could be increased. To more systematically explore the development of 
these TPPF5 islands, the addition of TPPF5 to C5DT nanografts as a function of time 
was examined. 
After C5DT features were fabricated by nanografting, the samples were 
immersed in the TPPF5 solution. AFM images of the grafted structures before and after 
3, 18, and 21 hours of immersion are shown in Figure 26. There was a clear change in 
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topography, where the nanografted structures transform from depressions with the C5DT 
into protrusions following immersion in the TPPF5.  
 
 
Figure 26. AFM topography images of a C5DT graft (A) after 3, 18, and 21 hours (B-D 
respectively) immersion in TPPF5 solution. Corresponding cross sections indicate the 
evolution from the depression, corresponding to the graft, to an increasing feature height 
of 2.5 nm after 21 hours of immersion. 
 
 
 
Importantly, the change in topography only appeared at the locations of the 
grafted structures and not in the background C12; consequently the attachment appears 
to indeed be selective to the location of the C5DT. With increasing immersion time, the 
island was observed to increase in height relative to the background matrix, from 1.6 nm 
to 2.5 nm. While depletion of the surrounding matrix could contribute to the increasing 
height difference, and changes are apparent in the surrounding C12 matrix, this would 
result in decreased spatial confinement of the graft, whereas the localization of the island 
did not change over time. Rather, the increasing height of these structures with time 
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likely results from intercalation of dissolved TPPF5 into the covalently bound TPPF5 via 
pi-stacking and static dipole interactions, owing to the highly electronegative perflouro 
substituent, which would stabilize such a structure, as proposed in Figure 27. 
 
 
Figure 27. Proposed model of the C5DT domains and the organization of the TPPF5 on 
the C5DT. The C5DT is in a standing-up orientation similar to the surrounding C12. The 
TPPF5 binds to some of the C5DT and others intercalate to pi-stack between. 
 
 
 
STM was used to interrogate the final, TPPF5 islands on the surface, and Figure 
28(A) shows one such island. Thus far, molecular resolution of any internal organization 
has not been achieved, but STS was employed as a preliminary verification of their 
identity. Figure 28(B) shows representative current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the 
bright features and the C12. I-V characteristics on the bright feature are comparable to 
those previously reported for porphyrin-thiols inserted into defects in a homogenous C12 
monolayer.
20
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Figure 28. STM image (A) of a TPPF5 island on a C5DT graft. The molecular 
organization of the surrounding C12 is visible; however, the organization of the TPPF5 
island is unclear. Average I-V curve of 100 collected spectra of the island and the C12 
background for reference shows behavior consistent with tethered TPPF5. 
 
 
 
Accordingly, since the I-V signatures are the same, it seems that the bright features on 
C5DT have similar identity to the previously reported inserted porphyrin-thiols and 
supports that these bight features are the reacted TPPF5. 
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4.3.4 Control: Nanografted C5DT Structures Immersed in a Blank Solution 
As a control, the C5DT/C12 mixed monolayers were immersion in a blank 
soultuion with out TPPF5. AFM topgrpahic and firction contrast images showing grafted 
C5DT domains before and after immersion for three hours is presented in Figure 29. For 
closer inspection, a particualr C5DT grafted domain before and after the immersion is 
shown in Figure 30 with the corrisponding cross section. There is no change in the 
C5DT domains after immersion in the blank solution and the cross-section in Figure 
30(C) is the regmains unchanged. Accordinly, the presence of TPPF5 in the immersion 
soultion accounts for the dramtic change in the C5DT domains after immesion as 
discussed above. 
 
 
Figure 29. AFM topography (A, D) and friction contrast image (B, D) of C5DT grafts. 
In A and B the grafts were imaged immediately after fabrication. In C and D the grafts 
were imaged after immersion for 3 hours in the blank solution (without TPPF5). There is 
no change after immersion in a blank solution. 
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Figure 30. AFM topography images and corresponding cross-sections of the same 
C5DT grafted structure immediately after fabrication (A, blue line) and after immersion 
for 3 hours in a blank solution (B, red line). There is no difference in topography before 
and after immersion. 
 
 
 
4.4 Conclusion 
 Patterned domains of C5DT in a background of C12 were generated by two 
methods, co-adsorption and nanografting. In both methods, it was found not only could 
the size of the C5DT domains be controlled but also the organization of the individual 
molecules inside the island. This control was facilitated by the interactions between the 
surrounding C12 matrix and the confined C5DT. While a homogenous monolayer of 
C5DT is organized in the striped-lying down phase, when confined in a C12 matrix, the 
C5DT adopts a densely-packed, standing-up phase similar to its C12 neighbors via 
“lateral epitaxy.” It has been shown that the phase of C5DT transitions from a highly 
dense, (√3×√3)R30° phase, to a sparser (2×2) phase, to a disordered molecular 
arrangement with increasing C5DT domain size (from ~5-100 nm in lateral dimension). 
The C5DT domains were used as a template for the surface attachment of a porphyrin 
derivative, TPPF5, via a “click” reaction. A model of the assembled system is proposed 
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where the C5DT molecules are in a standing-up orientation and TPPF5 selectively reacts 
with the C5DT head groups to achieve binding to the surface, with additional unreacted 
TPPF5 intercalating by pi-stacking.  
The work presented herein provides a basis to study lateral patterning at the 
nanometer scale of functional self-assembled monolayers. It is specifically relevant for 
exploring the effect of assembly size on the emergent electronic properties. As a proof of 
principle, the two-step method was applied to work done with porphyrin derivatives, for 
which it had previously been found that the electronic properties of islands on the 
surface varied with dimension
19
 and internal organization (Chapter III). However, the 
work presented herein is not limited to porphyrin attachment. Metal ions or nanoparticles 
can bind to the thiol head group as well to provide an organizational template for other 
types of assemblies.
324
 In a broader perspective, creating assemblies of 
molecules/organic materials with controlled organization will serve different purposes in 
devices because nearest neighbor interactions can be more readily controlled and 
therefore the stability, size, and electronic properties of such assemblies can be 
controlled. 
51, 146
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CHAPTER V  
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
 
5.1 Summary 
In summary, the work presented herein examined porphyrin molecules as electro-
active materials to modulate charge on Au(111) surfaces in terms of single molecules, 
molecular assemblies fabricated through self-assembly, and pre-designed molecular 
assemblies that achieved a desired electronic property fabricated through template-
directed assembly. Porphyrins have been among the most important materials for 
electronic applications and many interesting properties have been studied and exploited 
in the work here. Because of their remarkable electronic and physical properties and 
importantly their synthetic tailorability and modularity, porphyrins were used as 
platform to study relationships and challenges broadly common with the use of 
molecular/organic materials for electronics by researching the following questions: 1) 
How do systematic perturbations in the molecular structure of porphyrins affect the 
resulting electronic properties? 2) How does molecular assembly affect the cooperative 
electronic properties of porphyrins on surfaces? 3) How can the assembly of porphyrins 
be pre-designed and directed into specific architectures to produce a specific, targeted 
electronic property? The impact of this work presented here expands further than 
exclusively for porphyrins molecules and has provided knowledge necessary to engineer 
molecular/organic electronic devices with pre-designed functions at the molecular level. 
Following these studies and results are summarized.  
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In Chapter II, systematic perturbations in the molecular structure of porphyrin-
thiols the resulting electronic properties were investigated. This was done by considering 
a series of porphyrin-thiols with a combination of substituents by replacing –F with –H 
in the phenyl linker group, converting pyridal to phenyl groups at the meso positions, 
and chelating a Zn ion or not. The porphyrin-thiols were assembled onto Au(111) 
surfaces with a pre-formed C12 SAM where they inserted into the SAM at defect sites 
and near etch pits to covalently bond to the underlying Au through their thiol tether. The 
porphryin-thiols were allowed to self-assemble in this way for durations of one, three, or 
five days during which single porphyrin-thiol molecules tended to insert into the C12 
SAM for one day durations while small assemblies of porphyrin-thiols formed for three 
and five day durations. The physical properties of the porphyrin-thiol/C12 mixed SAM 
was examined though AFM imaging and the electronic properties were examined though 
comparative STM imaging with respect to the background C12 SAM to obtain a 
apparent height ratio and STS though examination of I-V characteristics. Contrary to one 
of the original promises of molecular electronics of ultimate electronic tunability based 
on the almost limitless combinations in which molecules can be constructed during 
synthesis, here it was found that the chemical structure perturbations did not lead to any 
observable variations in the relative conductance nor in the I-V characteristics for single 
porphryin-thiols. All of the single porphryin-thiols in the series exhibited a apparent 
height ratio of approximately 1 and I-V characteristics similar to that of alkanethiols 
suggesting a tunneling transport mechanism in which the alkanethiol tether dominates 
the overall transport. There are some reports on the limits of electronic tunability due to 
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chemical perturbations in molecular assemblies and in device configurations that 
predominantly originate in nearest neighbor effects, but reports on the limits for single 
molecules, thereby minimizing nearest neighbor effects, are infrequent. From this work, 
one of the limits to electronic tunability with chemical perturbations was found to 
originate from the tunneling transport mechanism dominated by the alkanethiol tether. 
To have a meaningful affect on the electronic properties through chemical perturbations, 
the transport mechanism must deviate from tunneling. This is done so in assemblies of 
porphyrin-thiols large enough to stabilize charge on the porphyrin macrocycles which 
can be as little as a 6-10 porphyrin-thiol molecule containing assembly. In porphyrin-
thiol assemblies the apparent height ratio departed from 1 and generally increased with 
increasing lateral assembly dimension with I-V characteristic of Coulomb blockade 
suggesting a charge hopping transport mechanism. By this the ability to tune the 
electronic properties through chemical perturbations was recovered. However, the 
apparent height ratio did not strictly increase with increasing lateral assembly dimension 
and the apparent height ratio displayed a large spread in the data. Therefore the increase 
in apparent height ratio cannot be exclusively due assembly dimension which prompted 
the research following. 
In Chapter IV, the porphryin-thiols were examined with the focus on of the 
detailed effect of self-assembly time on the electronic properties. As before, the 
porphyrin-thiols were inserted into a pre-formed C12 SAM and allowed to self-assemble 
for one, three, or five days. The physical properties were examined through though AFM 
and molecularly resolved STM imaging and the electronic properties were examined 
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though comparative STM imaging. STS was also used to examine the electronic 
properties but to a greater extent discerning the details in the I-V characteristics for 
assemblies formed after different durations. It was found that there was a stark 
difference in the I-V characteristics for porphyrin-thiol assemblies formed after one, 
three, and five days with a gradual increase in the maximum current for increasing 
durations. For the one day assemblies, the I-V traces are comparable to that of 
alkanethiols similar to single porphyrin-thiol molecules. For three day assemblies, the I-
V traces show a conductance gap at low bias indicating bias-induced switching. Finally, 
for the five day assemblies, the conductance gap narrows and the I-V traces are highly 
spread indicating stochastic switching. Accompanying this, the morphology of the 
background C12 SAM was observed to deplete in the vicinity of porphyrin-thiol 
assemblies from a densely-packed, standing-up orientation after one day with the 
development of some low-density, lying-down phase after three days and even more so 
after five days. These data suggest that for the porphyrin-thiol assemblies formed after 
one day, the constituent molecules are weakly interacting and act as single molecules. 
Then the assemblies formed after three days are allowed enough time to re-arrange into a 
closely-packed and possibly pi-stacked arrangement in which the porphyrin-thiols are 
strongly interacting Finally, after five days, the assemblies begin disorganize and to lose 
their closely-packed arrangement due to the depleting of the surrounding C12 SAM 
which can no longer stabilize the porphyrin-thiol assemblies. This work has 
demonstrated that extremely subtle organizational differences in porphyrin-thiol 
assemblies on Au(111) surfaces have an abounding impact on the electronic properties 
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with the loss of the useful property of bias-induced switching for stochastic or little 
switching capability. With this understanding, research to controllably fabricate 
porphyrin-thiol assemblies with specific electronic properties follows. 
It is essential to control and direct the assembly of porphyrin-thiols to utilize their 
electronic properties that depend on lateral assembly dimension and internal 
organization, previously found here and elsewhere, in any pre-defined manor. Therefore, 
Chapter IV describes a method that has been developed to fabricate porphyrin-thiol 
assemblies on Au(111) surfaces with two steps. First the surface tether, C5DT, was 
controllably attached to the Au(111) surface co-absorption from a mixed C5DT/C12 
solution or nanografting with AFM. Second a porphyrin derivative was selectively 
attached to the surface bound C5DT by a click reaction. The organization of the C5DT 
template was examined by AFM and STM with molecular-level resolution and the 
porphyrin head group attachment was monitored at time intervals of 3, 18, and 21 hours 
with AFM and the electronic properties were investigated by STM as well as STS to 
obtain I-V characteristics. It was found that contrary to a simple C5DT monolayer, 
domains of C5DT within the C12 background formed a standing-up phase via a “lateral 
epitaxy,” and the internal organization could be controlled by varying the size of the 
domains from approximately 5 nm, 40 nm, 50 nm, and 120 nm. The C5DT domains 
undergo a phase transition from the most densely packed (√3×√3)R30°, to a less dense 
(2×2), and finally to a disordered phase with increasing domain size. Such detailed, 
molecular-level understanding of the placement of the C5DT on the surface provides 
specific reaction sites to which active head groups can be attached. In this work, 
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porphyrin head groups with a pendant pentafluorophenyl ring were bound to the C5DT 
domains by leveraging a “click” reaction between with the pentafluorophenyl ring and 
the exposed thiol on the surface. It was found that the porphyrins derivatives selectively 
reacted with the C5DT domains and overtime there was a hierarchical build-up of 
porphyrins on the C5DT domains where some porphyrins were directly bound to the 
exposed thiols and other intercalated to pi stack between. The resulting I-V characteristic 
of was the same as that observed for porphyrin-thiol assemblies formed through random 
self-assembly. There have been many reports describing assembly methods, less that 
examine the resulting electronic properties of the assembled structures, and far fewer in 
which a fabrication method is designed to achieve a pre-desired electronic property. 
Here a facile two-step method was devised to controllably direct porphyrin derivatives 
into pre-defined, pi-stacked geometries to produce a certain electronic property. Beyond 
porphyrin derivatives, this two-step method is versatile and can be applied to direct the 
assembly of variety of other types of systems, such as quantum dots, DNA, and other 
complex molecules requiring immobilization on surfaces into specific geometries by 
tuning the interactions between the targets and head groups of the surface-bound thiols. 
The research described here examined porphyrin molecules as electro-active 
materials to modulate charge on Au(111). From this it was found that in single 
porphyrin-thiol molecules, there as limits to electronic tunability and this limitation was 
surmounted in assemblies of porphryin-thiols. The electronic properties in porphyrin-
thiol assemblies was found to be extremely sensitive to local molecular re-arrangements 
by way of differing self-assembly durations. Finally, to utilize the electronic properties 
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of porphryin-thiols, a directed two-step fabrication method was designed in which 
hierarchical pi-stacked porphyrin structures were produced that displayed the intended 
electronic property.  
5.2 Outlook 
5.2.1 Future Directions for Electronic Investigations of Porphyrin-Thiols on Surfaces 
 The knowledge and understanding acquired in the studies of porphyrin molecules 
as electro-active materials to modulate charge on Au(111) surfaces as single molecules, 
assemblies, and as directed hierarchical assemblies has been paramount. This work has 
provided a foundation for future investigations of porphyrin-thiols on Au surfaces. 
Distinctly, the two-step fabrication method developed herein expanded the possibilities 
for further investigations making it possible to direct the assembly of porphyrins on 
surfaces opening the potential for greater morphological control and the ability to design 
complex, multi-component structures. To further future investigations, recent 
innovations in experimental techniques such as thermovoltage and direct transmission 
function (T(E)) measurements can assist to illuminate the fine electronic details expected 
to differentiate complex molecular structures.  
The electronic properties of porphyrin-thiol assemblies were found to depend on 
the assembly size as well as the local organization, within and surrounding the 
assemblies and with greater morphological control these electronic properties can be 
better understood and thereafter utilized in a prescribed way. In single porphyrin-thiol 
molecules and small clusters (ca. <3 nm in lateral dimension) charge was transported via 
tunneling, however in large assemblies (ca. >5 nm in lateral dimension) charge was 
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transported via hopping, but the distinct transition between these transport mechanism 
has not yet been observed and additionally it is not been discerned whether there is an 
upper bound on assembly size for charge hopping behavior. In other reports on differing 
transport properties, observing the transition between the properties has been useful in 
understanding the structure-function relationship and it would be so in this case as well. 
For fine control of the porphyrin-thiol assembly size, the two-step fabrication method 
would be ideal for controlling the size of the assemblies in the first nanografting step and 
by this a series of porphyrin-thiol assemblies could be created with finely varied sizes; 
for instance 4 nm to 20 nm in 2 nm increments. Incrementing the size by 2 nm translate 
to incrementing the porphyrin-thiol assemblies by one porphyrin-thiol molecule and 
from this the molecular-level understanding of the collective electronic properties could 
be gained. Yet, there are anticipated challenges in nanografting such small C5DT 
domains differing by only a few nanometers, seeing as nanografted features have been 
reported down to a 2x4 nm line consisting of only 32 alkanethiol molecules.
197
 To 
achieve this carful optimization of nanografting parameters is required by considering 
the applied load, contact radius to line step (CRLS),
309
 and size of the AFM tip. 
Additionally, changes in the organization of alkanethiol SAM surrounding the 
porphyrin-thiol assembles affect the electronic properties with the loss of bias-induced 
switching for a stochastic switching with SAM depletion for prolonged self-assembly 
durations, rendering the surrounding SAM less able to stabilize the porphyrin-thiol 
assembly. Even when the surrounding alkanethiol SAM is fully intact the bonds to the 
surface are not uniform, forming on atop adatoms or at threefold hollow sites for 
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instance, and can diffuse on the surface and it may not provide the necessarily 
stabilization, possibly responsible for some of the spread in the data shown herein.
314
 
Stabilization is an area that needs advancement for molecular/organic electronic in 
general and here specifically the porphyrin-thiols assemblies can be more effectively 
stabilized by replacing the alkanethiol SAM with a diacetylene-containing alkanethiol 
SAM. The diacetylene-containing alkanethiol SAM in comparable to the simple 
alkanethiol SAM and is seemingly compatible with two-step fabrication method. The 
difference arises when the diacetylene-containing alkanethiol SAM is exposed to UV-vis 
light and form robust cross-linking bonds upon that can “lock-in” the assembled 
porphyrins after carrying out the two-step fabrication method. 
Multi-component molecular assembles appears to one of the promising areas for 
advancement in molecular/organic electronics because of the immense combinatorial 
capacity in which the individual properties of each constituent molecule contributes to 
the over-all property or function of the assembly.
172
 Appropriate fabrication methods 
have been lacking, but the development of two-step fabrication method has provided 
potential for designing and directing the assembly of multi-component structures. In 
Chapter IV, as a proof of principle, one type of porphyrin derivative with a pendant 
pentafluorophenyl ring was directed into a hierarchical structure in which some 
porphyrin bonded directly to the underlying C5DT template and others did not. Those 
that did not directly bind to the C5DT intercalated between the bound porphyrins to pi 
stack and were stabilized by the “book ends” of the directly bound porphyrins. In fact, it 
appeared that over time, this pi-stacking structure grew upwards with multiple pi-stacked 
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layers. Leveraging these “book ends”, a multitude of different molecular species could 
be incorporated into the hierarchical structure and potentially with a different molecular 
species in each pi-stacked layer. The applications of such hierarchical molecular 
structures could extend to spintroins, molecular magnets, and advanced functional 
materials depending on the choice of secondary and tertiary molecular materials. The 
“book ends” need not necessarily be porphyrin molecules but simply containing flouro 
groups to react via click chemistry with the exposed thiol group of in the surface bound 
C5DT domains. Beyond flouro-thiol chemistry, the head group of the template 
alkanethiols could be optimized to react with alternative groups of the target molecule. 
Moreover, any secondary and tertiary molecular components indented to be incorporated 
between the “book ends” do not require reactive flouro groups since they need not be 
directly bound and are instead stabilized by the initial molecular species that are directly 
bound to the surface. 
Achieving multi-component molecular assembles through the two-step 
fabrication method will require further research to better understand the details of the 
assembly process. Specifically, it would be advantageous to understand the formation of 
each pi-stacked layer through in-situ AFM imaging to monitor the assembly one 
molecule at a time. Preliminary data on the on the affects of the reactions conditions has 
been collected with similar experimental methods as described in Chapter IV but with 
two different variations. First, the solution concentration was reduced by 10x and 
monitored with shorter, more frequent time intervals. Second, the versatility of the 
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fabrication method was tested by replacing volatile and harsh TPPF5 solvent with 
simply ethanol. 
In an effort to examine the process of porphyrin assembly, the C5DT domains 
were nanografted as before (Chapter IV) and then immersed in the TPPF5 solution but 
with a 0.1 mM concentration (10x lower than before). The immersion was carried out 
directly in the vessel utilized for liquid AFM imaging and AFM images were recorded at 
1 hour intervals (Figure 31). Imaging in the environment of the reaction solution is 
challenging because the solvents that compose the reaction solution, especially DCM, 
are highly volatile and can degrade the materials of the AFM components causing 
enormous drift. To mitigate this, glass and Teflon AFM components are used where 
possible. Figure 31 displays topographic and corresponding frictional force AFM images 
of the reaction of C5DT domains with TPPF5 while immersed in a 0.1 mM solution 
from 0-5 hours. The images are of various sizes and quality, due to the enormous drift, 
but provide preliminary information on the detailed TPPF5 assembly. The TPPF5 does 
not react with the C5DT domains until immersion duration of 4 hrs. at which protrusions 
appear in the topography in Figure 31(E) and become more apparent after 5 hours in 
Figure 31(F). Previously, with the more highly concentrated 1 mM TPPF5 solution, 
TPPF5 reacted with C5DT domains in as little as 3 hours. Therefore, it seems that 
reaction duration is dependent on TPPF5 concentration. Furthermore, the TPPF5 seems 
to react more readily with the lager C5DT domains as evidence in the appearance of 
protrusions on the largest C5DT domains first (Figure 31(E)) then later on the second 
largest C5DT domains (Figure 31(F)). After 4 hours of immersion, large and small 
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C5DT domains were examined more closely in Figure 32 showing some reacted TPPF5 
near the boundaries of the large C5DT domains and none on the small C5DT domains. 
Therefore, it seems that the reaction may also depend on the surface area of the C5DT 
domain. The first appearance of reacted TPPF5 domains at 4 hours (Figure 31(E)) was 
more closely examined in Figure 33 and shows that TPPF5 reacted near the C5DT 
domain boundaries. The reacted TPPF5 features vary in height from approximately 1-3 
nm. A representative cross-section of a reacted TPPF5 feature is shown in Figure 33(C). 
These data suggests that TPPF5 first reacts near the boundaries of the C5DT domains in 
the well-ordered regions, as described in Chapter IV, and then nucleates from there to 
eventually cover the majority of the C5DT domain, resulting in reacted TPPF5 domains 
as observed in Chapter IV. 
 
 
Figure 31. Nanografted C5DT domains were immersed in 0.1 mM TPPF5 and in-situ 
AFM images were recorded at 1 hour intervals. On the right is the topography image and 
on the left image is the corresponding friction image. A) AFM images immediately after 
nanografting C5DT domains. While not visible in the topography image, the C5DT 
domains are highly apparent in the friction image. B)-D) There is no change in the 
topography images indicating no reaction between the C5DT domains and TPPF5. E) 
and F) Reacted TPPF5 become apparent in the topography image in the location of the 
large C5DT domains. 
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Figure 31. Continued. 
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Figure 32. AFM topographic (left) and frictional force (right) images after nanografted 
C5DT domains were immersed in 0.1 mM TPPF5 for 4 hours. A) Protrusions appear 
near the boundaries of the C5DT domains indicating that TPPF5 begins to react with the 
large C5DT domains but B) does not yet do so with the small C5DT domains. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 33. Large C5DT domain and reacted TPPF5 after 4 hours of immersion in 0.1 
mM TPPF5 solution. A) AFM topography image and B) corresponding cross-section. 
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Because of the challenges that arise using such highly volatile and harsh solvents, 
the second variation involved replacing the TPPF5, DCM-based, solvent by ethanol. To 
do this, a co-absorbed C12/C5DT SAM was formed and characterized with AFM and 
STM with equivalent results as presented in Chapter IV and in Figure 19. Then, a 1 mM 
TPPF5 solution was sonciated for 10 minutes to disperse the insoluble TPPF5 in the 
ethanol. Finally, the co-absorbed C12/C5DT SAM was immersed in the 1 mM TPPF5 
solution for 3 hours. AFM and STM images after immersion are shown in Figure 34. 
Similar to the DCM-based solution used in Chapter IV, after 3 hours immersion in the 
ethanol-based solution, bright features appear in the AFM and STM images indicating 
attachment of the TPPF5 to the C5DT domains. While some C5DT domains reacted 
with the TPPF5, others remained unreacted (Figure 34(B) and Figure 34(D)). Grain 
analysis of the AFM and STM images after the reaction yielded 107 and 38 detected 
TPPF5 features per 100 nm
2
, respectively. On average the physical (extracted from AFM 
images) and apparent height (extracted from STM images) of the TPPF5 domains 
reacted from an ethanol solution was found to be 0.3±0.1 nm and 0.4±0.2 nm above the 
background C12 respectively. Additionally, on average the lateral dimension (extracted 
from STM images) of the TPPF5 domains reacted from an ethanol solution was found to 
be 2.9±1.4 nm. These TPPF5 dimensions and the number of detected TPPF5 features 
after 3 hours immersion are comparable to those obtained for the reaction in the DCM-
based solution (Chapter IV). Therefore, these results indicate the possible versatility of 
the reaction of TPPF5 with surface bound C5DT that does not necessarily require a 
DCM-based solution. However, because TPPF5 is not soluble in ethanol, in situ AFM 
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was not possible because the 1 mM TPPF5 solution in ethanol dispersed the incident 
laser path resulting in insufficient laser signal on the photodiode and the inability to 
monitor the AFM tip.  
 
 
Figure 34. Co-absorbed C12/C5DT SAM after 3 hours immersion in 1 mM TPPF5 
ethanol AFM topography image (A) showing the reacted TPPF5 islands which appear as 
bright protrusions and corresponding AFM cross-sections (B) of a TPPF5 domain as 
well as an unreacted C5DT domain. Similarly an STM image (C) is shown with 
corresponding cross-sections (D) of a TPPF5 domain and unreacted C5DT domain. 
 
 
 
With the potential for complex porphyrin-containing materials and for 
molecular/organic materials in general, further future electronic investigations will call 
for new experimental techniques to elucidate the fine details of molecular transport. 
Previously and presently I-V characteristics have been and still are integral in 
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understating the electronic properties in molecular/organic materials, but are effected by 
atomistic details of the electrical contacts
225, 325-326
 that are unclear during measurement 
and cannot be used to distinctly discern details such the dominance of hole or electron 
transport and energy level alignment.
327-329
 In recent years, thermovoltage measurements 
have been decisive in elucidating the fine details of molecular transport unattainable 
from I-V characteristics alone.
330-333
 For example, after much uncertainty using other 
methods, thermovoltage measurements of benzenethiol were robust enough to finally 
shown that the charge transport is dominated by holes and that the relative energy level 
alignment can be altered by perturbations in molecular structure, shifting the HOMO 
closer to the Fermi level by 1.2 eV.
327, 330, 334-337
 Therefore, by this it is possible to 
examine the structure-function relationship of molecular assemblies fabricated though 
the two-step method in terms of HOMO-LUMO level alignment or “doping”, which has 
been indispensable for traditional semi-conductors, to design a host of finely tuned 
molecular/organic structures. Thermovoltage measurements are usually carried-out by 
home-built adaptations to existing STM or AFM systems with either local point 
measurements in a break-junction configuration
330, 337
 or through more advanced 
mapping.
338-339
 The STM and AFM systems currently residing in the Batteas Research 
Group have the capacity to be adapted by utilizing the available heating stages and 
introducing a differential amplifier circuitry, but would require careful circuit design.
340-
341
 Alternatively the user facility at the Center for Nanophase Materials Science within 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory is available for advance thermovoltage mapping. 
Thermovoltage measurement have been a tool to access fundamental information 
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considering the charge transport, but recently there was a report on a method to acquire 
even more fundamental information; namely the transmission function (T(E)) within a 
molecular break-junction.
342
 By directly measuring the transmission function, a detailed 
transmission map can be acquired instead of only providing a limited amount of data that 
is later related to the transmission function like in the case of I-V
343
 and thermovoltage 
measurements.
330-331, 333
 While there is potential for direct transmission function 
mapping, it is quite new and its applicability has yet to be seen. 
5.2.2 Future Directions for Molecular/Organic Electronics 
The farthermost limit of electronic device controllable design and miniaturization 
is directing the constituent components at the atomic level and this is possible with 
molecular/organic materials.
3, 344
 Therefore, there is abounding work on using molecules 
and organics for electronic applications (see Chapter I and the references therein). The 
aim is to modify existing silicon-based and CMOS technology by incorporating 
molecular/organics as charge modulating components with future aims directed towards 
devices composed exclusively of molecular/organic materials and ultimately single 
molecule devices.
6, 180
 Presently, it seems that molecular/organic materials will not 
replace silicon and semiconductor materials, but rather suited to compliment current 
technology with their inherent nanoscopic dimensions and increased, new functionality. 
Despite developments, there are areas requiring future advancement to achieve wide 
spread use of molecular/organic materials in electronic applications; namely in situ 
measurements,
345-346
 device stability,
347-349
 and fabrication techniques for integration.
196, 
350-351
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In the work presented herein as well in other works, in situ measurements would 
be advantageous in providing valuable information on the electronic properties and the 
related physical properties during the charge transport process. Oftentimes, physical 
properties are characterized immediately before and after electronic measurements. But 
because of the reduced dimensions, molecular junctions are sensitive to atomistic details 
and local environment that can be perturbed during electronic measurements.
138, 330, 348-
349
 Without in situ physical characterization, the detailed structure-function relationship 
cannot be completely illuminated. As an example in the work presented herein, Chapter 
III described bias-induced and stochastic switching in porphyrin-thiol assemblies 
observed through fast (in comparison to STM imaging) STS I-V measurements. 
Although the assemblies were imaged before and after, the response of the assemblies 
under a sweeping applied bias could not be imaged. The need for fast, simultaneous 
imaging in other works as well. In nanogap junctions, TEM (Transmission Electron 
Microscopy) images could only be obtained after electromigration, leaving conductance 
changes and mechanisms related to physical changes during the electromigration process 
unclear.
345
 Furthermore, molecules underwent a cis to trans conformation change when 
irradiated by ultra violet and visible light and IETS (Inelastic Tunneling Spectroscopy) 
measurements revealed isomer-identifying vibrational spectra.
345
 But IETS could only 
be performed ex situ and the transition from cis to trans transformation could be not 
resolved. 
Device stability is essential when evaluating the integrity of device function in 
addition to device to device variation. Instabilities arise from molecular and atomic-level 
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details such as nearest neighbor interactions, local environment, and atomistic details, 
especially in contacts at metal-molecule interface.
348-349
 These molecular and atomic-
level details are challenging to control, regularly leading to variations in assembled 
devices from sample to sample.
347
 In an effort for control, fabrication methods and 
processing has been an area of research (see Section 1.5 and the references therein). For 
example, in Chapter III of this work the importance of nearest neighbor interactions and 
local environment of the elecro-active molecules was displayed with the loss of bias-
induced switching in favor of stochastic switching in porphyrin-thiol assemblies when 
the stabilizing background alkanethiol SAM degraded. In fact, SAMs and Langmuir–
Blodgett films are widely used to construct junctions and the bonds of which are labile 
introducing instabilities.
352
 To improve stability in the work herein, in the future, 
alkanethiol SAM can be replaced with diacetylene-containing alkanethiols that will form 
robust cross-linking bonds upon UV-vis exposure.
353-355
 Another strategy to improve 
stability is in the use of nanocarbon species such as carbon nanotubes and graphene to 
connect molecules to electrode surfaces.
351, 356-357
 Contrary to their metallic counter 
parts, nanocarbon species are mechanically stable at the atomic level and are inherently 
functional at their edges. Nanocarbon species can be lithographically patterned into point 
contacts and functionalized at their edges with carboxyl acid and though amine tethers 
covalently bind molecules to the electrode surfaces. These types of contacts contribute to 
device stability by withstanding processing conditions like chemical treatments and 
operating conditions like applied, external stimuli. As a demonstration of stability, in 
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test-bed devices graphene was used to connect Cu phthalocyanine SAMs in a field effect 
transistor configuration with almost 100% reproducibility.
358
 
Foreseeably, next generation electronic devices will be composed of networks of 
interfaces that dictate the functionality and molecules absorbed on these interfaces will be a 
means of functionality control. Therefore integrating molecules and organics into device 
configurations is paramount but methods merging silicon and semiconducting materials 
with molecules and organics are lacking.
350, 359
 Bottom-up methods have been choice for 
processing molecules and organics and conversely, top-down methods have been choice 
for silicon-based and CMOS materials. A promising method to bridge these two methods 
is a combinatorial approach termed top-down assisted bottom-up or template-directed 
assembly in which structure, size, and local order is directed by using chemical 
templates.
196
 The potential of template-directed assembly has been demonstrated in some 
reports where notably pre-designed electronic properties were achieved (see Chapter 
IV).
280
 Another promising way to bridge silicon and semiconducting materials with 
molecules and organics is by using nanocarbon species like carbon nanotubes and 
graphene because they are suited for small molecular level contact, though their 
inherently functional edges, and can be indefinitely large, allowing contact to large 
macroscopic circuitry.
351, 356-357
 The potential is evident is the fabrication of a new 
variety of hybrid field effect transistor where graphene bridged a Cu phthalocyanine 
SAM and metallic contacts which operated with large carrier motilities of 0.04 cm
2 
V
-1
 s
-
1
 and high “on/off” ratio of 106 through an impressively small single monolayer, 
approximately 1 nm thick.
358
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5.3 Conclusion 
Certainly, molecular/organic electronics will have a distinguished place in new 
and developing technology. However, at present molecular/organic materials have only 
been implemented in niche applications and in laboratory settings and research must still 
continue at the intersection of physics, engineering, materials science, and chemistry. To 
realize the potential of molecules and organics for electronics applications, the work 
presented herein has been concentrated on the fundamental electronic properties of 
molecular/organic materials and the utilization these electronic properties in a prescribed 
manner with strategies to controllably construct molecular/organic assembles. With this 
completion of this work, valuable questions have been researched in the directions of the 
limitations of electronic tunability by way of chemical subsistent in single porphyrin-
thiol molecules, the effects of local order on the electronic properties of porphyrin-thiol 
assemblies, and finally a facile, template-directed fabrication method for molecular 
materials on surfaces which has produced a pre-designed electronic property when 
applied to porphyrin molecules. This work has advanced of molecular/organic 
electronics by providing knowledge essential for molecular-level device engineering 
with pre-designed functions. The impact of the acquired knowledge will continue into 
the future, especially with the foundation of the two-step template-directed assembly 
method with its versatility and immense combinatorial potential in engineering complex, 
multi-component molecular structures. 
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APPENDIX A 
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA FOR CHAPTER II 
 
A.1 Data Summary for All Porphyrin-Thiols with Varying Chemical Identity 
 
Molecule 
Porphyrin-
thiol Solution 
Concentration 
(mM) 
Porphyrin-thiol 
Solution 
Immersion 
Duration (Days) 
Physical 
Height, 
δhAFM (Å) 
Apparent 
Height, 
δhSTM (Å) 
Lateral 
Dimension 
(Å) 
H-Pyridal 0.5 
1 5±2 5±2 32±22 
3 5±2 5±2 53±22 
5 5±2 5±2 49±29 
F-Phenyl 0.5 
1 3±1 5±3 
Bimodal 
27±8, 50±25 
3 4±2 4±2 25±14 
5 2±1 5±2 
Bimodal 
27±6, 47±25 
F-Pyridal* 0.5 5 9±5 5±2 
Bimodal 
50±8,100±10 
Zn H-
Pyridal 
0.05 
1 4±2 3±2 29±13 
3 5±2 5±3 31±17 
5 5±2 4±2 33±21 
Table 4. Summary of the data collected for all the porphyrin-thiols in the series. Some 
research on the F-Pyridyl
20
 and Zn F-Pyridyl
19
 has been done previously. The physical 
height, apparent height, and lateral dimension values were obtained by fitting the 
population to an extreme Gaussian function and extracting the peak value. The error of 
the values reported is the full width at half the maximum of an extreme function (a 
particular case of the Gumbel probability density function as defined in OriginPro 2013) 
that was fitted to the data as plotted in a histogram similar to Figure 5. 
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Zn F-
Phenyl 
0.05 
1 2±1 5±4 
Bimodal 
33±7, 59±22 
3 3±2 4±2 
Bimodal 
23±7, 47±19 
5 3±1 4±2 
Bimodal 
20±5, 38±47 
Zn F-
Pyridal* 
0.05 
1 3±1 5±3 
Bimodal 
31±9, 52±11 
3 3±1 5±2 33±19 
5 3±1 4±2 
Bimodal 
27±10 45±24 
Table 4. Continued. 
 
 
 
A.2 Apparent Height Ratio 
The apparent height ratio, calculated from Equation 1, is used as a measure of the 
relative conductance for porphyrin-thiol molecules within a pre-formed C12 SAM. The 
apparent height ratio for all varieties of porphyrin-thiols studied herein plotted as a 
function of lateral dimension and assembly time in Figure 35. The apparent height ratio 
is a value for comparison between all the different porphryin-thiols with varying 
chemical identity as well as with the C12 SAM. It was found that for single molecules 
and small clusters (lateral dimension ≤3 nm) of all varieties of porphyrin-thiols, the 
apparent height ratio is approximately zero. This indicates that there is no change in the 
apparent height and therefore single porphryin-thiols and C12 are equally conductive 
and that the thiol-tether of the porphyrins dominates the transport. For larger clusters of 
porphryin-thiols (lateral dimension ≥5 nm) the apparent height ratio departs from zero 
and generally increases by 4-fold for increasing lateral dimension but with a large spread 
in the data. This indicates that for large clusters of porphryin-thiols, the transport is no 
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longer dominated by the thiol-theater, providing an opportunity to recover transport 
modulation with varying chemical identity. The larger spread in the data can be 
attributed to variations in molecular organization and therefore nearest-neighbor 
interactions which results in varying electronic properties (see Chapter III).  
 
 
 
Figure 35. Three dimensional plots of the apparent height ratio, as calculated from 
Equation 1 for all porphyrin-thiol varieties studied herein as a function of lateral 
dimension and assembly time. 
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Figure 35. Continued. 
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Figure 35. Continued. 
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A.3 Tunneling Efficiency 
An alternative method to compare the relative electronic properties is by using 
the molecular tunneling efficiency (or tunneling decay constant), which indicates the 
decay of the electronic wavefunction in the barrier (i.e. molecule or molecular 
assembly), between all the porphyrin-thiol varieties. To do this, the Double-Layer 
Tunnel Junction Model (DLTJ)
20, 219
 serves as a basis to contrast the well-studied 
tunneling efficiency of C12 to the previously unknown tunneling efficiency of these 
porphyrin-thiols. In the DLTJ model assuming that the conductance is the same for C12 
and porphyrins,
230, 238
 and the tunneling efficiency is given by 
   
                            
  
                          (Equation 12) 
where βC12 is the tunneling efficiency of C12, hC12 is the height of the C12 from the 
surface of the substrate, βvac is the tunneling efficiency in vacuum, δhSTM,P is height 
difference between the porphyrin-thiol and dodecanethiol imaged by STM, and hP is the 
height of the porphyrin-thiol from the surface of the substrate. The tunneling efficiency 
was calculated by using βC12 = 1.2 Å
-1
 
239
 and hC12 = 14 Å.
234
 This model was applied by 
obtaining the following about the porphyrin-thiol in the mixed SAM: the height of the 
porphyrin from the surface hP and the physical height δhAFM,P obtained from AFM 
measurements, and the apparent height δhSTM,P obtained from STM measurements. The 
tunneling efficiency for all porphyrin-thiol varieties as a function of lateral dimension 
and assembly time is shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37. The tunneling efficiency of 
single molecules and small clusters of porphyrin-thiols of all varieties was found to be 
0.9±0.2 Å
-1
 (Figure 35). This is larger than the tunneling efficiency of other conjugated 
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systems; 0.2 to 0.6 Å
-1
.
8, 137, 219
 However, the tunneling efficiency for the porphyrin-
thiols is within error of that reported for C12, which varies from 0.7 to 1.2 Å
-1
 depending 
on the method of measurement.
235-239
 The tunneling efficiency, using the DLTJ model, 
for large clusters of porphyrin-thiols produces negative, unphysical values (Figure 36) 
and this is the reason for the apparent height ratio (Equation 1) to be the method of 
comparison. Unphysical values suggest that the DLTJ does not apply for large clusters 
and that the mechanism of charge transport is different than for single and small clusters 
of porphyrin-thiols. 
 
 
Figure 36. Three dimensional plots of the tunneling efficiency, as calculated from 
Equation 12 for all porphyrin-thiol varieties studied herein as a function of lateral 
dimension and assembly time. 
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Figure 36. Continued. 
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Figure 36. Continued. 
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Figure 37. The tunneling efficiency, as calculated from Equation 12 for a particular 
porphyrin variety as an example, for only single molecules and small clusters at different 
perspective for clarity. For single molecules and small clusters, the tunneling efficiency 
is 0.9±0.2 Å
-1
. 
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APPENDIX B 
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA FOR CHAPTER III 
 
B.1 Quantifying Statistics  
 Statistical treatment of the data presented in Chapter III is described here. These 
statistics are utilized to quantify the bias-induced switching, observed for porphyrin-thiol 
clusters formed after three days of self-assembly, and stochastic switching, observed in 
porphyrin-thiol clusters formed after five days of self-assembly.  
B.1.1 Distribution of Geometrical Parameters 
 The distribution of geometrical parameters, such as the AFM physical height, the 
estimated molecular tilt derived from the AFM physical height difference, the STM 
apparent height, and lateral cluster dimension obtained from STM topography all show 
non-symmetric distributions, which could not be fitted to a normal distribution. Table 5 
is an extension of Table 3 in Chapter III, providing the major statistical characteristics of 
the different parameters. 
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Property Location D1 D3 D5 Shape D1 D3 D5 
AFM Phys. 
Height (nm) 
Mean 0.27 0.36 0.36 STD 0.11 0.19 0.17 
Median 0.24 0.30 0.31 IQR / 2 0.04 0.06 0.05 
Mode 0.21 0.26 0.29 Skew 2.42 3.87 6.70 
Tilt Angle 
(degree) 
Mean 43.3 41.0 40.5 STD 4.4 4.6 4.3 
Median 44.6 42.6 41.9 IQR / 2 1.5 1.9 1.7 
Mode 45.5 43.5 43.0 Skew -2.8 -2.3 -3.1 
Lateral 
Dimension 
(nm) 
Mean 6.16 4.13 4.12 STD 4.06 2.57 2.66 
Median 5.23 3.55 3.28 IQR / 2 1.92 1.57 1.70 
Mode 3.20 2.00 1.80 Skew 2.53 1.95 1.54 
STM App. 
Height (nm) 
Mean 0.74 1.30 0.64 STD 0.53 0.87 0.48 
Median 0.62 1.04 0.45 IQR / 2 0.26 0.60 0.20 
Mode 0.35 0.50 0.35 Skew 2.56 1.29 2.09 
Conductance 
 Ratio (Eq. 3.2) 
Mean 1.3 E4 1.7 E8 266 
    
Median 1991 3.0 E6 16 
    
Mode 16 122 3 
    
Table 5. Statistical analysis of the geometric characterization with the parameters as 
following. Location describes the different ways to extract a characteristic quantity, 
including the mean defined as arithmetic average over all measured values; median 
defined as the 50% probability value; mode defined as the highest occurrence value (or 
highest value of the histogram). The mode was computed on rounded values to 0.01, 0.5, 
0.1 and 0.05 for AFM height, tilt, lateral dimension and STM height, respectively. Shape 
describes the different statistical features of the distribution, including STD defined as 
the standard deviation of the sampling; IQR / 2: defined as half of the interquartile range 
which is the difference between the 75% and 25% percentiles, and skew is a measure of 
the distribution asymmetry that equals 0 for a symmetric distribution. 
 
Two of the parameters in Table 5 are not measured but computed. The estimated 
tilt angle is extracted from the AFM physical height, compared to nominal ZnTPPF4-
SC5SH and C12 lengths according to Equation 6. The difference between the between 
the AFM physical height (Figure 38) and STM apparent height (Figure 39) are used to 
compute the apparent height ratio (Figure 40) according to Equation 7. This comparison 
is that of a population, because STM and AFM were measured by two different 
instruments on different locations of the sample. The values in Table 3 refer to 
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calculations using the difference between the mean, median or mode of the STM 
apparent height and the same characteristic of the distribution in the AFM physical 
height. The distribution in relative conductivity as presented in Figure 40 was computed 
by sorting the two independent populations and comparing pairs of values with the same 
relative position. For example, the highest STM apparent height value was compared to 
the highest AFM physical height value, the lowest with lowest, and so on. Figure 40 
plots the log of the apparent height ratio because it has an exponential dependence on the 
height difference. Figure 40 shows a satisfying correlation between the two methods, 
which strengthen the relevance of the estimated distribution in relative conductance. 
Figure 38 to Figure 42 displays the histograms of the different parameters and 
over them the mean, median and mode as vertical lines. These three parameters coincide 
for normal distribution, which is clearly not the case here. In all cases, the median (‘2’, 
magenta) is the central of the three location values, and therefore, better describe gross 
shifts in the distribution with time. Therefore, this parameter is chosen to represent the 
location of the distribution. The mode is generally the least sensitive to the behavioral 
evolution with immersion time, suggesting that there is a significant portion of the 
clusters that do not evolve much with time. 
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Figure 38. Distribution of the physical heights measured by AFM. Each panel is for a 
different immersion time; vertical lines show the mode (1), the median (2) and the mean 
(3). Curves are fits of the raw data (not histograms) to a Gaussian (black), inverse 
Gaussian (orange) and generalized extreme value (gray) distribution. 
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Figure 39. Distribution of the STM apparent heights. Curves and lines are as above. 
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Figure 40. Distribution of the estimated relative conductivities according to Equation 7. 
Extracting the relative conductivity requires the difference between the STM apparent 
height and the AFM physical height, as explained Chapter III. Curves and lines are as 
above, except that lines 1, 2, 3 mark values computed from the mode, median and mean 
of the two raw populations. 
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The different sampling arrays were also fitted to three distribution functions: 
normal (black curve), inverse Gaussian (orange curve) and generalized extreme value 
(gray curve). As can be seen in Figure 38 to Figure 42, the center of the normal 
distribution coincides with the mean location (vertical line ‘3’). The width of the normal 
distribution or the formal standard deviation is much larger than the real width of the 
distribution. Therefore, we find the interquartile range (IQR) to be a better representation 
of the width of the distribution than the standard deviation. 
The asymmetry of the data is clearly not in accord with a normal distribution. A 
common distribution to model nonnegative positively skewed data is inverse Gaussian 
(orange curves), which gave a fairly good fit to the data. However, we fit the data to this 
model, only after adjusting the data to start rising at 0 (i.e., fitting used z = x-min(x) as 
the independent parameter; for negative skew as with tilt values, z = x-min(x) was used. 
Another distribution functions that yielded fair description of the data is generalized 
extreme value (gray curves). This distribution aimed at describing maximum or 
minimum values within a random variable; this might reflects the variability in lateral 
cluster dimensions which has a limited minimum value (equals to a single molecule) and 
an un-bounded upper value. 
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Figure 41. Distribution of the computed tilt angles (Equation 6) from the AFM physical 
height. Vertical lines show the 1) mode, 2) median and 3) mean. The curves are fits to a 
Gaussian (black), inverse Gaussian (orange) and generalized extreme value (gray) 
distribution. Notice that the negatively skewed data was fitted to an inverse Gaussian by 
using z = x-min(x). 
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Figure 42. Distribution of the lateral cluster dimension as extracted from STM images. 
Curves and lines are as above. 
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B.1.2 Distribution of Equilibrium Conductance 
 
 
Figure 43. Histograms of the equilibrium conductance (GEq) for all measured data. The 
equilibrium conductance is derived by averaging the 4 data points between ± 20 mV of 
the numerically extracted conductance. The GEq values shown here are the reference 
values used to compute the low-conductance gap (Vtunn) of Figure 15. 
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B.1.3 Lack of Time Dependence in Stochastic Switching 
 
 
Figure 44. Stability of set-point current with successive scans, showing the set-point 
current ratio, Psp (see Equation 11) for 100 successive scans at a constant tip location 
verses their recoding order. Each symbol refers to different immersion times. The data 
set is identical to the one used in Figure 12. 
 
 
 
B.2 I-V Spectroscopy of Pre-Formed ZnTPPF4-SC5SH Clusters 
Immersing the C12 matrix in high concentration (0.5 mM cf. 0.05 mM reported 
in Chapter III) of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH solution for only one day yielded a highly-crowded 
mixed monolayer. These samples were difficult to characterize by STM because 
substance appeared to be deposited on the tip. Still, it is assumed that the high 
concentration and high deposition rate enhance the aggregation within the clusters and 
therefore serves as important evidence for the effect of local organization on transport. 
AFM characterization of the high-concentration clusters yielded practically identical 
physical height to that of clusters made by immersion in low-concentration. STM, in 
contrast, indicated distinctly different behavior of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters made after 
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immersion for one day in high- compared to low-concentration solutions. While 
immersion in low-concentration yielded fairly reproducible clusters and STS curves after 
one day, immersion in a high-concentration solution for the same duration yielded a 
large height distribution and marked differences in the I-V behavior varying from 
continuous tunneling to a pronounced gap-opening, as observed for longer immersion 
times in a low-concentration solution. A total of 14 clusters were characterized by STS, 
with 100 repeating scans on each cluster. Six of the clusters had a STM apparent height 
of 2.5 to 4 nm cf. apparent height ≤ 1.5 nm for low-concentration D1 samples. The rest 
of the tested clusters were divided to two sub-groups of four in each, showing I-V 
behavior similar to either short immersion (D1) in low-concentration or long-immersion 
time (D3) in low concentration. I-V parameters for these two sub-populations are shown 
as bar histograms in Figure 45. For comparison, the distribution of I-V parameters 
measured over low-concentration clusters are over-plotted as lines for one day (‘D1’, 
red) and three days (‘D3’, green). 
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Figure 45. Histograms of I-V parameters of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters formed after one 
day immersion in 0.5 mM solution (10 times the normal concentration). Bars are 
histogram of single molecules and molecular cluster; Curves are references showing 
histogram values for clusters made by immersion time in low-concentration solution for 
one day (red) and three days (green). Each panel shows a different parameter: A) 
Conductance near 0 V (see Figure 44), B) the noise bias gap (see Figure 14 and Equation 
8), C) the low-conductance bias gap (Figure 15, Equation 9, and Equation 10), and D) 
the set-point log-ratio (Figure 16 and Equation 11). 
 
 
 
B.3 Microscopy Images of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH in C12 Monolayer 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters were characterized by Atomic Force Microscopy 
(AFM) and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM). Typical AFM and STM topography 
images (on different locations) are shown in Figure 46 and Figure 47. The height of the 
clusters measured from either AFM or STM is the difference with respect to the C12 
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monolayer. The height measured from AFM is the physical height, δAFM, and from STM 
is the apparent height, δSTM. Additionally, the lateral dimensions of the clusters are 
extracted from STM images due to finer lateral resolution than AFM. As an example of 
this height and lateral dimension measurement, cross sections of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
clusters are shown in Figure 46(C) and Figure 47(C). 
 
 
Figure 46. Typical AFM topography of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters in the C12 matrix. A) 
AFM topography image where the white features are ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters. B) A 
closer look at a certain ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters from the image shown in A). A cross 
section is taken from this ZnTPPF4-SC5SH cluster and the profile is shown in C). The 
difference between the background C12 and the maximum height of the ZnTPPF4-
SC5SH cluster is the physical height. 
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Figure 47. Typical STM topography of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters in the C12 SAM. A) 
STM topography image where the white features are the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters. B) A 
closer look at a certain ZnTPPF4-SC5SH cluster from the image shown in A). A cross 
section is taken from this ZnTPPF4-SC5SH cluster and the profile is shown in C). The 
difference between the background C12 and the maximum height of the cluster is the 
apparent height. Although this is not the identical cluster shown in Figure 46, in general 
the apparent height is larger than that of the physical height. The larger apparent height 
is due to the increased conductivity of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters with respect to the 
C12 SAM. 
 
 
 
B.4 Stochastic Switching as a Function of STM Imaging Time and Set-Point 
 The conductive state of ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters formed after five days were 
examined by repeated and continuous STM imaging with constant imaging set-points at 
1.4 V and 20 pA. Figure 48 displays the STM images recorded during 15 cycles. Initially 
there are 14 ZnTPPF4-SC5SH features visible as bright protrusions in the defined scan 
area. The apparent height and lateral dimensions of the visible ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
features were monitored throughout the 15 cycles. Three of these features are shown 
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below where one ZnTPPF4-SC5SH feature is displayed in Figure 48(D) and the data 
presented in Table 6 and two ZnTPPF4-SC5SH features are displayed in Figure 48(C) 
and the data presented in Table 7. The apparent height of these three features 
stochastically fluctuates from a large apparent height, as large as 2.8 nm, to a small 
apparent height, as small as 0.3 nm. Additionally, in some cases, the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
feature disappears and is no longer apparent in the STM image, then reappears in a later 
image cycle (Figure 48(C) and Table 7). Fluctuations in the apparent height indicate that 
the conductive state of these ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters is dynamic under these imaging 
conditions. ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters stochastically fluctuate from a highly conductive 
“on” state (large apparent height) to a low conductive state (small apparent height) and 
to an even lower “off” conductive state (non-existent apparent height). In the final image 
only one of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters was still visible in the “on” state while the 
others switched to the “off’ state (Figure 48(B)). When the image range was expanded to 
include the previously un-imaged surrounding area, it was clear that only the 
continuously imaged area was devoid of apparent ZnTPPF4-SC5SH features as 
evidenced in Figure 48(A-C). For prolonged imaging beyond the 15 cycles described 
here, the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH features seldom re-appeared. This suggests that prolonged 
STM imaging under 1.4 V and 20 pA eventually turns “off” the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH 
clusters in which the conductance state settles into a possible local potential minimum. 
Therefore, stochastic conductance switching was observed by repeated and continuous 
STM imaging at 1.4 V and 20 pA but eventually stochastic switching is overruled by 
switching “off” due to prolonged imaging. 
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Figure 48. Investigation of stochastic switching in ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters formed 
after five days by repeated and continuous STM imaging keeping constant imaging set-
points; 1.4 V and 20 pA. A) The initial STM image recorded in the series in which 14 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH features are visible. The scale bar is 20 nm. B) The final STM image 
after 15 continuous images in which only 1 ZnTPPF4-SC5SH features is visible. The 
scale bar is 20 nm. C) After the final image was recorded, the scan range was expanded 
to include the surrounding area. It appears that there only ZnTPPF4-SC5SH features in 
the surrounding, previously un-scanned area. The scale bar is 100 nm. Repeated and 
continuous STM images of a particular ZnTPPF4-SC5SH feature at D) location 1 and E) 
location 2 as indicated in A). The scale bar is 10 nm. 
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Location 1 
Image 
Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Apparent 
Height 
(nm) 
1.6 0.7 2.1 2.2 0.9 0.9 1.8 1.5 1.4 2.8 1.7 1.5 2.8 1.3 2.2 
Lateral 
Dimension 
(nm) 
11.8 11.3 8.3 12.5 12.2 8.9 18.1 10.6 11.5 12.7 15.1 13.9 16.2 16.5 18.1 
Table 6. The apparent height and lateral dimension of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters 
shown at location 1 in Figure 48(D) during continuous STM imaging at constant 
imaging set-points, 1.4 V and 20 pA. The image numbers here are associated with the 
image numbers in Figure 48(D). The apparent height stochastically fluctuates from a 
large apparent height or a highly conductive state to a reduced apparent height or a less 
conductive state. With the apparent height fluctuations, the lateral dimension fluctuates 
as well. 
 
 
 
Location 2 
Image 
Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Apparent 
Height 
(nm) 
0.4  0.5  0.5  0.5  N/A N/A N/A 0.5  0.5  N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.7  0.9  
0.8  0.5  N/A 0.4  0.8  0.5  0.7  N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.6  0.3  N/A 
Lateral 
Dimensio
n (nm) 
3.5  6.4  7.0  1.9  N/A N/A N/A 5.4  3.9  N/A N/A N/A N/A 8.3  9.8  
7.9  5.1  N/A 2.7  8.2  6.3  7.1  N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4.1  2.4  N/A 
Table 7. The apparent height and lateral dimension of the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH clusters 
shown at location 2 in Figure 48(E) during continuous STM imaging at constant imaging 
set-points, 1.4 V and 20 pA. There are two ZnTPPF4-SC5SH features that appear in 
Figure 48(E) and both of these are tracked here in which the uppermost feature is 
recorded in the upper rows and the bottommost feature is recorded in the gray-
highlighted, lower rows. The image numbers here are associated with the image numbers 
in Figure 48(E). The apparent height stochastically fluctuates from a large apparent 
height to a reduced or even a non-existent apparent height (denoted N/A). With the 
apparent height fluctuations, the lateral dimension fluctuates as well and sometimes is 
even not apparent (denoted N/A). 
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APPENDIX C 
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA FOR CHAPTER IV 
 
C.1 Relocating Nanometer-Sized Features in AFM and STM   
Studying the same nanometer-sized features in AFM and STM is a technical 
challenge because it requires removing a macroscopic sample from one microscope, re-
mounting and locating the same nanometer-sized area within a centimeter-sized wafer. 
In this work, we fabricated nanometer-sized domains of C5DT and TTPF5 facilitated by 
AFM and to study the structure with molecular resolution and the electronic properties 
of the fabricated domains, we employed STM. To provide this means for this 
fabrication/characterization approach we developed a relocation scheme that consists of 
a series of nested patterns in which the large patterns (100s of micrometers) visible 
optically, “point” to intermediate patterns (10s micrometers) that sequentially “point” to 
the small (nanometer) patterns of interest (Figure 49). The large patterns were fabricated 
using contact mode AFM with a stiff (spring constants of approximately 50 N/m) 
cantilever and large load. In contact, the tip is rastered across the Au(111) surface to 
remove a portion of the Au, essentially, carving away the Au to form the desired pattern. 
The load was controlled empirically where the minimum load was applied sufficient to 
carve away the Au. Carving the Au(111) surface was done in this way to pattern the 
large squares in Figure 49(A-B), Figure 50(A) Figure 51(A), and the intermediate matrix 
of squares in Figure 50(B-C).   
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Three variations of the nested pattern scheme are presented with countering 
advantages and disadvantages. First in Figure 49, the large square was carved as 
described above and the intermediate matrix of squares was fabricated via Focused Ion 
Beam (FIB). FIB is advantageous because of the ability to fabricate controlled, uniform 
lines (~20 nm in depth) with essentially no material build-up near the lines. However, 
the ion beam can alter the Au on the surface, thereby altering any absorbed monolayer 
that organizes with respect to the underlying Au(111) such as alkanethiols. Second, the 
variation shown in Figure 49 alleviates the issues of the ions beam because the 
intermediate matrix of squares is carved into the Au like the large square. But the carved 
lines can be nonuniform (depths varying from 200-20 nm) with large amounts of 
material build-up (visible in the contrast change near the lines in Figure 50(C) that make 
subsequent imaging in STM near impossible. Thirdly, to alleviate the issue of imaging 
carved lines with STM, large nested squares (larger than scan range of the STM) are 
carved in which the STM tip can be manually place (Figure 51(A)). The intermediate 
pattern is a star-like square that is nanografted as is the nanometer sized patterns of 
interest localized at the center of the star-like square (Figure 50(B)). Nanografting the 
intermediate pattern has the advantage of controlled, neat line with less timely, in-suit 
fabrication, where the intermediate pattern can serves as additional fabricated structures 
of interest to study in STM. In Figure 51(B), 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (16MUA) is 
nanografted into C12 and since 16MUA is taller than C12, there is sufficient contrast in 
the AFM image is discern the star-like square patter. However, when the combination 
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materials do not have sufficient contrast in AFM and/or STM (as is the case with C5DT 
nanografted into C12) this scheme is un-useable.  
 
 
Figure 49. Nested patterning scheme used to relocate the same nanometer-sized features 
in the AFM and STM. A) Optical image showing a 250 μm2 square carved in the 
Au(111) surface in which the STM tip is manually positioned. B) Optical image of the 
square carved into the Au(111). The interior of the carved square contains a matrix of 
smaller squares (10 μm2) fabricated by FIB and is clearer in C). The inset in C) displays 
a particular pattern in the matrix that consists of an outer (10 μm2) and inner square (3 
μm2) along with an index used to relocate a specific 3x3 μm area. D) AFM image of a 
square in the matrix where the nanometer sized patterns are localized to the inner square. 
E) Nanometer sized patterns of C5DT nanografted into C12 using AFM. F) STM image 
of the same square as in D). G) STM image of the same nanografts as in E). 
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Figure 50. Alternative method for localizing nanometer sized features where the matrix 
of smaller patterns inside the large square A) is like-wise fabricated by carving and not 
by FIB as in Figure 49. C) AFM image of one star-like patterned square in the matrix 
with a 44 index to identify a particular pattern. D) At the center of the star-like pattern, 
nanometer sized features (C5DT nanografted into C12) are localized within a 2x2 μm 
area.  
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Figure 51. Alternative method for localizing nanometer sized features where a series of 
nested squares (150 μm2 to 25 μm2) are carved into the Au(111) surface A) and the 
smaller (2.5 μm2) star-like pattern is nanografted inside the 25 μm2 square B). Within the 
nanografted star-like pattern, nanometer sized features are localized; where here 16MUA 
is shown nanografted into C12. 
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C.2 IMAGE SEQUENCES OF THE ORDER TO DISORDER 
TRANSITIONS IN THE GRAFTED C5DT STRUCTURES

 
 
 
 
Figure 52. Imaging sequence of the 100 nm graft depicted in Figure 24 (G-I).  During 
the imaging sequence, some tip-induced ordering is observed however the transition 
from order to disorder remains visible during repeated imaging. 
 
 
                                                 

Reprinted from Pawlicki, A.; Avery, E.; Jurow, M.; Ewers, B.; Vilan, A.; Drain, C. M.; Batteas, J., 
Studies of the Structure and Phase Transitions of Nano-Confined Pentanedithiol and Its Application in 
Directing Hierarchical Molecular Assemblies on Au(111). J. Phys.-Cond. Matt. 2016, 28 (9), 094013 with 
permission from IOPscience. 
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Figure 53. The imaging sequence of the 100 nm graft, depicted in Figure 24(G-I), was 
also conducted in reverse.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 54. The ordered and disordered regions in the 100 nm graft depicted in Figure 
24(G-I) was imaged repeatedly at a larger length scale. The forward scans are shown in 
A-C and the corresponding backward scans are shown in D-F. Upon repeated imaging, 
the scan region drifted slightly to the right.  
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Figure 55. The order to disorder transition was imaged repeatedly in the 100 nm graft at 
different location; adjacent the region depicted in Figure 24(H). The forward scans are 
shown in B-D and the corresponding backward scans are shown in E-G. Again, upon 
repeated imaging, the scan region drifted slightly to the right. 
 
 
 
Figure 56. Imaging sequence of the 40 nm graft depicted in Figure 24(A-C). 
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Figure 57. Imaging sequence of the 50 nm graft depicted in Figure 24(D-F). 
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APPENDIX D 
METHOD FOR SCANNING TUNNELING SPECTROSCOPY (STS) 
MEASRUEMENTS  
 
A method was developed to measure reliable and repeatable I-V spectroscopy of 
porphyrins within a C12 monolayer. This involves optimization of the STS measurement 
cycle including the bias intervals. Doing so is paramount because the observation of 
stochastic switching as discussed in Chapter III depends on the sampling rate and 
conditioning. Additionally, the STM tip can influence I-V spectroscopy. To minimize 
this influence thereby obtaining I-V curves characteristic of the porphyrin and not of the 
STM tip, we use a comparison method aided by the analysis of a balance factor which is 
defined below (Equation 13). 
D.1 Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) Measurement Cycle  
The details of the STS bias intervals are provided in Figure 58. Each I-V 
measurement cycle starts with the feedback loop on and a 0.1 ms stabilization of the tip 
above the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH or C12 according to the 20 pA and 1.4 V set-points. Next, 
the feedback loop is turned off, the voltage is set to the starting point of the measurement 
(-2 V) and there is an additional 9 ms stabilization before the measurement begins. Then, 
the bias is scanned from -2 to 2 V for the I-V measurement. After 0.1 ms the feedback 
loop is tuned on again and allowed another 0.1 ms of stabilization before repeating the 
cycle. The cycle is repeated 10 times after which the tip is manually repositioned and the 
spectroscopy is carried out again to obtain a total of 100 curves. Therefore, with the 
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exception of the first spectra in the cycle, there is a 0.2 ms stabilization of the tip using 
the feedback loop before each measurement. During the measurement, 40.16 ms elapse 
before the feedback loop is tuned on again and the tip height is reestablished above the 
ZnTPPF4-SC5SH or C12 according to the 20 pA and 1.4 V set-points. 
 
 
Figure 58. Schematic diagram displaying one I-V spectroscopy cycle, including delay 
and acquisition times. 
 
 
 
D.2 Examining C12 I-V Curves Using a Balance Factor 
To minimize spurious tip effects, like tip contamination or degradation, during I-
V spectroscopy on the porphyrins, 100  current-voltage curves were  collected on a near-
by C12 matrix area immediately before and after the ZnTPPF4-SC5SH spectroscopy. If 
these reference spectra were of wide distribution or not well behaved, the results were 
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discarded. To examine the distribution and behavior of the C12 I-V curves, a balance 
factor was used. The balance factor is defined as  
        
        
 
         
   
 
    
        
 
    
   Equation 13 
where I is the current and V is the voltage. The balance factor was applied to each of the 
100 C12 I-V curves and the results were examined in a histogram (Figure 59). A set of 
narrowly distributed and well behaved I-V curves is characterized by a balance factor 
histogram with a sharp peak in the range of -0.8 to 0.5 (Figure 59(A)). If the balance 
factor histogram does not have a well-defined peak and / or is outside of this range, then 
the data set is discarded (Figure 59(B)). 
 
 
Figure 59. Representative balance factor histograms obtained from 100 I-V curves of 
C12 shown adjacent. In A) the data set is accepted because the histogram has a peak at 
between -0.8 and -0.5 and is narrowly distributed. However, in B) the data set is 
discarded because these criteria are not met. 
